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Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) expand the available mission-space for a wide range
of budgets. Using MATLAB, this project has developed a six degree of freedom (6DOF)
simulation of UAV flight, an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), and an algorithm for
localizing radioactive sources using low-cost hardware. The EKF uses simulated low-cost
instruments in an effort to estimate the UAV state throughout simulated flight.
The 6DOF simulates aerodynamics, physics, and controls throughout the flight and
provides outputs for each time step. Additionally, the 6DOF simulation offers the ability to
control UAV flight via preset waypoints or in realtime via keyboard input.
Using low-cost instruments, the EKF fuses measurements with a nonlinear UAV model
to estimate UAV states. The 6DOF simulation was used to compare the true UAV states
with the estimated states. EKF results indicate appropriate estimation of states with the
exception of UAV yaw. An additional sensor providing yaw information would improve
estimation accuracy.
Radioactive sensors which are capable of providing position information are
prohibitively expensive. The radioactive source localization algorithm utilizes count-based
sensors such as a Geiger counter to estimate the location of a radioactive source. The
algorithm constructs a three dimensional gradient using six measurements and attempts to
determine the source position from this gradient. The algorithm was developed such that a
wide range of environmental parameters could be localized by swapping the Geiger counter
with an alternative count-based instrument.
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Table 1: Variable definitions
Variable Definition
B ~A Sum of aerodynamic forces in the body frame.
A Activity
Athresh Activity threshold
A+ Activity measured along positive axis
A− Activity measured along negative axis




CG Center of gravity
CT Thrust coefficient
CD Drag coefficient
W ~D Drag vector expressed in the wind frame.
B ~D Drag vector expressed in the body frame.
DCM Direction cosine matrix
BTI Inertial to body DCM
ITB Body to inertial DCM
BTW Body to wind DCM
ix
Table 1: Variable definitions (continued)
Variable Definition
WTB Wind to body DCM
d Distance to a source
B ~F External forces expressed in the body frame.
Fk−1 System-update matrix
fk−1 System update function to update state from xk−1 to xk








Kk Kalman gain matrix
L Propeller length
m UAV mass
B ~M External torques expressed in the body frame.
B ~MTi Torque due to thrust from ith propeller expressed in the body frame.
B ~MT Torque due to thrust from all propellers in the body frame.
NED North-East-Down frame.
P−k a priori Estimation error covariance matrix
P+k a posteriori Estimation error covariance matrix
Qk System noise covariance
Rk Measurement noise covariance
x
Table 1: Variable definitions (continued)
Variable Definition
B~rpropi Propeller position relative to the body frame.
I~rsource Source position expressed in the inertial frame.
I~rUAV UAV inertial position
Sprop Propeller reference area
SUAV UAV reference area
B ~Ti Thrust vector from ith propeller expressed in the body frame.
B ~T Sum of propeller thrust vectors expressed in the body frame.
u Body-frame x-velocity
u System input vector
V Airspeed
B~v Translational velocity of the body expressed in the body frame.
v Body-frame y-velocity
w Body-frame z-velocity
xk True state estimate at time k
x̂−k a priori state estimate
x̂+k a posteriori state estimate
wk−1 System noise
yk Measurement vector
α Angle of attack
β Side-slip angle
∆z Error from target altitude.
∆ż Error from target vertical velocity.
∆φ Error from target roll
∆φ̇ Error from target roll
xi
Table 1: Variable definitions (continued)
Variable Definition
∆θ Error from target pitch




λ Propeller rotation speed squared.
νk Measurement noise
ρ Density of air
σ+ Standard deviation of activity measured along positive axis.











Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) popularity has skyrocketed given the numerous
applications and uses they provide. UAVs typically require no fuel (most are powered by
electric motors), require little space for takeoff, provide a cost-effective means for payload
transportation, and can travel to hazardous locations. Some of the many fields that utilize
UAVs include aerospace, forestry, search and rescue, remote sensing, photography, remote
imaging, mapping, and exploration.
The ability to quickly navigate throughout hazardous locations allows for the mapping
of regions unsuitable for humans. These regions may have high concentrations of
radioactivity, harmful gasses, or any number of qualities harmful to humans. This thesis
focuses on environments with high concentrations of radioactivity. Measuring the location
of radioactive sources typically requires the use of high cost, stationary sensors. Low cost
sensors, such as Geiger counters, are count-based and provide no information on the
position or direction of a radioactive source. By combining the mobility of a UAV with a
Geiger counter (or another count-based instrument), an algorithm has been developed to
estimate the position of radioactive sources. The algorithm is not limited to localize
radioactive sources. Any count-based instrument could be used for the purpose of
measuring a particular environmental parameter of interest.
Estimating the position of radioactive materials using low and high cost sensors has
been studied before in [1, 3, 8]. These studies use stationary sensors which may be difficult
or impossible to setup in hazardous locations. Additionally, these studies are unable to
detect concentrations of radioactivity at a range of altitudes.
The development of an algorithm for localizing a radioactive source was split into three
sections. First, a UAV simulation environment was developed in MATLAB for the purpose
of testing UAV flight characteristics and source localization. Next, an Extended Kalman
1
Filter was developed for the purpose of estimating UAV position and attitude. Finally, the





The UAV is assumed to be a rigid-body quadcopter whose body frame origin is located
at its center of mass (CG). Figure 2.1 shows the body axes from a top-down view of a UAV.
The inertial frame of reference is a north-east-down (NED) frame where north, east, and
down represent the positive x, y, and z axes respectively. While this is not a true inertial
frame, it is sufficient for the purpose of simulating quadcopter flight over a small region.
Figure 2.1. UAV body-frame diagram. Diagram indicates body-frame origin, propeller num-
bering, and direction of propeller rotation. Note the direction of propellers 1 and 3 rotate
opposite propellers 2 and 4.
As most UAVs are battery powered, the CG is taken to be time-invariant allowing a
simplified version of Euler’s rigid body equations of motion to be used as shown in (2.1).
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The superscript “B” before a variable indicates that the quantity is formulated in the
body-frame.
mB~̇v = B ~F −mB~ω × B~v
BI ~̇ω = B~τ − B~ω × BI~ω
(2.1)
Quantities B ~F and B~τ represent all inertial forces (non-fictitious) and torques acting on
the CG expressed in the body frame. The additional forces acting on the body include
gravity, drag, and thrust. Additional torques are nonzero only when UAV propellers have
different rotation speeds. BI is the inertia tensor of the UAV with respect to the body
frame, B~v is the translational velocity, and ~ω is the angular velocity of the body. Note that
for clarity, the body-frame is to be the assumed frame of reference unless indicated
otherwise.
2.1.1 UAV Orientation
To transform between NED and body frames, a 3-2-1 rotation matrix was constructed
using Euler angles φ, θ, and ψ (roll, pitch, and yaw). Roll is defined as a rotation about the
b̂x axis with respect to the NED x-y plane, pitch is a rotation about the b̂y axis with
respect to the NED x-y plane, and yaw is a rotation about the b̂z axis with respect to the
NED x-z plane. These definitions are shown in Figure 2.2. An illustration of the Euler
angles describing UAV attitude is shown in Figure 2.3. The rates of change of the Euler
angles are determined using (2.2). The derivation of (2.2) can be found from a variety of
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(c) UAV yaw definition
Figure 2.2. UAV Euler angles
Equation 2.3 shows the complete direction cosine matrix (DCM) for transforming from
the body frame to the inertial frame. The opposite transform, from inertial to body, can be
obtained by taking the matrix transpose of (2.3).
ITB =

cos θ cosψ cosψ sin θ sinφ− cosφ sinψ sinφ sinψ + cosφ cosψ sin θ
cos θ sinψ cosφ cosψ + sin θ sinφ sinψ cosφ sin θ sinψ − cosψ sinφ











Figure 2.3. All UAV Euler angles
2.1.2 Aerodynamics
Aerodynamic forces acting on a quadcopter UAV include lift, drag, and thrust. In many
quadcopter models, lift and drag are neglected due to their small quantities. The
aerodynamic model presented includes drag and thrust forces.
Drag is computed in the wind-frame (superscript W ) as shown in (2.5). The wind-frame
is a frame of reference with the positive x-axis lying along the velocity vector of the aircraft
relative to the surround air. The positive z-axis points perpendicular to the x-axis and
below the UAV. The positive y-axis completes the right-handed coordinate system.






In (2.5), ρ is the density of air, V is the UAV velocity relative to the surrounding air, S
is the reference area of the UAV, and CD is the coefficient of drag. W ~D must be
transformed to the body-frame for use in (2.1). The body-to-wind transform matrix is
shown in (2.6). The reverse is, again, found by taking its transpose as shown in (2.7). In
(2.6), α is the angle of attack and β is the side-slip angle computed using body-frame
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Finally, the body-frame drag is shown in (2.10). There is assumed to be no torque on
the body from drag.
B ~D = BTW
W ~D (2.10)
The thrust force was determined by modeling each propeller blade as a wing slicing the
air at a speed equal to the tangential velocity half-way along each propeller. Variable λ is
defined as propeller rotation speed squared, allowing propeller thrust to be written as
shown in (2.11). Refer to Figure 2.1 to see that the propellers are fixed in the b̂x-b̂y plane.
Assuming the propellers are fixed in the body xy plane (as indicated in Figure 2.1), thrust
















Thrust forces from each propeller are summed to produce the total thrust force acting
on the UAV (2.12). For the ith propeller, the cross product of propeller position and








Summing the drag force in (2.10) and the thrust force in 2.12 results in the total
aerodynamic force acting on the body expressed in the body-frame (2.15).
B ~A = B ~D + B ~T (2.15)
2.1.3 Basic Quadcopter Motion
With thrust defined in the previous section, a discussion on how a quadcopter achieves
translational motion may be helpful for those less familiar. Refer to Figure 2.1 for
body-axes and propeller numbering.
Roll can be achieved by setting the following conditions: λ1 = λ4, λ2 = λ3, and finally
λ1 > λ2 (recall that λi is the ith propeller rotation speed squared). Under this condition,
propellers 1 and 4 will produce a greater thrust than propellers 2 and 3 resulting in a
torque about b̂x (2.13).
The condition for changes in pitch are similar to those for roll. Setting the conditions:
λ1 = λ2, λ4 = λ3, and λ1 > λ4 results in a greater thrust force from propellers 1 and 2, thus
creating a torque about the b̂y axis.
If the body x and y axes are aligned with the NED x and y axes, increasing the roll
angle will tilt the body z axis in the in the NED −ŷ direction, accelerating the UAV east
(+ŷ direction). Similarly, a positive pitch angle will accelerate the UAV south (−x̂).
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Yaw motion is less intuitive than roll and pitch. Recall that propellers 1 and 3 rotate
opposite the direction of propellers 2 and 4. When all propellers rotate uniformly, the total
angular momentum of the system is zero (2.16). Yaw rotation can be induced by changing
the propeller rotation speed of diagonal propellers. Figure 2.4 indicates that propellers 1
and 3 rotate faster than propellers 2 and 4. Using (2.17), increasing counter-clockwise
propeller speeds will cause the UAV body to rotate clockwise about the b̂z axis.
Htot = 0 = (H1 +H3)− (H2 +H4) (2.16)
Figure 2.4. UAV Yaw diagram. Propellers 1 and 3 rotate faster than propellers 2 and 4.
This will induce a clockwise motion about the UAV.
0 = (H1 +H3)− (H2 +H4) +HUAV
−HUAV = (H1 +H3)− (H2 +H4)
(2.17)
2.1.4 UAV Equations of Motion
The expanded equations of motion from (2.1) along with all other equations used to
model UAV motion are provided below in (2.18) - (2.20) for convenience. Recall that items
9






B ~A− B~ω × B~v (2.18)
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2.2.1 UAV Hover and Altitude Control
The UAV defaults to hovering at a constant altitude if no commands are input.






If the UAV has nonzero roll or pitch, (2.21) will not provide adequate thrust to
maintain straight and level flight. Equation 2.22 shows the general form (2.21) that applies
for all practical flight conditions.
λhover =
mg
2ρ(0.5Lprop)2SpropCT cosφ cos θ
(2.22)
For changes in altitude, a proportional-derivative (PD) controller was used to command
reasonable changes in propeller rotation speed. The general form of the PD controller is
shown in (2.23). Kp and Kd are the proportional and derivative gains which were
determined experimentally. ∆z is the error between the target altitude (zt) and the current
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altitude (z). ∆ż is the error between the target z velocity and the actual NED z velocity.
The target z velocity is always is always set to zero. If both errors are zero, λ is equal to
λhover.
λalt = (1−Kp∆z +Kd∆ż)λhover (2.23)
2.2.2 UAV Roll, Pitch, and Horizontal Motion Control
From Chapter 2.1.3, all horizontal motion is directly related to changes in roll and/or
pitch angles. Those angles are controlled using a proportional-integral-derivative (PID)










The lefthand side of (2.24) (φc and θc) is the roll/pitch angle to be commanded this
timestep. The integral term is the sum of all errors leading up to the current simulation
time. Note that a maximum rotation angle of five degrees is enforced throughout the
simulation. If (2.24) would command a roll or pitch greater than five degrees, the
commanded angle is instead set to five degrees. This was done to improve control stability.
With φc and θc known, these commanded angles were used to compute a difference in
propeller rotation speeds (∆λ) based on the desired motion. Each propeller is mounted 45
degrees from the CG, allowing (2.11) to be rewritten as shown in (2.25).










◦)(±λ1 ± λ2 ± λ3 ± λ4)
(2.25)
The signs of λ in (2.25) are determined by the desired direction of motion. If the


















Referring back to (2.1), the lefthand side of the torque term is set to the righthand side
of (2.27). Equation 2.26 is the τ term.




















In (2.27) and (2.28), ∆t is the simulation timestep and (~ω × BI~ω)y refers to the







































Deriving ∆λx follows the same procedure for ∆λy. Replace each y subscript with x in







For any combination of roll and pitch, λ for each propeller is then found by summing























2.3 UAV 6DOF Simulation
Using the dynamics outlined in Chapter 2.1 to simulate UAV flight and the controls
outlined in Chapter 2.2, a six degree-of-freedom (6DOF) simulation was constructed in
MATLAB. UAV physical parameters are set using “initialize_uav.m” which is provided in
Appendix D. The simulation records the following states: UAV NED position I~rUAV ; body
velocity B~v; angular velocity ~ω; Euler angles φ, θ, and ψ; obstacle position I~χ; and source
position relative to the UAV I~rsource. A basic obstacle position tracking is supported, but
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there is no UAV logic implemented to avoid obstacles. These simulated values were used as
truth to construct the Extended Kalman Filter and radioactive source position estimates.
[
x = I~rUAV
B~v ~ω φ θ ψ I~χ I~rsource
]
(2.34)
The UAV can receive inputs to command translational motion via two inputs. The
first, by presetting waypoints which are passed into the simulation. Waypoints take form of
a column vector where there first element contains the time for the command to take place









Alternatively, the UAV can be controlled using keyboard inputs outlined in Table 2.1.
Setting the value of “showRealtimePlot = 1” will provide realtime display of the UAV.
Waypoint control and keyboard control can be used simultaneously with keyboard control
overriding waypoint control. The MATLAB code which runs the simulation is provided in
Appendix A. Simulation results are shown in Chapter 3.1.
Table 2.1. Keyboard control inputs for UAV simulation.
Key Command
w Translate along +bx direction
s Translate along −bx direction
d Translate along +by direction
a Translate along −by direction
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2.4 UAV Sensors
Consumer-grade quadcopters utilize several instruments for position and attitude
information throughout a flight. Following the project goals, four low-cost, well
documented sensors were chosen and their specifications used in the creation of sensor
models. Table 2.2 provides the model number and quantity measured for each instrument.
Table 2.2. Instrument models and quantities measured.
Instrument Model Quantity Measured
GPS GlobalTop MTK3339 Position and Velocity
Altimeter Bosch BMP388 Altitude
LIDAR Garmin Lidar-Lite V3 Body-X Obstacle position
IMU Bosch BNO055 Acceleration and angular velocity
A brief discussion on the pros and cons of each instrument is presented below.
2.4.1 GPS
Global positioning system (GPS) uses a minimum of five satellites to provide a reliable
position, velocity, and time solution. Position measurements triangulate your position
using three satellites, while velocity measurements use the Doppler shift of the incoming
transmission to determine velocity at a much higher accuracy.
2.4.1.1 Pros
• High accuracy. Position accuracy of ± 3m and velocity accuracy of ± 0.1m.
• Not typically prone to bias or random walk
2.4.1.2 Cons
• Requires satellite signal, severely limiting suitable environments.
• Low frequency. Typical sample rates of 1Hz.
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2.4.2 Altimeter
An altimeter compares the pressure difference between a reference pressure and the
current pressure to determine altitude. If altitude relative to sea level (true altitude) is
known throughout the flightpath, an altimeter provides high accuracy in its altitude
measurements.
2.4.2.1 Pros
• High accuracy. Typical accuracy of about ± 0.5m.
• High frequency of measurements. 50 - 90 Hz can be expected.
• Lightweight
2.4.2.2 Cons
• Requires ground level true altitude to be known throughout flightpath.
2.4.3 LIDAR
LIDAR (LIght Detection And Ranging) sensors operate by transmitting a laser and
measuring the duration between laser transmission and detection. With the index of
refraction known through the medium at which the sensor is operating within, the distance
measured by the LIDAR sensor is given in (2.36) where c is the speed of light in a vacuum,






LIDAR sensors are used in a variety of applications such as mapping terrain for a
particular region. The purpose of a LIDAR sensor in this project was for obstacle
detection. While obstacle avoidance has not been implemented in this project, the addition







2.4.4 IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit)
The final instrument used is an inertial measurement unit (IMU). An IMU contains at
minimum a three-axis accelerometer and a 3-axis gyroscope while newer models may
contain magnetometers. An IMU is capable of providing position and attitude information
at high frequencies. This information, however, is prone to ’drift’ from the true values.
Determining velocity from acceleration requires integration from the accelerometer
measurement. Any errors in the accelerometer measurement will accumulate when
integrated for the velocity measurement. This results in an error accumulation that is
linear for velocity and quadratic for position. The same issue is present when determining
Euler angles from gyroscope measurements. Position and velocity drift is solved by fusing
the GPS and altimeter measurements with the IMU measurements. Only the problem of
attitude drift remains.
When the accelerometer measures the magnitude of acceleration to be +1g, the
accelerometer can be used as a drift-free method to compute roll and pitch angles. An
accelerometer measures proper acceleration, or more simply, acceleration relative to
free-fall. When the magnitude of measured acceleration is equal to the local acceleration
due to gravity, the components of acceleration can be used to determine UAV roll and
pitch [pedley_tilt_2013, 13, 6]. Figure 2.5 illustrates the measured acceleration for a
fixed accelerometer which has been tilted with roll angle φ and pitch angle θ. Recall that
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the acceleration is relative to free-fall, which results in a measured acceleration of +1g







Figure 2.5. Accelerometer measurement with zero net force.
Equation 2.37 provides the trigonometric expressions for computing roll and pitch when
the accelerometer is subject to zero net force. While onboard a UAV, this will typically












• High frequency (1̃00 Hz)
• Low cost
• Small form factor
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• Capable of producing position and attitude measurements.
2.4.4.2 Cons
• Subject to drift
• Typically will have some form of bias that needs to be estimated.
2.5 Extended Kalman Filter
An Extended Kalman filter (EKF) was created to estimate the true UAV states
throughout the duration of a flight. The regular Kalman filter produces an optimal
estimate of states described by a linear system [10]. Kalman filters follow a two step
process, the first, a time-update step which propagates the state from the k − 1 timestep to
timestep k. The second, a measurement-update step which improves the state estimate
using available measurements. The EKF extends the Kalman filter for nonlinear systems.
For a UAV, the state vector will typically be composed of attitude and position vectors
along with their derivatives. The state vector for this EKF is given in (2.38). All vectors in
x are relative to the NED frame. The definitions of all variables are presented in Table 2.3.
x =
[
I~r I~v I~a φ θ ψ I~χ I~s
]
(2.38)
Table 2.3. Kalman state vector composition.
Variable Definition
I~r UAV NED Position Vector
I~v UAV NED Velocity Vector




I~χ UAV NED Obstacle Position
I~s NED Estimated Source Position
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• Inertial measurement unit (IMU)
Using the instruments listed previously in Table 2.2, the measurement vector yk was
then defined as shown in (2.39). If a particular instrument is not available at time k, it is
not included in yk.
yk =
[
yGPS yaltimeter ylidar yIMU
]
(2.39)
Adopting the convention in [17], the EKF system and measurement equations are
presented in (2.40) – (2.43). Variable definitions are given in Table 2.4. The notation used
in (2.42) defines wk as a random variable with a mean of 0 and covariance Qk.
xk = fk−1(xk−1, uk−1, wk−1) (2.40)
yk = hk(xk, νk) (2.41)
wk ∼ (0,Qk) (2.42)
vk ∼ (0,Rk) (2.43)
All EKF code is provided in Appendix C.
2.5.1 Time Update
The time-update step produces an a priori state estimate x̂−k and error covariance P
−
k
for time k from time k − 1 as shown in (2.44) and (2.45).
x̂−k = fk−1(x̂
+
k−1, uk−1, 0) (2.44)
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Table 2.4. Variable definitions for the Extended Kalman Filter.
Variable Definition
xk True state estimate at time k
x̂−k a priori state estimate
x̂+k a posteriori state estimate
fk−1 System update function to update state from xk−1 to xk





Qk System noise covariance
Rk Measurement noise covariance
P−k a priori Estimation error covariance matrix
P+k a posteriori Estimation error covariance matrix
Fk−1 System-update matrix
Hk measurement matrix






The system update function shown in (2.44) takes inputs from the previous a posteriori
state estimate and the gyroscope (designated as uk−1). The gyroscope angular rates are
used to compute Euler rates and Euler angles. The time-update equations performed in
fk−1 are given in (2.46).
~rk = ~rk−1 + ~vk−1∆t+ 0.5~ak−1(∆t)
2
~vk = ~vk−1 + ~ak−1∆t
~ak =
[





φk = φk−1 + φ̇k−1∆t
θk = θk−1 + θ̇k−1∆t
ψk = ψk−1 + ψ̇k−1∆t
~χk = χk−1 − ~vk−1∆t
(2.46)
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All terms other than ~ak follow elementary kinematics. The ~ak term estimates horizontal
acceleration to be a function of the roll and pitch angle with no vertical acceleration.
Vertical acceleration remains constant during the time-update step.
The acceleration term does not hold true when the vertical acceleration is nonzero. The
horizontal terms will produce adequate estimates which are updated from the
accelerometer and GPS. The vertical term, however, relies entirely on the altimeter,
accelerometer, and GPS. The high sample rates of the altimeter and accelerometer provide
reliable estimates of vertical acceleration.
The second part of the time-update step is to update the error covariance of the state
using (2.45). The system-update matrix Fk−1 is computed by taking the Jacobian of fk−1







Term Qk−1 represents process noise in the system. The noise can come from numerous
sources, but represents inaccuracies in the system-update function. For example, the model
does nothing to predict variations in wind which may occur during a standard flight. A
well-tuned process noise matrix helps fuse the time-update step with the
measurement-update step. Low elements in Q favor the model while high Q values
indicate low reliability in the model and have the filter favor the measurements.
2.5.2 Measurement Update
The measurement-update step in the EKF takes all measurements available at time k
and updates the a priori state estimate x̂−k to the a posteriori state estimate x̂
+
k . If any
measurements are available, the Kalman gain (2.48), a posteriori state estimate (2.49), and














k +Kk(yk − hk(x̂
−
k )) (2.49)
P+k = (I −KkHk)P
−
k (2.50)
To compute the Kalman gain, two matrices must be constructed in advance, the
measurement matrix (Hk) and the measurement noise covariance (Rk). Similar to Fk−1,
the measurement matrix (2.52) is the Jacobian of the measurement function which outputs
measurements from the state vector. Equation 2.51 shows each output term in the
measurement function hk(x̂−k , 0). Note that in hIMU , roll and pitch are only used if the
























The measurement covariance matrix Rk remains constant between timesteps. This
matrix was built using specifications for each instrument listed in Table 2.2.
2.6 Radioactive Source Localization
Following the completion of the 6DOF simulation and the EKF, an algorithm
estimating the position of a radioactive source was created. The measurements received
were assumed to take the form of counts where a desired count rate could be determined.
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This allows for measurements from a traditional (and low cost) Geiger counter as well as
any consumer-grade CCD [4].
Measurements from a count-based device can be modelled as a Poisson distribution.
One of the challenges in working with such a device is that the standard deviation is equal
to the square root of the number of counts recorded (2.53). As such, longer recording times





The general idea of the algorithm is to construct a gradient by recording measurements
at six different points in space for a uniform duration as shown in Figure 2.6. The UAV
then flies to the region with the greatest gradient. Recursively running the algorithm
allows the UAV to converge on the radioactive source. The decay rate near the source (A0)
is assumed to be approximately known.
When the UAV is commanded to estimate radioactive source position, the following
steps are taken:
1. Record current position as the gradient center.
2. Fly one meter north of the gradient center.
3. Hold position for 30 seconds to record counts.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 flying south, east, west, down, and up.
5. Compute estimated source position.
6. Fly to estimated source position and return to step 1.
The distance flown and measurement duration listed may be varied before running the
simulation. Note that the UAV will never be commended to fly lower than 10cm above the
ground.
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Figure 2.6. Localization algorithm measurement points. The UAV begins at P0 and flies to
P1 - P6, stopping at each point to measure radioactivity for 30 seconds. Note that P5 and
P6 are into the page and out of the page respectively.
To trigger the algorithm, the background activity should be known and an activity
threshold must be set. If the last full second of counts is above the threshold, the position
estimation algorithm is triggered. To minimize background radioactivity triggering the
estimation algorithm, the activity threshold was set such that the probability of
background radiation being greater than or equal to the activity threshold was nearly zero.
In all test cases presented in Chapter 3.3, activity threshold is set to five counts per second
and background is set to one count per second. The probability of background exceeding
the five counts per second was determined using (2.54) to be 0.37%.






The source localization code is presented in Appendix E.
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2.6.1 Estimation Logic
For some distance d away from a source, (2.55) can be used to compute the distance
from a radioactive source. A0 is the known activity at distance d0 and A is the source






Each axis is observed separately. Recall that two sets of data are taken along each axis.
Thus we have two values for d: d− and d+. Additionally, the activity at both locations can
be used to determine which direction the source lies. If A+ > A−, then the source must lie
in the positive direction. The estimated distance along this axis is determined by the
difference between d− and d+ which is defined as ∆d. There are two scenarios to examine.
The first, and most common, occurs when A+ and A− are less than A0. The second, when
a measured activity is greater than A0. All possible outcomes are presented below. Note ri
represents the ith axis where i is either the north axis, east axis, or down axis. All
outcomes listed below also require (2.56) to be satisfied. If this condition is not met, both
measured activities fall within the same standard deviation. This would permit only small




|∆A+,−| > min(σ+, σ−)
(2.56)
A0 ≥ (A−,A+) & ∆d > 0.9m: Under these conditions, the source is significantly
closer to one measurement location than the other. As such, the measurement with more
counts is used to determine source distance. Figure 2.7 illustrates an example of when this
may occur. Equation 2.57 shows the equation used if A+ > A−. If A− > A+, then replace
d+ with d−.





Figure 2.7. Localization algorithm logic for A0 ≥ (A−, A+) & ∆d > 0.9m. Measurement
points represented by P+ and P−. The star shows the relative source location.
A0 ≥ (A−,A+) & 0.5m < ∆d ≤ 0.9m: This condition is likely to occur when the
source does not lie close to a single measurement point, but lies near the line segment
between the two points as shown in Figure 2.8. Equation 2.58 shows the equation used if
A+ > A−.
ri = sign(∆d)|d+ − 1m| (2.58)
A0 ≥ (A−,A+) & ∆d ≤ 0.5m: This condition is likely to occur when the source lies







A0) < max(A+,A−) & ∆d ≥ 1.5: If this condition is met, the result is that
one of the measurements is greater than A0 meaning it is actually closer to the source than
r0. The UAV disregards the lower activity measurement and flies to the point where the





Figure 2.8. Localization algorithm logic for A0 ≥ (A−, A+) & 0.5m < ∆d ≤ 0.9m. Measure-




Figure 2.9. Localization algorithm logic for A0 ≥ (A−, A+) & ∆d ≤ 0.5m. Measurement
points represented by P+ and P−. The star shows the relative source location.
ri = rmax,i − rcenter,i (2.60)
Once ri has been determined from the scenarios listed above, there are checks to
prevent poor measurements from compromising the algorithm. For example, (2.61) shows





Figure 2.10. Localization algorithm logic for (A0 − σ0) < max(A+, A−) & ∆d ≥ 1.5. Mea-
surement points represented by P+ and P−. The star shows the relative source location.
than rmax, ri is set to zero. This is likely to occur if the source is located more than one








An additional check requires that the difference in measured activity must be greater
than the minimum standard deviation as shown in (2.62). If this condition is violated, the
UAV is either too far from the source to produce unique measurements or the UAV is




When ri is set for the three axes, they are added to the center gradient position to










































The results listed below include simulation outputs only. The first set of plots use
waypoints to command the UAV. The second set comes from a simulation run where
keyboard inputs were used to command the UAV arbitrarily.
3.1.1 Waypoint Flight
The UAV was commanded to fly to the waypoints listed in Table 3.1. Figures 3.1 - 3.8
illustrate the UAV flight dynamics.
Table 3.1. UAV commanded waypoints
Time (s) North (m) East (m) Down (m)
0 0 0 -1
10 5 5 -5
30 -10 10 -0.2
50 0 0 -10
100 20 -20 -1
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Figure 3.1. Waypoint flight - UAV position vs time





















Figure 3.2. Waypoint flight - UAV altitude vs time
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Commanded Position Error vs Time





























Figure 3.3. Waypoint flight - UAV commanded position error vs time






















Commanded Error Distance vs Time
Figure 3.4. Waypoint flight - UAV commanded distance error vs time
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Inertial Velocity vs Time





















Figure 3.5. Waypoint flight - velocity vs time











NED Acceleration vs Time























Figure 3.6. Waypoint flight - acceleration vs time
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Figure 3.7. Waypoint flight - Euler angles vs time


















Commanded Euler Angle Error vs Time


















Figure 3.8. Waypoint flight - commanded Euler angle error vs time
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3.1.2 Manual Flight
Figures 3.9 - 3.14 illustrate the simulated flight dynamics when a user is controlling the
UAV via realtime keyboard inputs.



























Figure 3.9. Manual flight - UAV position vs time
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Figure 3.10. Manual flight - UAV altitude vs time










Inertial Velocity vs Time





















Figure 3.11. Manual flight - velocity vs time
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NED Acceleration vs Time























Figure 3.12. Manual flight - acceleration vs time
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Figure 3.13. Manual flight - Euler angles vs time
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Commanded Euler Angle Error vs Time





















Plots from the Kalman filter output are presented in Figures 3.15 - 3.19.






























Figure 3.15. Kalman and truth - position vs time
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Figure 3.16. Kalman and truth - altitude vs time
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Figure 3.17. Kalman and truth - velocity vs time
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Figure 3.18. Kalman and truth - acceleration vs time
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Figure 3.19. Kalman and truth - Euler angles vs time
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3.3 Radioactive Source Localization
The final set of results enables radioactive source detection. Two cases are presented
below. The first case assumes a 1mCi source is located at a distance ranging from 1m to
25m. 100 runs were performed holding the initial distance from the source constant while
generating a random starting location for the source. These runs simulated 1800 seconds of
flight time, assumed an average background activity of 1 count/sec, and used an activity
threshold of 5 counts/sec.
Case 2 uses a source ten times weaker (0.1mCi) representing capability for the algorithm
to localize a weak source. All other conditions were unchanged from the first case.
Figure 3.20 reveals the number of runs which converge withim 1m. Figure 3.21
indicates the average number of iterations required for a run to converge within 1m. The
upper plot uses error bars to show minimum and maximum number of iterations while the
lower plot shows standard deviations. Only runs which were able to localize the source
within 1m are shown. Figure 3.22 shows the average duration of time spent idle before the
localization algorithm is triggered.
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Figure 3.20. Run convergence for the 1mCi and 0.1mCi cases.
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# Iterations for Source Dist < 1m
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Figure 3.21. Number of iterations required for the UAV to localize the source within 1m.
Only runs that were able to localize the source are plotted. Seven iterations is the maximum
number of iterations possible within the constrained simulation time.
3.3.1 Case 1: 1mCi Source
For the 1mCi source, 90% of the runs converged within 1m of the radioactive source
when initialized within 13m. The 1mCi source was assumed to record 1000 counts/sec at a
distance of 1m.
Simulation and Kalman plots for a single run where the source was localized 10m away
are presented in Figures 3.23 - 3.28.
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Average Time before Localization Start
1mCi
0.1mCi
Figure 3.22. Average length of time before the UAV will start it’s first localization run. The
y-axis is cut off at 50 seconds.





























Figure 3.23. 1mCi Source initialized 10m away - Kalman UAV position vs time
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Figure 3.24. 1mCi Source initialized 10m away - Kalman UAV altitude vs time
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Figure 3.25. 1mCi Source initialized 10m away - Kalman velocity vs time
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Figure 3.26. 1mCi Source initialized 10m away - Kalman acceleration vs time
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Figure 3.27. 1mCi Source initialized 10m away - Kalman Euler angles vs time
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Figure 3.28. 1mCi Source initialized 10m away - Kalman source distance from UAV vs time
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3.3.2 Case 2: 0.1mCi Source
Figure 3.20 shows that greater than 90% of runs will converge if the source is initialized





The figures presented in Chapter 3.1 suggest the 6DOF UAV simulation is stable and
provide a reasonable model of UAV motion in the absence of wind. The position vs time
plots for waypoint commands in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show that the UAV reaches each
location without significant overshoot. Table 4.1 shows the UAV time of flight until it is
within 10cm of its destination moving less than 5cm/sec.
Table 4.1. Time until UAV reaches target waypoint. This is defined when the UAV is within
10cm of the location and has a velocity magnitude of less than 5cm/sec.





For all simulations, the maximum allowable roll or pitch angle was set to five degrees.
The PID controller clearly follows this as shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.13. In Figure 3.13 a
MATLAB limitation results in the short spikes preceding the extended command lines.
When a key is held, inputs are not fired repeatedly until after a short duration. At t =
5sec, the roll key was pressed and held, but did not begin repeatedly firing until shortly
after as is clearly shown in Figure 3.13.
A simulation limitation can also be seen in Figures 3.7 and 3.13. In Chapter 2.2, there
is no control for yaw motion. Why are yaw changes present? Referring back to (2.20), a
nonzero roll, pitch, and ωy will result in an nonzero yaw rate of change (ψ̇).
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4.2 Kalman Filter
As seen in the figures presented in Chapter 3.2, the Kalman Filter adequately estimates
all state vectors with the most noticeable error occuring when estimating yaw. Improving
the yaw estimate would require the addition of an additional sensor, such as a
magnetometer.
Estimating roll and pitch angles from accelerometer measurements effectively mitigates
the integration error accumulated from the gyroscope measurements. Figures 3.19 and 3.27
provide no indication error accumulation within 180 or 1800 seconds respectively. This
method for mitigating gyroscope error should work well for a wide variety of quadcopter
applications. The condition required for a valid accelerometer angle measurement is often
satisfied throughout quadcopter flight.
4.3 Radioactive Source Localization
4.3.1 1mCi Case
For a source with radioactivity equal to 1mCi, Figure 3.20 shows that 90% of runs
converge when the initial source distance ranges from 1m to 13m (inclusive). Between 13m
and 20m, the number of runs that converge within the simulation time rapidly diminishes.
Beyond 20m, one run was able to converge at 21m and 25m. This should be regarded as
two fortunate runs.
The number of iterations until convergence within 1m (shown in Figure 3.21) gradually
increases from 1 iteration to 7 iterations beyond 20m. From Figure 4.1, the decline of
radioactivity with distance is much more gradual compared to the 0.1mCi case.
The gradual climb results from increasing initial distance which in turn decreases the
accuracy of measurements as shown in Figure 4.1 Additionally, only runs that converge
within 1m of the source are shown in Figure 3.21. It should be expected that if a run will
converge, it will require more iterations to converge as distance increases.
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Figure 4.1. Expected activity measurements as distance increases. An activity threshold of
five counts per second was used in both cases. The activity 1m from the source is assumed
to be 1000 counts/sec and 100 counts/sec for the 1mCi and 0.1mCi source respectively.
Comparing Figures 3.20 and 4.1 reveals the cause of the rapid decline in run
convergence begining beyond 12m (13m had 90% convergence, but prior to 12m, all runs
had 99%–100% convergence). Assume the UAV is located 12m from the source and that
the source is located along a measurement axis (which gives the best algorithm
performance). Two measurements will be taken along this axis, one at 11m, and one at
13m. From Figure 4.1, the activity measured (within one standard deviation) for the 11m
and 13m measurement is A11m = 8.26± 2.87counts/sec and A13m = 5.91± 2.43counts/sec
respectively. The upper end of A13m is greater than the mean of A11m. As the source
distance continues to increase, the difference in average activity continues to decrease.
Recall that for a set of measurements to be used, the difference between activities at two
measurement points must be greater than the standard deviation of the lower activity
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measurement. Beyond this 12m mark, the probability that a set of measurements will
produce any useful localization result rapidly diminishes.
As the probability of obtaining a usable result diminishes, the probability that a
detrimental set of measurements is obtained will increase. Figure 4.2 shows the probability
that the farther measurement will record a greater activity than the average activity of
the closer measurement if the source lies along a measurement axis. As such, this plot
represents the most favorable scenario for the algorithm.


























Figure 4.2. Probability that the farther activity measurement will be greater than the closer
activity measurement’s mean. For example: For the 1mCi source, when the localization
algorithm is run at a distance of 15m (and lies along a measurement axis), the probability
that the 16m measurement produces a greater result than the average activity at 14m is
27%.
A UAV searching for radioactive sources would need to have the activity threshold met
while in flight. Figure 3.22 shows the average time until activity threshold is exceeded. On
average, the activity threshold is exceeded within one second when initialized within 14m
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and 4m for the 1mCi and 0.1mCi case respectively. For a particular mission, this can be
used to determine a maximum UAV travel speed.
4.3.2 0.1mCi Case
The 0.1mCi case was used to illustrate algorithm effectiveness for measuring algorithm
effectiveness for a weak radioactive source. Figure 3.20 shows that 90% of runs converge
when the source is initialized within 6m. Beyond 6m, run convergence decreases rapidly
until reaching a distance of 10m. Beyond 10m, one run converged at 11m and 13m, while
all other runs were unable to converge within 1m.
In Figure 3.21, there is a noticeable jump between 5m and 6m in the number of
iterations required for a run to converge. Again, consider the case where the radioactive
source lies along a measurement axis. If the source is 5m away, we will record
measurements at distances of 4m and 6m. From Figure 4.1, the error bars between 4m and
6m have minimal overlap and the average activity to be measured is expected to be above
the activity threshold. When then source is 6m away, the 5m and 7m activity
measurements reveal that the 7m measurement is within one standard deviation of the 5m
measurement (the opposite is not true). Additionally, the mean of both measurements falls
below the activity threshold. The combination of these two factors leads to iterations with
unusable measurements, which results in the significant jump from in iterations required
between 5m and 6m.
Beyond 6m, the activity threshold is outside one standard deviation of any possible
measurement. Additionally, the standard deviation at each measurement location will
enclose the other measurement’s mean. For example, if the source is initialized at 7m, the
standard deviation of activity at 8m encloses the average activity at 6m and vice-versa. As





UAVs are capable of expanding the available mission-space to environments unsuitable
for humans. Regions with high concentrations of radioactive materials may produce lethal
doses rendering them inaccessible. An algorithm has been developed to localize radioactive
sources in an effort to improve the ability to safely perform experiments and missions in
these areas.
Testing the algorithm required a model capable of simulating UAV flight characteristics.
The simulated UAV can be controlled via keyboard input or by predetermined waypoints.
Simulation results are presented in Chapter 3.1.
In addition to the simulation, an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) was developed for use
in estimating UAV states. The EKF has been shown to adequately estimate all states
presented in Table 2.4 with the exception of the yaw Euler angle. This particular state is
limited by the instruments assumed to be onboard a typical UAV.
Finally, localizing a radioactive source has been shown for a 1mCi source and a 0.1mCi
source. Both sources were simulated for 1800 seconds. For the 1mCi source, the UAV was
shown to converge within 1m of the radioactive source in ≥ 90% until initialized 13m away.
For the 0.1mCi source, the UAV converged within 1m in ≥ 90% of runs until initialized 6m
away from the source.
5.1 Future Work
This project leaves numerous avenues available for improvement. Listed below are the
possible improvements which could be made to the project.
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5.1.1 Simulation Verification
The simulation was developed and tested without true flight data for verification. Using
the physical properties of a UAV, the simulation could be verified or improved via flight
test.
5.1.2 Simulation Improvements
The fidelity of the simulation could be improved by modeling additional factors in
flight. These factors include wind, electrical / mechanical interations, and improvements to
the PID controller. A model for the effects of an electric motor on propeller dynamics,
along with an alternative dynamics formulation, can be found in [11].
5.1.3 Extended Kalman Filter
As previously discussed, an additional sensor added to the EKF which provides yaw
information would vastly reduce the total state estimation error. A magnetometer is such a
sensor which could be used to determine the angle between magnetic north and the body-x
axis.
An additional EKF improvement would be to expand the state vector to estimate any
gyroscope or accelerometer bias. Such an improvement would lead to a more robust filter
with improved hardware compatibility. In addition, this would help mitigate the yaw drift
visible in Figure 3.27.
5.1.4 Source Localization
Additional sensors capable of measuring counts from radioactive sources would improve
the probability of measuring activity near the true mean of the source. As a result, this
would improve the speed at which the UAV can converge on a source and improve the
maximum distance that the UAV can detect a source.
A method for detecting radioactivity as outlined in [4] would provide a light,
cost-effective, option as any consumer-grade CCD (such as a cheap web camera) would
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produce measurements of radioactivity. Using a CCD for the source localization algorithm
would require a wrapper to simulate counts from CCD outputs.
5.1.5 Source Localization In the EKF
Moving the source localization algorithm into the EKF may provide numerous benefits
to the algorithm. If the localization algorithm were part of the EKF, the inclusion of
additional sensors would improve measurement reliability and thus improve algorithm
effectiveness.
The initial state estimate would prove useful if any prior information about the source
is known. For example, if the source is known to be located north of the UAV initial
position, this information can be used to produce a better estimate of the source position.
Finally, radioactivity is known to have detrimental effects on electronics. Improving
radiation hardening technology is a current area of research [18, 12, 15]. It may be possible
to use these detrimental effects to improve localization accuracy in the EKF.
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1 f unc t i on A = aerodynamic_forces_moments (x , windVel , u , UAV)
2 % aerodynamic_forces_moments − Computs aerodynamics f o r c e s and
moments
3 % act ing on the UAV
4 %
5 % USAGE:
6 % aerodynamic_forces_moments (x , windVel , u , UAV)
7 %
8 % INPUTS
9 % x : s t a t e vec to r
10 % windVel : v e l o c i t y o f the wind in the wind frame (m/ s )
11 % UAV: s t r u c t u r e conta in ing UAV constant s
12 % OUTPUTS
13 % A: [ 6 x 1 ] vec to r where the f i r s t th ree e lements conta in
14 % aero f o r c e s (N) and the l a s t th ree conta in aero
moments (N∗m^2)
15 % aeroForce : Aero f o r c e s in body frame (N)
16 % aeroMom : Aero Moments (N∗m)
17
18 [ ~ , ~ , ~ , dens i ty ] = atmosisa(−x (3 ) ) ; % dens i ty ( kg/m^3)
19
20 % unpack s t a t e
21 uavVelInBody = [ x (4 ) , x (5 ) , x (6 ) ] ’ ; % NED v e l o c i t y
22
60
23 % i n i t i a l i z e v a r i a b l e s
24 propLength = norm(UAV. propVects ( : , 1) ) ; % p r o p e l l e r l ength (m)
25
26 propVelInBodySquared = u∗( propLength /2) ^2; % body frame p r o p e l l e r
speed
27
28 % wind frame conve r s i on s
29 [ aoa , s sa ] = get_aoa_ssa ( uavVelInBody ) ;
30 uavVelInWind = DCM_body2wind( uavVelInBody , aoa , s sa ) ;
31 velWithWind = uavVelInWind + windVel ; % t o t a l r e l a t i v e a i r
v e l o c i t y ( wind frame )
32
33 % Drag f o r c e and moment ( wind frame )
34 dragInWind = 1/4 ∗ [−1/2 ∗ dens i ty ∗ velWithWind (1) ^2 ∗ UAV.
propArea ∗ UAV.CD; 0 ; 0 ] ; % drag (N)
35 dragInBody = DCM_wind2body( dragInWind , aoa , s sa ) ;
36 % Thrust f o r c e and moment ( body frame )
37 thrustInBody = ze ro s (3 , 4) ;
38 thrustMomInBody = ze ro s (3 , 4) ;
39 dragMomInBody = ze ro s (3 , 4) ;
40 f o r i = 1 :4 % four props
41 velSquared = propVelInBodySquared ( i ) ;
42 thrustInBody ( : , i ) = [ 0 ; 0 ; −1/2 ∗ dens i ty ∗ velSquared ∗ UAV.
propArea ∗ UAV.CT] ; % Thrust (N)
43 thrustMomInBody ( : , i ) = c r o s s (UAV. propVects ( : , i ) /2 ,
thrustInBody ( : , i ) ) ; % Thrust moment (N∗m)
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44 dragMomInBody ( : , i ) = c r o s s (UAV. propVects ( : , i ) /2 , dragInBody )
;
45 end
46 dragMomInBody = ze ro s (3 , 4) ; % drag moment (N∗m)
47 % Aero f o r c e and moment in body frame
48 aeroForce = sum( dragInBody , 2) + sum( thrustInBody , 2) ;
49 aeroMom = sum(dragMomInBody , 2) + sum( thrustMomInBody , 2) ;
50 A = [ aeroForce ; aeroMom ] ;
51 end
1 f unc t i on [ uDelta , angleTarget , angleErrorSum , rollCommand ,
pitchCommand ] = compute_uDelta ( c on t r o l l e r I npu t , x , Kp, Td, Ti ,
angleDeadband , UAV, dt , angleErrorSum , target_pos_ned )
2 % compute_uDelta − Computes change in u to ach ieve de s i r ed input
3 %
4 % INPUTS
5 % c o n t r o l l e r I n p u t : [ 2 x 1 ] +/− 1 from keyboard or j o y s t i c k
input
6 % [+/− bx , +/− by ] . Note bx stands f o r body−x d i r e c t i o n .
7 % Example : [ 1 , −1] would mean r o l l f o r +bx and −by
8 % x : [18 x 1 ] s t a t e vec to r
9 % angleGain : c o n t r o l l e r ga in
10 % angleDeadband : minimum angle e r r o r to i gno re commands
11 % UAV: UAV parameters




15 % uDelta : [ 4 x 1 ] c on t r o l input de l t a to be added to uHover to
ach ieve
16 % commanded input .
17 %
18 % NOTE
19 % p r o p e l l e r arrangement i s as f o l l o w s [ 1 2 ] with [ 1 2 ] in +bx
20 % [4 3 ] and 2 , 3 in +by
21 %
22
23 %% unpack input
24 bxInput = c o n t r o l l e r I n p u t (1 ) ;
25 byInput = c o n t r o l l e r I n p u t (2 ) ;
26
27 % pos
28 r_uav_ned = [ x (1 ) , x (2 ) , x (3 ) ] ’ ;
29
30 % ve l
31 v_uav_body = [ x (4 ) , x (5 ) , x (6 ) ] ’ ;
32
33 % body angular v e l o c i t y
34 r o l lRa t e = x (7) ;
35 pitchRate = x (8) ;
36 yawRate = x (9) ;
37 omega = [ ro l lRate , pitchRate , yawRate ] ’ ;
38 % e u l e r ang l e s ( rad ) z V e l I n e r t i a l
39 r o l l = x (10) ;
40 p i t ch = x (11) ;
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41 yaw = x (12) ;
42
43 % angle e r r o r sums
44 ro l lErrorSum = angleErrorSum (1) ;
45 pitchErrorSum = angleErrorSum (2) ;
46
47 %%
48 [ ~ , ~ , ~ , dens i ty ] = atmosisa(−x (3 ) ) ; % dens i ty ( kg/m^3)
49
50 propLength = norm(UAV. propVects ( 1 : 3 , 1) ) ; % meters
51
52 gain_pos2angle = 0 . 0 5 ;
53 ga in_ve l2ang le = 0 . 1 3 ;
54 % i f target_pos_ned i s set , ov e r r i d e c o n t r o l l e r commands
55 i f ~ isempty ( target_pos_ned )
56 [ target_pos_body ] = DCM_ned2body( target_pos_ned , [ r o l l ; p i t ch ;
yaw ] ) ;
57 r_uav_body = DCM_ned2body( r_uav_ned , [ r o l l ; p i t ch ; yaw ] ) ;
58 bx_error = target_pos_body (1 ) − r_uav_body (1 ) ;
59 by_error = target_pos_body (2 ) − r_uav_body (2 ) ;
60 bz_error = target_pos_body (3 ) − r_uav_body (3 ) ;
61 ve l_er ro r = 0 − v_uav_body ;
62
63 % r o l l and p i t ch t a r g e t s are s e t by p o s i t i o n e r r o r s
64 pitchTarget = −(gain_pos2angle ∗ bx_error + gain_ve l2ang le ∗
ve l_er ro r (1 ) ) ;
64
65 r o l l T a r g e t = gain_pos2angle ∗ by_error + gain_ve l2ang le ∗
ve l_er ro r (2 ) ;
66 i f abs ( p i tchTarget ) > abs (UAV. maxRotation )
67 pitchTarget = s i gn ( p i tchTarget ) ∗ UAV. maxRotation ;
68 end
69 i f abs ( r o l l T a r g e t ) > abs (UAV. maxRotation )
70 r o l l T a r g e t = s i gn ( r o l l T a r g e t ) ∗ UAV. maxRotation ;
71 end
72 e l s e
73 % input g i v e s a l l or nothing +/− input ( rad )
74 pitchTarget = −bxInput ∗ UAV. maxRotation ; % negat ive p i t ch
ang le r e s u l t s in +bx motion
75 r o l l T a r g e t = byInput ∗ UAV. maxRotation ; % p o s i t i v e r o l l ang le
r e s u l t s in +by motion
76 end
77 % angle e r r o r s ( rad ians )
78 r o l l E r r o r = r o l l T a r g e t − r o l l ;
79 ro l lErrorSum = rol lErrorSum + r o l l E r r o r ;
80 p i t chErro r = pitchTarget − p i t ch ;
81 pitchErrorSum = pitchErrorSum + pi t chErro r ;
82
83 % angle ra t e e r r o r s ( rad/ s )
84 r o l lRa t eEr ro r = 0 − r o l lRa t e ;
85 pitchRateError = 0 − pitchRate ;
86
87 % commanded p i t ch and r o l l based on gain K.
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88 pitchCommand = Kp ∗ ( ( p i t chErro r ) + Td ∗ ( p i tchRateError ) + 1/Ti ∗
( pitchErrorSum ∗ dt ) ) ;
89 rollCommand = Kp ∗ ( ( r o l l E r r o r ) + Td ∗ ( r o l lRa t eEr ro r ) + 1/Ti ∗ (
ro l lErrorSum ∗ dt ) ) ;
90
91 % uDeltaFun terms
92 i n e r t i a lTerm = c r o s s ( omega , UAV. in e r t i aMat r i x ∗omega ) ;
93 thrustTerm = 8/( propLength^3 ∗ cosd (45) ∗ dens i ty ∗ UAV. propArea ∗
UAV.CT) ;
94 uDeltaFun = @( angleError , angleRateCurrent , I ) . . .
95 2∗ I ∗ ( ang leError − angleRateCurrent ∗ dt ) /( dt ^2) ;
96
97 % I f d i f f e r e n c e between ta r g e t ang le and cur rent ang le i s l e s s
than the s e t
98 % deadband , do not i s s u e a command .
99 i f abs ( p i tchTarget − p i t ch ) < angleDeadband
100 bxDeltaU = 0 ;
101 e l s e
102 % r o t a t i o n about y−ax i s ( p i t ch ) r e s u l t s in bx motion
103 bxDeltaU = thrustTerm ∗ . . .
104 ( uDeltaFun (pitchCommand , pitchRate , UAV. in e r t i aMat r i x (2 ,
2) ) − i n e r t i a lTerm (2) ) ;
105 end
106 i f abs ( r o l l T a r g e t − r o l l ) < angleDeadband
107 byDeltaU = 0 ;
108 e l s e
109 % r o t a t i o n about x−ax i s ( r o l l ) r e s u l t s in by motion
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110 byDeltaU = thrustTerm ∗ . . .
111 ( uDeltaFun ( rollCommand , ro l lRate , UAV. in e r t i aMat r i x (1 , 1) )
− i n e r t i a lTerm (1) ) ;
112 end
113
114 % decode uDelta to c o r r e c t p r o p e l l e r s .
115 % bxDeltaU = u12 − u34
116 u1x = 1/4 ∗ bxDeltaU ;
117 u2x = u1x ;
118 u3x = −u1x ;
119 u4x = u3x ;
120
121 % byDeltaY = u14 − u23
122 u1y = 1/4 ∗ byDeltaU ;
123 u2y = −u1y ;
124 u3y = u2y ;
125 u4y = u1y ;
126
127 % sum each u value
128 u1 = u1x + u1y ;
129 u2 = u2x + u2y ;
130 u3 = u3x + u3y ;
131 u4 = u4x + u4y ;
132
133 % cons t ruc t output
134 uDelta = [ u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 ] ’ ;
135 angleTarget = [ ro l lTarge t , p i tchTarget ] ’ ;
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136 angleErrorSum = [ rol lErrorSum , pitchErrorSum ] ’ ;
137
138 end
1 f unc t i on get_keypress (~ , keyData )
2 % get_keypress − Determines key that was pre s sed and outputs
appropr ia t e
3 % commands f o r the s imu la t i on
4
5 % Key that was pre s sed . Always w i l l be a lowercase s t r i n g such as
’ space ’
6 key = keyData . Key ;
7
8 % i n i t i a l i z e outputs
9 bxInput = 0 ;
10 byInput = 0 ;
11
12 i f strcmp ( key , ’w ’ )
13 bxInput = 1 ;
14 di sp ( ’w ’ ) ;
15 e l s e i f strcmp ( key , ’ s ’ )
16 bxInput = −1;
17 di sp ( ’ s ’ ) ;
18 e l s e i f strcmp ( key , ’d ’ )
19 byInput = 1 ;
20 di sp ( ’d ’ ) ;
21 e l s e i f strcmp ( key , ’ a ’ )
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22 byInput = −1;
23 di sp ( ’ a ’ ) ;
24 e l s e i f strcmp ( key , ’ q ’ )
25 setappdata ( gcf , ’ stopsim ’ , 1) ;
26 di sp ( ’ q ’ ) ;
27 end
28 c o n t r o l l e r I n p u t = [ bxInput , byInput ] ’ ;
29 setappdata ( gcf , ’ c o n t r o l l e r I n p u t ’ , c o n t r o l l e r I n p u t ) ; % saves
c o n t r o l l e r I n p u t
30 end
1 f unc t i on [ yout , zout ] = i n i t i a l i z e _ s i m ( p lo t s_f l ag ,
r_source_ine r t i a l , A0)
2 % i n i t i a l i z e _ s i m − I n i t i a l i z e and run UAV s imu la t i on
3 %
4 % Syntax : [ yout , zout ] = i n i t i a l i z e _ s i m ( p lo t s_f l ag ,
r_source_ine r t i a l , A0)
5 %
6 % INPUTS
7 % plo t s_ f l a g : ( [ 0 ] or 1) r a i s e f l a g f o r p l o t s . Defau l t i s 0
8 % r_sour c e_ ine r t i a l ( op t i ona l ) : [ 3 x 1 ] vec to r conta in ing
i n e r t i a l p o s i t i o n o f
9 % a r a d i o a c t i v e source .
10 % A0 ( opt i ona l ) : Set s the a c t i v i t y o f the r a d i o a c t i v e source
measured 1cm




14 % yout : S t ruc ture conta in ing a l l saved s imu la t i on outputs
15 % zout : S t ruc ture conta in ing s imulated measurements .
16
17 i f narg in < 1
18 p l o t s_ f l a g = 0 ;
19 end
20
21 % make sure U t i l i t i e s f o l d e r i s in path
22 addpath ( genpath ( f u l l f i l e ( ’ . . ’ , ’ U t i l i t i e s ’ ) ) ) ; % add U t i l i t i e s to
path
23 addpath ( genpath ( ’ . / Measurements ’ ) ) ; % add measurements to path
24
25 UAV = i n i t i a l i z e _ u a v ; % i n i t i a l i z e uav parameters
26
27 % i n i t i a l i z e s t a t e vec to r
28 r_uav_ned = [ 0 , 0 , −1] ’ ; % i n e r t i a l p o s i t i o n (m)
29
30 % source l o c a t i o n r e l a t i v e to i n e r t i a l frame
31 i f narg in < 2
32 randVec = random_vector (10) ;
33 i f randVec (3 ) > −r_uav_ned (3 )
34 randVec (3 ) = −randVec (3 ) ;
35 end
36 r_sou r c e_ ine r t i a l = r_uav_ned + randVec ;
37 e l s e




41 vel_uav_body = [ 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ] ’ ; % v e l o c i t i e s and angular
v e l o c i t i e s (m/ s and rad/ s )
42 eu l e rAng l e s = [ deg2rad (0 ) , deg2rad (0 ) , deg2rad (0 ) ] ’ ; % [ r o l l ,
p i tch , yaw ] Euler Angles in rad ians
43 r_obstacle_ned = [20 , 0 , −2] ’ ; % Obstac le p o s i t i o n . I n i t i a l i z e
such that ob s t a c l e i s not a f a c t o r .
44 obstacle_pos_from_body_ned = r_obstacle_ned − r_uav_ned ; %
p o s i t i o n from body to ob s t a c l e in ned
45 r_uav2source_iner t i a l = ( r_sour c e_ ine r t i a l − r_uav_ned ) ; % Uav to
source vec to r in i n e r t i a l frame
46 x0 = [ r_uav_ned ; vel_uav_body ; eu l e rAng l e s ;
obstacle_pos_from_body_ned ; r_uav2source_iner t i a l ] ; % i n i t i a l
s t a t e
47
48 % wind v e l o c i t y
49 windVel = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] ’ ;
50
51 % time s e t t i n g s
52 t_max = 100 ;
53 dt = 0 . 1 ; % note that s e t t i n g t h i s lower than 0 .1 w i l l r e s u l t in a
s lower−than−r e a l t ime s imu la t i on
54 tspan = [0 t_max ] ;
55
56 % con t r o l s e t t i n g s
57 % angle ga ins
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58 Kp_angle = 3 ; % propo r t i ona l ga in
59 Td_angle = 0 . 5 ; % d e r i v a t i v e sample time
60 Ti_angle = 15 ; % time f o r sum of a l l past e r r o r s to be e l im inated
61 % thrus t gain
62 Kp_thrust = 1 ∗ dt ;
63 % hover c on t r o l ga in
64 Kp_hover = 1e−1;
65
66 deadband_angle = deg2rad (0 ) ; % rad ians
67
68 waypoint1 = [10 , 5 , 5 , −5];
69 waypoint2 = [30 , −10, 10 , −0 .2 ] ;
70 waypoint3 = [50 , 0 , 0 , −10];
71 waypoint4 = [70 , 20 , −20, −1];
72
73 f l y 2 s o u r c e _ f l a g = 0 ;
74 waypoints = [ waypoint1 ; waypoint2 ; waypoint3 ; waypoint4 ] ’ ;
75 % waypoints = [ ] ;
76
77 showRealtimePlot = 0 ;
78
79 A_thresh = 5 ;
80 A_background = 1 ;
81 i f narg in < 3




85 % run s imu la t i on
86 yout = run_sim ( tspan , dt , x0 , windVel , UAV, showRealtimePlot ,
Kp_angle , Td_angle , Ti_angle , Kp_thrust , Kp_hover ,
deadband_angle , r_source_ine r t i a l , waypoints , A_thresh ,
A_background , A0 , f l y 2 s o u r c e _ f l a g ) ;
87 zout = simulate_measurements ( yout ) ;
88 %save ( [ da t e s t r (now , ’ yyyy−mm−ddTHHMMSS’ ) , ’ . mat ’ ] )
89 i f p l o t s_ f l a g == 1
90 % simulat i on_plot s ( yout ) ;
91 %measurement_plots ( yout , zout ) ;
92 measurement_plots ( yout ) ;
93 end
1 f unc t i on many_runs (num_runs , dist_from_source , output_path , A0)
2
3 i f narg in < 3
4 current_datet ime = da t e s t r (now , ’ yyyy−mm−ddTHHMMSS’ ) ;
5 output_path = f u l l f i l e ( ’ . ’ , current_datet ime ) ;
6 end
7 mkdir ( output_path ) ;
8 f o r i = 1 : num_runs
9 di sp ( [ ’A0 = ’ , num2str (A0) , ’ Run number : ’ , num2str ( i ) ] ) ;
10 r_sou r c e_ ine r t i a l = random_vector ( dist_from_source ) ;
11 r_uav_ned = [ 0 , 0 , −1] ’ ; % i n e r t i a l p o s i t i o n (m)
12 i f r_sou r c e_ ine r t i a l (3 ) > −r_uav_ned (3 )
13 r_sou r c e_ ine r t i a l (3 ) = −r_sou r c e_ ine r t i a l (3 ) ;
14 end
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15 [ yout , zout ] = i n i t i a l i z e _ s i m (0 , r_source_ine r t i a l , A0) ;
16 save ( f u l l f i l e ( output_path , [ ’ run ’ , num2str ( i ) , ’ . mat ’ ] ) , ’





1 f unc t i on rea l t ime_plot (x , figureNum , source_pos_ned )
2 % rea l t ime_plot p l o t p o s i t i o n and o r i e n t a t i o n o f UAV in r e a l time
3 %
4 % USAGE: rea l t ime_plot ( x )
5 %
6 % INPUT
7 % x : s t a t e vec to r
8
9 arrowLen = 5 ; % length mod i f i e r f o r p l o t s
10
11 % unpack cur rent s t a t e
12 rNED = [ x (1 ) , x (2 ) , x (3 ) ] ’ ;
13 eu l e rAng l e s = [ x (10) , x (11) , x (12) ] ’ ;
14
15 % obta in body frame coo rd ina t e s in NED frame
16 bodyXInNED = DCM_body2ned ( [ 1 , 0 , 0 ] ’ , eu l e rAng l e s ) ∗ arrowLen ;
17 bodyYInNED = DCM_body2ned ( [ 0 , 1 , 0 ] ’ , eu l e rAng l e s ) ∗ arrowLen ;
18 bodyZInNED = DCM_body2ned ( [ 0 , 0 , 1 ] ’ , eu l e rAng l e s ) ∗ arrowLen ;
19
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20 f i g u r e ( figureNum ) ;
21 p lo t3 (rNED(1) , rNED(2) , rNED(3) ) ;
22 x l a b e l ( ’ North ’ ) ;
23 y l a b e l ( ’ East ’ ) ;
24 z l a b e l ( ’Down ’ ) ;
25 t i t l e ( ’UAV p o s i t i o n and o r i e n t a t i o n ’ ) ;
26 hold on ;
27 quiver3 (rNED(1) , rNED(2) , rNED(3) , bodyXInNED(1) , bodyXInNED(2) ,
bodyXInNED(3) ) ; % body x vec to r in NED
28 quiver3 (rNED(1) , rNED(2) , rNED(3) , bodyYInNED(1) , bodyYInNED(2) ,
bodyYInNED(3) ) ; % body y vec to r in NED
29 quiver3 (rNED(1) , rNED(2) , rNED(3) , bodyZInNED (1) , bodyZInNED (2) ,
bodyZInNED (3) ) ; % body z vec to r in NED
30
31 % plo t source p o s i t i o n
32 p lo t3 ( source_pos_ned (1 ) , source_pos_ned (2 ) , source_pos_ned (3 ) , ’ o ’
) ;
33
34 ax i s ([−30 , 30 , −30, 30 , −30, 0 ] )
35 hold o f f
36 drawnow ;
37 end
1 f unc t i on yout = run_sim ( tSpan , dt , x , windVel , UAV,
showRealtimePlot , KpAngle , KdAngle , KiAngle , KpThrust , KpHover ,
angleDeadband , true_source_pos , waypoints , A_thresh ,
A_background , A0 , f l y 2 s o u r c e _ f l a g )
75
2 % run_sim − runs s imu la t i on from given i n i t i a l c ond i t i on s
3 %
4 % USAGE
5 % run_sim ( tSpan , dt , x In i t , windVel , UAV, r S o u r c e I n e r t i a l ,
showRealtimePlot )
6 % INPUTS
7 % tSpan : [ 1 x 2 ] or [ 2 x 1 ] array conta in ing s t a r t and end
time ( seconds )
8 % dt : time step ( seconds )
9 % x : [18 x 1 ] s t a t e vec to r
10 % windVel : [ 3 x 1 ] wind v e l o c i t y vec to r
11 % UAV: St ruc ture conta in ing UAV constant s
12 % r S o u r c e I n e r t i a l : [ 3 x 1 ] i n e r t i a l p o s i t i o n o f r a d i a t i o n
source
13 % showRealtimePlot : 1 to show c o n t r o l l a b l e r ea l t ime plot , 0 to
d i s t a b l e
14 % KpAngle : p r opo r t i ona l ga in f o r ang le c on t r o l
15 % KdAngle : d e r i v a t i v e gain f o r ang le c on t r o l
16 % KiAngle : i n t e g r a l ga in f o r ang le c on t r o l
17 % KpThrust : Propor t i ona l ga in f o r th rus t
18 % KpHover : Propor t i ona l ga in f o r hover
19 % angleDeadband : ang le e r r o r were command i s not r equ i r ed .
20 % true_source_pos : [ 3 x 1 ] True source p o s i t i o n in NED frame
21 % waypoints : [ 4 x N] matrix conta in ing waypoints
22 % A_thresh : Ac t i v i ty th r e sho ld used to t r i g g e r a source
g rad i en t es t imate
23 % A_background : Average background counts per second
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24 % A0 : Act i v i ty o f r a d i o a c t i v e source l o ca t ed 1cm away
25 % f l y 2 s o u r c e _ f l a g : Flag used to command the UAV to d i s r e ga rd
other c o n t r o l s
26 % and f l y to the est imated source p o s i t i o n .
27 %
28 % OUTPUTS
29 % yout : s t r u c t u r e conta in ing a l l s imulated s t a t e s and a d d i t i o n a l
a n a l y s i s in fo rmat ion
30
31 maxLoops = c e i l ( ( tSpan (2 ) − tSpan (1 ) ) /dt ) ; % maximum loops in sim
32 % i n i t i a l i z e outputs
33 xout = ze ro s (18 , maxLoops ) ;
34 dxdt_out = ze ro s (18 , maxLoops ) ;
35 tout = ze ro s (1 , maxLoops ) ;
36 uout = ze ro s (4 , maxLoops ) ;
37 angle_target_out = ze ro s (2 , maxLoops ) ;
38 yout = s t r u c t ( ) ;
39 yout . true_source_pos = true_source_pos ;
40 yout . source . A0 = A0 ;
41 yout . source . A_thresh = A_thresh ;
42 yout . source . A_background = A_background ;
43 source . counts = ze ro s (1 , maxLoops ) ;
44 source_pos_ned_store = [ ] ;
45
46 % I n i t i a l i z e t imes
47 time = tSpan (1 ) ;
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48 time_no_measurements = 0 ; % time must be g r e a t e r than
time_no_measurements f o r a measurement to be performed
49
50 hover_alt = x (3) ;
51
52 % I n i t i a l i z e r a d i a t i o n measurement parameters
53 % r a d i a t i o n measurement parameters
54 r0 = 1 ; % d i s t anc e from A0 during A0 measurements (m)
55 measurement_deadtime = 30 ; % minimum time between grad i en t
measurements
56 meas_duration = 30 ; % durat ion o f measurements at each po int
57 measurement_num = 0 ;
58 gradient_store_counts = ze ro s (6 , meas_duration ∗ 10) ;
59 gradient_center_ned = [ ] ;
60 time_stop_meas = 0 ;
61
62 measur ing_gradient_f lag = 0 ;
63 r_measurements_ned = ze ro s (3 , 6) ;
64 at_target_f lag = 0 ;
65 counts_1sec = ze ro s (1 , 10) ;
66 est imat ion_start_t imes = [ ] ;
67
68 % i n i t i a l i z e f i g u r e
69 figureNum = 99 ; % f i g u r e number
70 f i g u r e ( figureNum ) ;
71
72 angleErrorSum = [ 0 , 0 ] ’ ; % i n i t i a l i z e ang le e r r o r sum
78
73
74 j = 1 ; % loop index
75 whi le time < tSpan (2 )
76 time = round ( time , 6) ;
77 %~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Source Pos i t i on Logic
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
78 tempstruct . x = x ;
79 tempstruct . t = time ;
80 % Determine counts f o r t h i s t imestep and counts f o r the l a s t
second
81 counts_dt = counts_sim ( tempstruct , dt , A0 , A_background ) ;
82 counts_1sec ( 1 : 9 ) = counts_1sec ( 2 : 1 0 ) ;
83 counts_1sec (10) = counts_dt ;
84
85 % dete c t i on_f l ag i s r a i s e d i f the l a s t second o f counts are
g r e a t e r
86 % than a c t i v i t y th r e sho ld A_thresh .
87 i f f l y 2 s o u r c e _ f l a g == 1
88 de t e c t i on_f l ag = check_near_source_counts ( counts_1sec ,
A_thresh , A_background ) ;
89 e l s e
90 de t e c t i on_f l ag = 0 ;
91 end
92 %dete c t i on_f l ag = 0 ;
93 i f ( d e t e c t i on_f l ag == 1 | | measur ing_gradient_f lag == 1) && (
time > time_no_measurements )
94 measur ing_gradient_f lag = 1 ;
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95 i f measurement_num == 0 % i f we are j u s t s t a r t i n g our
measurements
96 est imat ion_start_t imes = [ est imat ion_start_t imes , time
] ;
97 [ r_measurements_ned , gradient_center_ned ] =
get_gradient_waypoints ( x ) ;
98 measurement_num = 1 ;
99 at_target_f lag = 0 ;
100 count_num = 0 ;
101 end
102 % have uav f l y to cur rent measurement p o s i t i o n .
103 target_pos_ned = r_measurements_ned ( : , measurement_num) ;
104 % check i f uav i s at our t a r g e t measurement spot
105 i f a t_target_f lag == 0
106 at_target_f lag = check_uav_at_target (x ,
r_measurements_ned ( : , measurement_num) ) ;
107 i f a t_target_f lag == 1
108 time_stop_meas = time + meas_duration ;
109 end
110 end
111 % i f time_stop_meas i s empty and we are at our target , s e t
time_stop_meas
112 i f a t_target_f lag == 1
113 i f time >= time_stop_meas
114 measurement_num = measurement_num + 1 ;
115 at_target_f lag = 0 ;
116 count_num = 0 ;
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117 e l s e % time <= time_stop_meas
118 % i f we are at the target , r ecord counts
119 count_num = count_num + 1 ;




123 % i f measurement_num == 7 , we are done sav ing measurements
. Estimate
124 % source p o s i t i o n from gradient_store_counts
125 i f measurement_num == 7
126 measur ing_gradient_f lag = 0 ;
127 source_pos_ned = estimate_source_pos (
gradient_store_counts , gradient_center_ned ,
r_measurements_ned , meas_duration , A0 , A_background
, r0 , A_thresh , true_source_pos ) ;
128 source_pos_ned_store = [ source_pos_ned_store , [ time ;
source_pos_ned ] ] ;
129 time_no_measurements = time + measurement_deadtime ; %
do perform another g rad i en t measurement f o r t h i s
time
130 measurement_num = 0 ;
131 target_pos_ned = source_pos_ned ;
132 waypoints = [ waypoints , [ time ; target_pos_ned ] ] ;
133 % s o r t waypoints by time
134 [ ~ , waypoint_ind ] = s o r t ( waypoints (1 , : ) , 2) ;








141 % i f we are measuring a gradient , always use those waypoints .
142 i f measur ing_gradient_f lag == 0
143 target_pos_ned = [ ] ;
144 % check i f we are f l y i n g to a waypoint
145 i f ~ isempty ( waypoints )
146 waypoint_ind = f i nd ( time >= waypoints (1 , : ) , 1 , ’ l a s t ’
) ;
147 i f ~ isempty ( waypoint_ind )
148 target_pos_ned = waypoints ( 2 : 4 , waypoint_ind ) ;




153 % i f key was pressed , update c o n t r o l l e r I n p u t acco rd ing ly
154 s e t ( figureNum , ’ KeyPressFcn ’ , @get_keypress ) ;
155 c o n t r o l l e r I n p u t = getappdata ( figureNum , ’ c o n t r o l l e r I n p u t ’ ) ;
156 i f isempty ( c o n t r o l l e r I n p u t )




160 % c o n t r o l s
161 [ uDelta , angTarget , angleErrorSum , rollCommand , pitchCommand ]
= . . .
162 compute_uDelta ( c on t r o l l e r I npu t , x , KpAngle , KdAngle ,
KiAngle , angleDeadband , UAV, dt , angleErrorSum ,
target_pos_ned ) ;
163 i f ~ isempty ( target_pos_ned )
164 uHover = u_for_hover (x , UAV, KpHover , target_pos_ned ,
rollCommand , pitchCommand) ;
165 e l s e
166 uHover = u_for_hover (x , UAV, KpHover , [ 0 , 0 , hover_alt ] ’ ,
rollCommand , pitchCommand) ;
167 end
168 u = uHover + KpThrust .∗ uDelta ;
169
170 setappdata ( gcf , ’ c o n t r o l l e r I n p u t ’ , [ 0 , 0 ] ’ ) ; % r e s e t
c o n t r o l l e r I n p u t f o r fu tu r e commands
171
172 % get aerodynamic f o r c e s and moments
173 aeroForcesMomentsInBody = aerodynamic_forces_moments (x ,
windVel , u , UAV) ;
174
175 % compute s t a t e r a t e s
176 dxdt = uav_eom(x , aeroForcesMomentsInBody , UAV) ;
177
178 % s t o r e v a r i a b l e s
179 % v a r i a b l e s to s t o r e
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180 xout ( : , j ) = x ;
181 dxdt_out ( : , j ) = dxdt ;
182 tout ( : , j ) = time ;
183 uout ( : , j ) = u ;
184 angle_target_out ( : , j ) = angTarget ;
185 source . counts ( : , j ) = counts_dt ;
186
187 % update s t a t e
188 x = x + dxdt .∗ dt ;
189 time = time + dt ;
190 j = j + 1 ;
191
192 % terminate loop i f UAV has h i t s ground




197 % plo t output every tenth o f a second
198 i f showRealtimePlot == 1
199 r ea l t ime_plot (x , figureNum , true_source_pos ) ;
200 end
201
202 i f getappdata ( gcf , ’ stopsim ’ ) == 1
203 break
204 end
205 % pause ( 0 . 0 1 ) ; I don ’ t th ink t h i s i s needed anymore
206 end
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207 % Cut unused array s l o t s i f s imu la t i on s tops e a r l y
208 timeStopped = time ;
209 numIterat ions = f l o o r ( ( timeStopped − tSpan (1 ) ) /dt ) ;
210 xout = xout ( : , 1 : numIterat ions ) ;
211 dxdt_out = dxdt_out ( : , 1 : numIterat ions ) ;
212 tout = tout ( : , 1 : numIterat ions ) ;
213 uout = uout ( : , 1 : numIterat ions ) ;
214 angle_target_out = angle_target_out ( : , 1 : numIterat ions ) ;
215 source . counts = source . counts ( : , 1 : numIterat ions ) ;
216
217 % convert a l l body frame elements to i n e r t i a l frame
218 % v e l o c i t y
219 vel_ned = DCM_body2ned( xout ( 4 : 6 , : ) , xout ( 10 : 12 , : ) ) ;
220 xout ( 4 : 6 , : ) = vel_ned ;
221 % a c c e l e r a t i o n
222 accel_ned = DCM_body2ned( dxdt_out ( 4 : 6 , : ) , xout ( 10 : 12 , : ) ) ;
223 dxdt_out ( 4 : 6 , : ) = accel_ned ;
224
225 % Change v a r i a b l e s in xout to match the kalman s t a t e vec to r
226 angvel_body = xout ( 7 : 9 , : ) ;
227 xout ( 7 : 9 , : ) = accel_ned ;
228
229 % add s t r u c t u r e with outputs to s t o r e
230 yout . t = round ( tout , 6) ; % to f i x over f l ow
231 yout . x = xout ;
232 yout . source . pos i t i on_es t imate = source_pos_ned_store ;
233 yout . source . counts = source . counts ;
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234 yout . source . es t imat ion_start_t imes = est imat ion_start_t imes ;
235 yout . angvel_body = angvel_body ;
236 yout . dxdt = dxdt_out ;
237 yout . c o n t r o l s . u = uout ;
238 yout . c o n t r o l s . ang le_target = angle_target_out ;
239 yout . c o n t r o l s . waypoints = waypoints ;
240
241 d e l e t e ( f i g u r e ( figureNum ) ) ;
242 end
1 % Run s imu la t i on mul t ip l e t imes and save the r e s u l t s
2
3 f o r j = 1 :2
4 i f j == 1
5 source_di s tances = 1 : 1 : 2 5 ;
6 A0 = 1000 ;
7 e l s e i f j == 2
8 A0 = 100 ;
9 source_di s tances = 1 : 1 : 2 0 ;
10 end
11 output_dir = f u l l f i l e ( ’D:\ Shared\SavedRuns ’ , [ ’A0_ ’ , num2str (
A0) ] ) ;
12 num_runs = 100 ;
13 f o r i = source_di s tances
14 dist_from_source = source_di s tances ( i ) ;
15 di sp ( [ ’ Source d i s t anc e : ’ , num2str ( i ) ] ) ;
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16 output_path = f u l l f i l e ( output_dir , [ ’ d istance_ ’ , s p r i n t f ( ’
%02 i ’ , dist_from_source ) , ’m_’ , ’A0_ ’ , num2str (A0) ] ) ;
17 many_runs (num_runs , dist_from_source , output_path , A0) ;
18 end
19 end
1 f unc t i on uHover = u_for_hover (x , UAV, KpHover , target_pos_ned ,
rollCommand , pitchCommand)
2 % u_for_hover − Determine motor speed squared r equ i r ed to maintain
constant
3 % a l t i t u d e .
4 %
5 % INPUTS
6 % x : [18 x 1 ] s t a t e vec to r
7 % UAV: St ruc ture conta in ing UAV phys i c a l parameters
8 %
9 % OUTPUTS
10 % uHover : [ 4 x 1 ] array o f p r o p e l l e r angular speeds squared
11
12 g = 9 . 8 ;
13
14 % unpack inputs
15
16 % body v e l o c i t i e s
17 uBody = x (4) ;
18 vBody = x (5) ;
19 wBody = x (6) ;
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20
21 % e u l e r ang l e s
22 phi = x (10) ;
23 theta = x (11) ;
24 p s i = x (12) ;
25
26 i f ~ isempty ( target_pos_ned )
27 target_down = target_pos_ned (3 ) ;
28 e l s e
29 target_down = x (3) ;
30 end
31
32 i f target_down > −0.1
33 target_down = −0.1;
34 end
35
36 % get p r o p e l l e r l ength
37 propLength = norm(UAV. propVects ( : , 1) ) ; % prop length (m)
38
39 [ ~ , ~ , ~ , dens i ty ] = atmosisa(−x (3 ) ) ;
40
41 uHover = (UAV. mass ∗ g ) / (2 ∗ dens i ty ∗ ( propLength /2) ^2 ∗ UAV.
propArea ∗ UAV.CT ∗ cos ( rollCommand ) ∗ cos (pitchCommand) ) ;
42
43 % a l t i t u d e con t r o l
44 v e l I n e r t i a l = DCM_body2ned ( [ uBody , vBody , wBody ] ’ , [ phi , theta ,
p s i ] ’ ) ;
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45
46 w I n e r t i a l = v e l I n e r t i a l (3 ) ;
47 wError = 0 − w I n e r t i a l ;
48 zError = target_down − x (3 ) ;
49
50 uControl = (1 − KpHover∗( zError ) − 2∗KpHover∗wError ) ∗ uHover ;
51 % output
52 uHover = uControl .∗ [ 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ] ’ ;
53
54 end
1 f unc t i on dxdt = uav_eom(x , A_body , UAV)
2 % uav_eom − Equations o f motion f o r UAV
3 %
4 % USAGE
5 % uav_eom(x , A_body , mass , i n e r t i aMat r i x )
6 %
7 % INPUTS
8 % x : [18 x 1 ] s t a t e vec to r
9 % A_body : [ 6 x 1 ] aerodynamic f o r c e s and moments in body frame .
F i r s t
10 % three terms are f o r c e s , l a s t th ree are moments .
11 % UAV: St ruc ture conta in ing UAV constant s
12 %
13 % OUTPUTS
14 % dxdt : [ 18 x 1 ] s t a t e vec to r d e r i v a t i v e with r e sp e c t to time
15
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16 g = 9 . 8 ; % grav i ty (m/ s ^2)
17 % unpack inputs
18 vel_body = [ x (4 ) , x (5 ) , x (6 ) ] ’ ;
19 angvel = [ x (7 ) , x (8 ) , x (9 ) ] ’ ;
20 e u l e r a n g l e s = [ x (10) , x (11) , x (12) ] ’ ;
21
22 % convert aero f o r c e s and moments to i n e r t i a l frame
23 F_aero_body = A_body ( 1 : 3 ) ;
24 M_aero_body = A_body ( 4 : 6 ) ;
25 % outputs
26 r_dot = DCM_body2ned( vel_body , e u l e r a n g l e s ) ; % i n e r t i a l frame
27 v_dot = (DCM_ned2body ( [ 0 , 0 , UAV. mass∗g ] ’ , e u l e r a n g l e s ) +
F_aero_body − UAV. mass ∗ c r o s s ( angvel , vel_body ) ) / UAV. mass ; %
body frame
28 angvel_dot = . . .
29 UAV. in e r t i aMat r i x ^(−1) ∗ (M_aero_body − c r o s s ( angvel , UAV.
in e r t i aMat r i x ∗ angvel ) ) ; % body frame
30 i f angvel_dot (3 ) ~= 0
31 angvel_dot (3 ) ;
32 end
33 angvel_to_euler_rates_matrix = angVel_to_eulerRates ( e u l e r a n g l e s ) ;
34 eu l e rRate s = angvel_to_euler_rates_matrix ∗ angvel ;
35 r_obstacle_dot = −DCM_body2ned( vel_body , e u l e r a n g l e s ) ; % i n e r t i a l
frame . Assumes ob s t a c l e i s s t a t i on a ry
36 r_uav_to_source_dot = −DCM_body2ned( vel_body , e u l e r a n g l e s ) ;
37
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1 f unc t i on [ alt itude_measured , t_a l t imete r ] = alt imeter_model ( yout )
2 % altimeter_model − Simulate a l t i m e t e r read ing
3
4 % a l t i m e t e r spec s
5 [ ~ , ~ , ~ , a l t imete r , ~ , ~ ] = get_sensor_specs ( ) ;
6
7 % unpack yout
8 t = yout . t ;
9 altTruth = −yout . x (3 , : ) ;
10
11 t_a l t imete r = round ( t (1 ) : 1/ a l t i m e t e r . sampleRate : t ( end ) , 6) ;
12 altAtTimeStep = in t e rp1 ( t ’ , altTruth ’ , t_alt imeter ’ ) ’ ;
13
14 alt itude_measured = altAtTimeStep + a l t i m e t e r . sigma .∗ randn
(1 , l ength ( altAtTimeStep ) ) ;
15
16 end
1 f unc t i on [ counts_recorded , time ] = counts_sim ( yout , dt , A0 ,
A_background )
2 %counts_sim − Simulates counts r e c e i v ed as a func t i on o f source
d i s t anc e
3 %




7 % yout [ s t r u c t ]
8 % OUTPUTS:
9 % counts_recorded − counts output during time span dt .
10
11 % unpack s t a t e
12 x = yout . x ;
13 time = yout . t ;
14 i f l ength ( yout . t ) > 1
15 dt = yout . t (2 ) − yout . t (1 ) ;
16 end
17 [ ~ , ~ , ~ , ~ , ~ , source_ned ] = unpack_state_vector ( x ) ;
18
19 source_dis tance = sq r t ( source_ned (1 , : ) .^2 + source_ned (2 , : )
.^2 + source_ned (3 , : ) .^2 ) ;
20
21 a c t i v i t y = A0 .∗ 1 . / ( source_dis tance .^2 ) ; % a c t i v i t y f a l l s
o f f as 1/ r ^2
22
23 % Probab i l i t y f o r a count in a g iven t imestep i s r ep r e s en ted
us ing
24 % i n t e n s i t y d iv ided by t imestep . Counts must be i n t e g e r s .
25 % Example : i f i n t e n s i t y / dt = 0 . 1 , then g ive a 10 %
p r o b a b i l i t y f o r a
26 % count to be measured .




29 % determine random value f o r counts
30 counts_from_source = po i s s rnd ( countAvePerTimestep ) ;
31 counts_from_backround = po i s s rnd ( A_background .∗ dt ) ;
32 counts_recorded = counts_from_source + counts_from_backround ;
33
34 end
1 f unc t i on [ gps_posit ion , gps_veloc i ty , t_gps , gps_course ,
ned_orig in_in_l la ] = gps_model ( yout )
2 % gps_model − model r ead ings from GPS r e c e i v e r (MTK3339)
3 % Syntax : [ po s i t i on , v e l o c i t y , t_gps , ned_orig in_in_l la ] =
gps_model ( yout )
4 %
5 % INPUTS
6 % yout : S imulat ion output s t r u c t u r e
7 %
8 % OUTPUTS
9 % p o s i t i o n : [ 3 x N] Geodetic p o s i t i o n [ Lat , Long , Alt ] ( deg , deg
, m)
10 % groundspeed : [ 1 x N] Magnitude o f h o r i z o n t a l v e l (m/ s )
11 % course : [ 1 x N] D i r e c t i on o f h o r i z o n t a l v e l in NED ( degree s )
12 % t_gps : [ 1 x N] time output o f GPS measurements ( s ec )
13 % ned_orig in_in_l la : [ l a t i t ude , long i tude , a l t i t u d e ]




16 % MTK3999 GPS Module
17 [ ~ , ~ , gps , ~ , ~ , ~ ] = get_sensor_specs ( ) ;
18
19 ned_orig in_in_l la = [44 . 902236 , −68.669829 , 0 ] ’ ; % s t a r t i n g GPS
p o s i t i o n (UMaine mall )
20
21 % unpack inputs
22 t = round ( yout . t , 6) ; % s imu la t i on t imes . Rounded to s i x th decimal
p lace
23 gpsTruthIndex = f i nd (mod( t , gps . sampleRate ) == 0) ; % determine
i n d i c e s to put in GPS model from truth index
24 gps_pos_ned_truth = yout . x ( 1 : 3 , gpsTruthIndex ) ; % [3 x N] array o f
p o s i t i o n s in l o c a l NED frame ( meters )
25 gps_vel_ne_truth = yout . x ( 4 : 5 , gpsTruthIndex ) ; % [3 x N] array o f
v e l o c i t i e s in l o c a l NED frame ( meters )
26 t_gps = round ( t ( gpsTruthIndex ) , 6) ; % measurement t imes
27
28 % gps no i s e
29 gps_pos_noise = gps . sigmaPos .∗ randn (3 , l ength ( t_gps ) ) ;
30 gps_vel_noise = gps . sigmaVel .∗ randn (2 , l ength ( t_gps ) ) ;
31
32 % gps measurements
33 gps_pos i t ion = gps_pos_ned_truth + gps_pos_noise ;
34 gps_ve loc i ty = gps_vel_ne_truth + gps_vel_noise ;
35 gps_course = atan2d ( gps_ve loc i ty (2 , : ) , gps_ve loc i ty (1 , : ) ) ;
36 end
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1 f unc t i on [ accelerometer_measurements_body , gyro_measurements ,
t_imu , eulerangle_gyro , ro l l_p i t ch_acce l e romete r ] = imu_model (
yout )




5 % yout : s t r u c t u r e conta in ing s imu la t i on outputs
6 %
7 % OUTPUTS
8 % accelerometer_measurements_body : [ 3 x N] a c c e l e r a t i o n s in body
frame (m/ s ^2)
9 % gyro_measurements : [ 3 x N] angular v e l o c i t i e s ( rad/ s )
10 % t_imu : [ 1 x n ] IMU measurement t imes ( s )
11 % sampleRate : sample ra t e o f IMU (Hz)
12
13 random_walk_flag = 0 ; % enable or d i s a b l e random walk f o r gyro
/ acce l e romete r
14
15 % Simulate Measurements
16 [ accelerometer_measurements_body , t_imu ,
ro l l_p i t ch_acce l e romete r ] = accelerometer_model ( yout ,
random_walk_flag ) ;






21 %% IMU Composition
22
23 f unc t i on [ accelerometer_measured , t_acce lerometer ,
r o l l_p i t ch_acce l e romete r ] = accelerometer_model ( yout ,
random_walk_flag )




27 % yout [ s t r u c t ] : S imulat ion outputs
28 % random_walk_flag [ 1 , 0 ] : Flag to enable random walk output
29 % OUTPUTS
30 % accelerometer_measured [ 3 x N ] : Simulated acce l e romete r
measurements
31 % t_acce le rometer [ 1 x N ] : Simulated acce l e romete r measurement
t imes
32
33 % Acce lerometer Specs
34 [ acce l e rometer , ~ , ~ , ~ , ~ , ~ ] = get_sensor_specs ( ) ;
35
36 % unpack inputs
37 t = yout . t ;
38 t_acce le rometer = round ( t (1 ) : 1/ acce l e romete r . sampleRate : t ( end )
, 6) ; % measurement t imes
39 e u l e r a n g l e s = yout . x ( 10 : 12 , : ) ;
40 accelerations_from_sim_ned = yout . dxdt ( 4 : 6 , : ) ;
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41 accelerations_from_sim_body = DCM_ned2body(
accelerations_from_sim_ned + [ 0 ; 0 ; 9 . 8 ] , e u l e r a n g l e s ) ;
42
43 % generate t rue acce l e romete r va lue s by i n t e r p o l a t i n g
s imu la t i on r e s u l t s based
44 % on acce l e romete r sample time
45 acce l e rometer_truth = in t e rp1 ( t ’ , accelerations_from_sim_body
’ , t_acce lerometer ’ ) ’ ;
46
47 % acce l e romete r i s modeled as a random walk proce s s .
48 i f random_walk_flag == 1
49 random_walk_noise = cumsum( randn (3 , l ength (
acce l e rometer_truth ) ) , 2) ;
50 e l s e
51 random_walk_noise = ze ro s (3 , l ength ( acce l e rometer_truth ) ) ;
52 end
53 acce l e rometer_bias = acce l e romete r . i n i t B i a s + acce l e romete r .
b i a s S t a b i l i t y .∗ random_walk_noise ;
54 acce l e romete r_no i se = acce l e romete r . sigma .∗ randn (3 , l ength (
acce l e rometer_truth ) ) ;
55 accelerometer_measured = acce le rometer_truth +
acce l e romete r_no i se + acce l e rometer_bias ;
56
57 % r o l l and p i t ch es t imate from acce l e romete r . These are only
accurate when the
58 % only f o r c e pre sent i s g rav i ty .
59 ax = accelerometer_measured (1 , : ) ;
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60 ay = accelerometer_measured (2 , : ) ;
61 az = accelerometer_measured (3 , : ) ;
62 r o l l = atan2 ( ay , az ) ;
63 p i t ch = atan2(−ax , s q r t ( ay .^2 + az .^2 ) ) ;




68 f unc t i on [ gyro_measured , eulerAngles_measured ] = gyro_model ( yout ,
random_walk_flag )
69 % gyro_model − s imu la t e s measured va lue s f o r gyroscope
70 %
71 % INPUTS
72 % yout [ s t r u c t ] : S imulat ion outputs
73 % random_walk_flag [ 1 , 0 ] : Flag to enable random walk output
74 % OUTPUTS
75 % gyro_measured [ 3 x N ] : Simulated gyroscope measurements
76 % eulerAngles_measured [ 3 X N] : Simulated e u l e r ang le
measurements
77
78 % Gyroscope specs
79 [ ~ , gyro , ~ , ~ , ~ , ~ ] = get_sensor_specs ( ) ;
80
81 % unpack inputs
82 t = yout . t ;
83 t_gyro = round ( yout . t (1 ) : 1/ gyro . sampleRate : yout . t ( end ) , 6) ; %
measurement t imes
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84 ang_vel_from_sim = yout . angvel_body ;
85
86 % generate t rue gyro va lue s by i n t e r p o l a t i n g s imu la t i on
r e s u l t s based
87 % on gyro sample time
88 gyro_truth = in t e rp1 ( t ’ , ang_vel_from_sim ’ , t_gyro ’ ) ’ ;
89
90 % gyro i s modeled as a random walk proce s s .
91 i f random_walk_flag == 1
92 random_walk_noise = cumsum( randn (3 , l ength ( gyro_truth ) ) ,
2) ;
93 e l s e
94 random_walk_noise = ze ro s (3 , l ength ( gyro_truth ) ) ;
95 end
96 gyro_bias = gyro . i n i t B i a s + gyro . b i a s S t a b i l i t y .∗
random_walk_noise ;
97 gyro_noise = gyro . sigma .∗ randn (3 , l ength ( gyro_truth ) ) ;
98 gyro_measured = gyro_truth + gyro_noise + gyro_bias ;
99
100 % Get e u l e r ang l e s from measurements
101 eulerAngles_measured = ze ro s (3 , l ength ( gyro_measured ) ) ; %
i n i t i a l i z e array
102 eulerAngles_measured ( : , 1) = yout . x ( 10 : 12 , 1) ; % i n i t i a l Euler
Angles
103 f o r i = 2 : l ength ( gyro_measured )
104 angVel2EulerMatrix = angVel_to_eulerRates (
eulerAngles_measured ( : , i −1) ) ;
100
105 eulerRatesMeasured = angVel2EulerMatrix ∗ gyro_measured ( : ,
i −1) ;
106 eulerAngles_measured ( : , i ) = eulerAngles_measured ( : , i −1)




1 f unc t i on [ l idar_distance_body , t_ l ida r ] = lidar_model ( yout )
2 %lidar_model − Simulate l i d a r measurement in body frame
3 %




8 % l i d a r spec s
9 [ ~ , ~ , ~ , ~ , l i d a r , ~ ] = get_sensor_specs ( ) ;
10
11 % Lidar measurements a v a i l a b l e
12 t_ l ida r = round ( yout . t (1 ) : 1/ l i d a r . sampleRate : yout . t ( end ) , 6) ;
13 obstacle_distances_from_sim_ned = yout . x ( 13 : 15 , : ) ;
14 e u l e r a n g l e s = yout . x ( 10 : 12 , : ) ;
15 [ obstacle_distances_from_sim_body , ~ ] = DCM_ned2body(
obstacle_distances_from_sim_ned , e u l e r a n g l e s ) ;
16
17 % generate uncorrupted l i d a r va lue s by i n t e r p o l a t i n g s imu la t i on
r e s u l t s
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18 l i da r_t ruth = in t e rp1 ( yout . t ’ , obstacle_distances_from_sim_body ’ ,
t_l idar ’ ) ’ ;
19
20 % l i d a r measurement
21 l i d a r_no i s e = l i d a r . sigma .∗ randn (3 , l ength ( l ida r_t ruth ) ) ;
22 l idar_distance_body = l ida r_truth + l i da r_no i s e ;
23
24 % current ly , l i d a r only measures in +body x d i r e c t i o n
25 l idar_distance_body = [ l idar_distance_body (1 , : ) ; z e r o s (1 , l ength (
l idar_distance_body ) ) ; z e r o s (1 , l ength ( l idar_distance_body ) ) ] ;
26
27 % i f d i s t anc e would be negat ive , s e t measured d i s t anc e equal to
zero
28 l idar_distance_body ( : , l idar_distance_body (1 , : ) < 0) = 0 ;
29 end
1 f unc t i on measurement_plots ( yout_truth , zout )
2 %measurement_plots − p lo t t rue s t a t e aga in s t measurements
3 %
4 % Syntax : measurement_plots ( yout_truth , zout )
5
6 % unpack inputs
7 t = yout_truth . t ;
8 x = yout_truth . x ;
9 c o n t r o l s = yout_truth . c o n t r o l s ;
10
11 i f narg in == 2
102
12 imu = zout . imu ;
13 gps = zout . gps ;
14 a l t i m e t e r = zout . a l t i m e t e r ;
15 l i d a r = zout . l i d a r ;
16 source = zout . source ;
17 end
18
19 % unpack s t a t e
20 [ pos_ned_truth , vel_ned_truth , accel_ned_truth , eu l e rang l e s_truth ,
obstacle_ned_truth , uav2source_ned_truth ] =
unpack_state_vector ( x ) ;
21 angVelTruthInBody = yout_truth . angvel_body ;
22
23 i f narg in == 1
24
25 i f ~ isempty ( yout_truth . source . pos i t i on_es t imate )
26 % Source d i s t anc e es t imate e r r o r
27 source_pos_estimate = [ [ 0 ; pos_ned_truth ( : , 1) ] , yout_truth
. source . pos i t i on_es t imate ] ;
28 source_pos_truth_ned = uav2source_ned_truth +
pos_ned_truth ;
29 source_pos_estimate = in t e rp1 ( source_pos_estimate (1 , : ) ’ ,
source_pos_estimate ( 2 : 4 , : ) ’ , t , ’ p r ev ious ’ , ’ extrap ’ )
’ ;
30
31 source_pos_error = source_pos_truth_ned −
source_pos_estimate ;
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32 source_di s t_error = ze ro s (1 , l ength ( source_pos_error ) ) ;
33 f o r i = 1 : l ength ( source_pos_error )
34 source_di s t_error ( i ) = norm( source_pos_error ( : , i ) ) ;
35 end
36 f i g u r e (1 )
37 p lo t ( t , source_di s t_error ) ;
38 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ )
39 y l a b e l ( ’ Distance e r r o r (m) ’ ) ;
40 t i t l e ( ’ Source Distance e r r o r ’ )
41 end
42 i f i s f i e l d ( cont ro l s , ’ waypoints ’ )
43 c o n t r o l s . waypoints = [ [ t (1 ) ; x ( 1 : 3 , 1) ] , c o n t r o l s .
waypoints ] ;
44 uav_commanded_pos = in t e rp1 ( c o n t r o l s . waypoints (1 , : ) ’ ,
c o n t r o l s . waypoints ( 2 : 4 , : ) ’ , t , ’ p r ev ious ’ , ’ extrap ’ ) ’ ;
45 f i g u r e (2 ) ;
46 subplot (2 , 1 , 1) ;
47 p lo t ( t , pos_ned_truth (1 , : ) , t , uav_commanded_pos (1 , : ) ) ;
48 y l a b e l ( ’ North (m) ’ ) ;
49 t i t l e ( ’ Po s i t i on vs Time ’ )
50 l egend ( ’ Truth ’ , ’Command ’ )
51
52
53 subplot (2 , 1 , 2)
54 p lo t ( t , pos_ned_truth (2 , : ) , t , uav_commanded_pos (2 , : ) )
55 y l a b e l ( ’ East (m) ’ ) ;
56 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ ) ;
104
57
58 f i g u r e (213) ;
59 ned2enu = [ 0 , 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0 , 0 ; 0 , 0 , −1];
60 pos_enu_truth = ze ro s ( s i z e ( pos_ned_truth ) ) ;
61 uav_commands_enu = ze ro s ( s i z e ( pos_ned_truth ) ) ;
62 f o r i = 1 : l ength ( pos_ned_truth )
63 pos_enu_truth ( : , i ) = ned2enu ∗ pos_ned_truth ( : , i ) ;
64 uav_commands_enu ( : , i ) = ned2enu ∗ uav_commanded_pos
( : , i ) ;
65 end
66 subplot (3 , 1 , 1) ;
67 p lo t ( t , pos_enu_truth (1 , : ) , t , uav_commands_enu (1 , : ) ) ;
68 l egend ( ’ Truth ’ , ’Command ’ ) ;
69 y l a b e l ( ’ East (m) ’ ) ;
70 t i t l e ( ’ Po s i t i on vs Time ’ ) ;
71 subplot (3 , 1 , 2) ;
72 p lo t ( t , pos_enu_truth (2 , : ) , t , uav_commands_enu (2 , : ) ) ;
73 y l a b e l ( ’ North (m) ’ ) ;
74 subplot (3 , 1 , 3) ;
75 p lo t ( t , pos_enu_truth (3 , : ) , t , uav_commands_enu (3 , : ) ) ;
76 y l a b e l ( ’Up (m) ’ )




81 % Alt i tude
82 f i g u r e (3 )
105
83 p lo t ( t , −pos_ned_truth (3 , : ) , t , −uav_commanded_pos (3 , : ) )
;
84 y l a b e l ( ’ A l t i tude (m) ’ ) ;
85 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ ) ;
86 t i t l e ( ’ A l t i tude vs Time ’ )
87 l egend ( ’ Truth ’ , ’Command ’ )
88
89 % Pos i t i on e r r o r
90 pos_error = uav_commanded_pos − pos_ned_truth ;
91 d i s t_e r r o r = ze ro s (1 , l ength ( pos_error ) ) ;
92 f o r i = 1 : l ength ( pos_error ) ;
93 d i s t_e r r o r ( i ) = norm( pos_error ( : , i ) ) ;
94 end
95
96 f i g u r e (4 )
97 subplot (3 , 1 , 1) ;
98 p lo t ( t , pos_error (1 , : ) ) ;
99 y l a b e l ( ’ North Error (m) ’ ) ;
100 t i t l e ( ’Commanded Pos i t i on Error vs Time ’ ) ;
101
102 subplot (3 , 1 , 2) ;
103 p lo t ( t , pos_error (2 , : ) ) ;
104 y l a b e l ( ’ East Error (m) ’ ) ;
105
106 subplot (3 , 1 , 3) ;
107 p lo t ( t , pos_error (3 , : ) ) ;
108 y l a b e l ( ’Down Error (m) ’ ) ;
106
109 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ )
110
111 % Distance e r r o r
112 f i g u r e (5 ) ;
113 p lo t ( t , d i s t_e r r o r ) ;
114 t i t l e ( ’Commanded Error Distance vs Time ’ )
115 y l a b e l ( ’ Error Distance (m) ’ ) ;
116 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ )
117 e l s e
118 f i g u r e (2 ) ;
119 subplot (2 , 1 , 1) ;
120 p lo t ( t , pos_ned_truth (1 , : ) ) ;
121 y l a b e l ( ’ North (m) ’ ) ;
122 t i t l e ( ’ Po s i t i on vs Time ’ )
123 l egend ( ’ Truth ’ )
124
125
126 subplot (2 , 1 , 2)
127 p lo t ( t , pos_ned_truth (2 , : ) )
128 y l a b e l ( ’ East (m) ’ ) ;
129 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ ) ;
130
131 f i g u r e (3 )
132 p lo t ( t , −pos_ned_truth (3 , : ) ) ;
133 y l a b e l ( ’ A l t i tude (m) ’ ) ;
134 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ ) ;
135 t i t l e ( ’ A l t i tude vs Time ’ )
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136 l egend ( ’ Truth ’ )
137 end
138
139 % Veloc i ty
140
141 f i g u r e (6 ) ;
142 subplot (3 , 1 , 1) ;
143 p lo t ( t , vel_ned_truth (1 , : ) ) ;
144 y l a b e l ( ’v_x (m/ s ) ’ ) ;
145 t i t l e ( ’ I n e r t i a l Ve loc i ty vs Time ’ )
146
147 subplot (3 , 1 , 2)
148 p lo t ( t , vel_ned_truth (2 , : ) ) ;
149 y l a b e l ( ’v_y (m/ s ) ’ ) ;
150
151 subplot (3 , 1 , 3) ;
152 p lo t ( t , vel_ned_truth (3 , : ) )
153 y l a b e l ( ’v_z (m/ s ) ’ ) ;
154 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ ) ;
155
156 % Acce l e r a t i on
157 f i g u r e (7 ) ;
158 subplot (3 , 1 , 1) ;
159 p lo t ( t , accel_ned_truth (1 , : ) )
160 y l a b e l ( ’a_x (m/ s ^2) ’ ) ;
161 t i t l e ( ’NED Acce l e r a t i on vs Time ’ )
162
108
163 subplot (3 , 1 , 2) ;
164 p lo t ( t , accel_ned_truth (2 , : ) )
165 y l a b e l ( ’a_y (m/ s ^2) ’ ) ;
166
167 subplot (3 , 1 , 3) ;
168 p lo t ( t , accel_ned_truth (3 , : ) )
169 y l a b e l ( ’ a_z (m/ s ^2) ’ ) ;
170 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ ) ;
171
172 % Angular Ve loc i ty
173 f i g u r e (8 ) ;
174 subplot (3 , 1 , 1) ;
175 p lo t ( t , rad2deg ( angVelTruthInBody (1 , : ) ) )
176 y l a b e l ( ’ \omega_x ( deg/ s ) ’ ) ;
177 t i t l e ( ’ Angular Ve loc i ty vs Time ’ ) ;
178
179 subplot (3 , 1 , 2) ;
180 p lo t ( t , rad2deg ( angVelTruthInBody (2 , : ) ) )
181 y l a b e l ( ’ \omega_y ( deg/ s ) ’ ) ;
182
183 subplot (3 , 1 , 3) ;
184 p lo t ( t , rad2deg ( angVelTruthInBody (3 , : ) ) )
185 y l a b e l ( ’ \omega_z ( deg/ s ) ’ ) ;
186
187 % Euler Angles
188 f i g u r e (9 )
189
109
190 subplot (2 , 1 , 1) ;
191 p lo t ( t , rad2deg ( eu l e rang l e s_t ru th (1 , : ) ) , t , rad2deg ( c o n t r o l s .
ang le_target (1 , : ) ) ) ;
192 t i t l e ( ’ Euler Angles vs Time ’ )
193 y l a b e l ( ’ Ro l l ( deg ) ’ )
194 l egend ( ’ Truth ’ , ’Command ’ ) ;
195
196 subplot (2 , 1 , 2) ;
197 p lo t ( t , rad2deg ( eu l e rang l e s_t ru th (2 , : ) ) , t , rad2deg ( c o n t r o l s .
ang le_target (2 , : ) ) ) ;
198 y l a b e l ( ’ Pitch ( deg ) ’ )
199 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( sec ) ’ ) ;
200
201 % subplot (3 , 1 , 3) ;
202 % plo t ( t , rad2deg ( eu l e rang l e s_t ru th (3 , : ) ) )
203 % y l a b e l ( ’Yaw ( deg ) ’ ) ;
204 % x l a b e l ( ’ Time ( s ) ’ ) ;
205
206 % Euler ang le e r r o r
207 eu l e r ang l e_e r r o r = c o n t r o l s . ang le_target − eu l e rang l e s_t ru th
( 1 : 2 , : ) ;
208 f i g u r e (10) ;
209 subplot (2 , 1 , 1) ;
210 p lo t ( t , rad2deg ( eu l e r ang l e_e r r o r (1 , : ) ) ) ;
211 y l a b e l ( ’ Ro l l e r r o r ( deg ) ’ ) ;
212 t i t l e ( ’Commanded Euler Angle Error vs Time ’ )
213
110
214 subplot (2 , 1 , 2) ;
215 p lo t ( t , rad2deg ( eu l e r ang l e_e r r o r (2 , : ) ) )
216 y l a b e l ( ’ Pitch e r r o r ( deg ) ’ )
217 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ )
218
219 % source p o s i t i o n r e l a t i v e to UAV
220 f i g u r e (11) ;
221 subplot (3 , 1 , 1) ;
222 p lo t ( t , uav2source_ned_truth (1 , : ) )
223 y l a b e l ( ’ s_x ’ ) ;
224 t i t l e ( ’NED Source p o s i t i o n from UAV vs Time ’ ) ;
225
226 subplot (3 , 1 , 2) ;
227 p lo t ( t , uav2source_ned_truth (2 , : ) ) ;
228 y l a b e l ( ’ s_y ’ ) ;
229
230 subplot (3 , 1 , 3) ;
231 p lo t ( t , uav2source_ned_truth (3 , : ) ) ;
232 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ ) ;
233 y l a b e l ( ’ s_z ’ ) ;
234
235 % source d i s t anc e from UAV
236 source_di s t = ze ro s (1 , l ength ( uav2source_ned_truth ) ) ;
237 f o r i = 1 : l ength ( uav2source_ned_truth )
238 source_di s t ( i ) = norm( uav2source_ned_truth ( : , i ) ) ;
239 end
240 f i g u r e (12)
111
241 p lo t ( t , source_di s t )
242 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ )
243 y l a b e l ( ’ Dist (m) ’ ) ;




248 i f narg in == 2
249 % e u l e r ang l e s i n t e r p o l a t e d f o r same imu t imestep
250 eu l e rang l e s_t ru th_int e rpo l a t ed = in t e rp1 ( t ’ , eu l e rang l e s_truth
’ , imu . t ’ ) ’ ;
251 % Pos i t i on
252 gpsPosNED = gps . p o s i t i o n ;
253
254 f i g u r e ( ) ;
255 subplot (2 , 1 , 1) ;
256 p lo t ( t , pos_ned_truth (1 , : ) , gps . t , gpsPosNED (1 , : ) ) ;
257 y l a b e l ( ’ North (m) ’ ) ;
258 t i t l e ( ’ Po s i t i on vs Time ’ )
259 l egend ( ’ Truth ’ , ’ gps ’ ) ;
260
261 subplot (2 , 1 , 2)
262 p lo t ( t , pos_ned_truth (2 , : ) , gps . t , gpsPosNED (2 , : ) ) ;
263 y l a b e l ( ’ East (m) ’ ) ;
264 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ ) ;
265
266 % Alt i tude
112
267 f i g u r e ( )
268 p lo t ( t , −pos_ned_truth (3 , : ) , gps . t , −gpsPosNED (3 , : ) ,
a l t i m e t e r . t , a l t i m e t e r . a l t i t u d e ) ;
269 y l a b e l ( ’ A l t i tude (m) ’ ) ;
270 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ ) ;
271 t i t l e ( ’ A l t i tude vs Time ’ )
272 l egend ( ’ Truth ’ , ’ gps ’ , ’ A l t imeter ’ ) ;
273
274 % Veloc i ty
275 gpsVelocityInNE = gps . v e l o c i t y ;
276 f i g u r e ( ) ;
277 subplot (3 , 1 , 1) ;
278 p lo t ( t , vel_ned_truth (1 , : ) , gps . t , gpsVelocityInNE (1 , : ) ) ;
279 y l a b e l ( ’v_x (m/ s ) ’ ) ;
280 t i t l e ( ’ I n e r t i a l Ve loc i ty vs Time ’ )
281 l egend ( ’ Truth ’ , ’ gps ’ ) ;
282
283 subplot (3 , 1 , 2)
284 p lo t ( t , vel_ned_truth (2 , : ) , gps . t , gpsVelocityInNE (2 , : ) ) ;
285 y l a b e l ( ’v_y (m/ s ) ’ ) ;
286
287 subplot (3 , 1 , 3) ;
288 p lo t ( t , vel_ned_truth (3 , : ) )
289 y l a b e l ( ’v_z (m/ s ) ’ ) ;
290 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ ) ;
291
292 % Acce l e r a t i on
113
293 accelerometer_ned = DCM_body2ned( imu . acce l e rometer ,
eu l e rang l e s_t ru th_int e rpo l a t ed ) ;
294 f i g u r e ( ) ;
295 subplot (3 , 1 , 1) ;
296 p lo t ( t , accel_ned_truth (1 , : ) , imu . t , acce lerometer_ned (1 , : ) )
;
297 y l a b e l ( ’a_x (m/ s ^2) ’ ) ;
298 t i t l e ( ’NED Acce l e r a t i on vs Time ’ )
299 l egend ( ’ Truth ’ , ’ imu ’ ) ;
300
301 subplot (3 , 1 , 2) ;
302 p lo t ( t , accel_ned_truth (2 , : ) , imu . t , acce lerometer_ned (2 , : ) )
;
303 y l a b e l ( ’a_y (m/ s ^2) ’ ) ;
304
305 subplot (3 , 1 , 3) ;
306 p lo t ( t , accel_ned_truth (3 , : ) , imu . t , acce lerometer_ned (3 , : ) )
;
307 y l a b e l ( ’ a_z (m/ s ^2) ’ ) ;
308 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ ) ;
309
310 % Angular Ve loc i ty
311 f i g u r e ( ) ;
312 subplot (3 , 1 , 1) ;
313 p lo t ( t , rad2deg ( angVelTruthInBody (1 , : ) ) , imu . t , rad2deg ( imu .
gyroscope (1 , : ) ) ) ;
314 y l a b e l ( ’ \omega_x ( deg/ s ) ’ ) ;
114
315 t i t l e ( ’ Gyroscope Measurements vs Time ’ ) ;
316 l egend ( ’ Truth ’ , ’ imu ’ ) ;
317
318 subplot (3 , 1 , 2) ;
319 p lo t ( t , rad2deg ( angVelTruthInBody (2 , : ) ) , imu . t , rad2deg ( imu .
gyroscope (2 , : ) ) ) ;
320 y l a b e l ( ’ \omega_y ( deg/ s ) ’ ) ;
321
322 subplot (3 , 1 , 3) ;
323 p lo t ( t , rad2deg ( angVelTruthInBody (3 , : ) ) , imu . t , rad2deg ( imu .
gyroscope (3 , : ) ) ) ;
324 y l a b e l ( ’ \omega_z ( deg/ s ) ’ ) ;
325
326 % Euler Angles
327 f i g u r e ( )
328
329 subplot (3 , 1 , 1) ;
330 p lo t ( t , rad2deg ( eu l e rang l e s_t ru th (1 , : ) ) , imu . t , rad2deg ( imu .
e u l e r a n g l e s (1 , : ) ) ) ;
331 t i t l e ( ’ Euler Angles vs Time ’ )
332 y l a b e l ( ’ Ro l l ( deg ) ’ )
333 l egend ( ’ Actual ’ , ’ imu ’ ) ;
334
335 subplot (3 , 1 , 2) ;
336 p lo t ( t , rad2deg ( eu l e rang l e s_t ru th (2 , : ) ) , imu . t , rad2deg ( imu .
e u l e r a n g l e s (2 , : ) ) ) ;
337 y l a b e l ( ’ Pitch ( deg ) ’ )
115
338
339 subplot (3 , 1 , 3) ;
340 p lo t ( t , rad2deg ( eu l e rang l e s_t ru th (3 , : ) ) , imu . t , rad2deg ( imu .
e u l e r a n g l e s (3 , : ) ) ) ;
341 y l a b e l ( ’Yaw ( deg ) ’ ) ;
342 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ ) ;
343
344 % Distance to ob s t a c l e
345 l idar_dist_ned = DCM_body2ned( l i d a r . d i s tance ,
eu l e rang l e s_t ru th_int e rpo l a t ed ) ;
346 f i g u r e ( ) ;
347 subplot (3 , 1 , 1)
348 p lo t ( t , obstacle_ned_truth (1 , : ) , l i d a r . t , l idar_dist_ned (1 ,
: ) ) ;
349 y l a b e l ( ’ \chi_N (m) ’ ) ;
350 t i t l e ( ’ Obstac le p o s i t i o n r e l a t i v e to UAV vs Time ’ )
351
352 subplot (3 , 1 , 2)
353 p lo t ( t , obstacle_ned_truth (2 , : ) , l i d a r . t , l idar_dist_ned (2 ,
: ) ) ;
354 y l a b e l ( ’ \chi_E (m) ’ )
355
356 subplot (3 , 1 , 3)
357 p lo t ( t , obstacle_ned_truth (3 , : ) , l i d a r . t , l idar_dist_ned (3 ,
: ) ) ;
358 y l a b e l ( ’ \chi_D (m) ’ ) ;
359 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ ) ;
116
360 l egend ( ’ Truth ’ , ’ Lidar ’ ) ;
361
362 % counts p l o t
363 f i g u r e ( ) ;
364 p lo t ( t , source . counts ) ;
365 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ ) ;
366 y l a b e l ( ’ Counts ’ ) ;
367 t i t l e ( ’ Counts vs Time ’ ) ;
368
369 % source p o s i t i o n r e l a t i v e to UAV
370 f i g u r e ( ) ;
371 subplot (3 , 1 , 1) ;
372 p lo t ( t , uav2source_ned_truth (1 , : ) )
373 y l a b e l ( ’ s_x ’ ) ;
374 t i t l e ( ’NED Source p o s i t i o n from UAV vs Time ’ ) ;
375
376 subplot (3 , 1 , 2) ;
377 p lo t ( t , uav2source_ned_truth (2 , : ) ) ;
378 y l a b e l ( ’ s_y ’ ) ;
379
380 subplot (3 , 1 , 3) ;
381 p lo t ( t , uav2source_ned_truth (3 , : ) ) ;
382 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ ) ;





1 f unc t i on [ zout ] = simulate_measurements ( yout )
2 %simulate_measurements − s imulate measurements from truth
3 %
4 % Syntax : zout = simulate_measurements ( yout )
5 %
6 % zout contents :
7 % zout . imu . [ acce l e rometer , gyroscope , t , e u l e r a n g l e s ]
8 % zout . gps . [ po s i t i on , v e l o c i t y , t , ned_orig in_in_l la ]
9 % zout . a l t i m e t e r . [ a l t i t ude , t ]
10 % zout . l i d a r . [ measurement , t ]
11
12 % i n i t i a l i z e s t r u c t u r e s
13 zout = s t r u c t ( ’ imu ’ , [ ] , ’ gps ’ , [ ] ) ;
14 imu = s t r u c t ( ) ;
15 gps = s t r u c t ( ) ;
16 a l t i m e t e r = s t r u c t ( ) ;
17 l i d a r = s t r u c t ( ) ;
18 source = s t r u c t ( ) ;
19
20 % simulate measurements
21 [ imu . acce l e rometer , imu . gyroscope , imu . t , imu . eu l e r ang l e s , imu .
acce l e romete r_ro l l_p i t ch ] = imu_model ( yout ) ; % s imulate
acce l e romete r measurements
22
23 [ gps . po s i t i on , gps . v e l o c i t y , gps . t , gps . course , gps .
ned_orig in_in_l la ] . . .
118
24 = gps_model ( yout ) ; % s imulate gps measurements
25
26 [ a l t i m e t e r . a l t i t ude , a l t i m e t e r . t ] = alt imeter_model ( yout ) ; %
s imulate a l t i m e t e r measurements (m)
27
28 [ l i d a r . d i s tance , l i d a r . t ] = lidar_model ( yout ) ; % s imulate l i d a r
d i s t a n c e s
29
30 %[ source . counts , source . t ] = counts_sim ( yout ) ; % s imulate counts
31 source . counts = yout . source . counts ;
32 source . t = yout . t ;
33 source . pos i t i on_es t imate = yout . source . pos i t i on_es t imate ;
34
35 % crea t e s t r u c t u r e s
36 zout . imu = imu ;
37 zout . gps = gps ;
38 zout . a l t i m e t e r = a l t i m e t e r ;
39 zout . l i d a r = l i d a r ;





1 f unc t i on P0 = in i t i a l_covar i ance_matr ix ( )
2 % in i t i a l_covar i ance_matr ix − outputs i n i t i a l covar iance matrix
based on
3 % IMU var iance
4
5 % populate s enso r spec s used in covar iance matrix
6 [ ~ , gyro , ~ , ~ , ~ , ~ ] = get_sensor_specs ( ) ;
7
8 P0_pos = ze ro s (3 , 18) ;
9 P0_vel = ze ro s (3 , 18) ;
10 P0_accel = ze ro s (3 , 18) ;
11 P0_euler = ze ro s (3 , 18) ;
12 P0_chi = ze ro s (3 , 18) ;
13 P0_source = ze ro s (3 , 18) ;
14




1 f unc t i on H = linearized_measurement_matrix ( x1_minus , hx )
2 % linearized_measurement_matrix − l i n e a r i z e measurement func t i on
about s t a t e
3 % est imate
4 %
120
5 % Syntax : H = linearized_measurement_matrix ( x1_minus , hx )
6 %
7 % INPUTS




11 % unpack s t a t e
12 [ ~ , ~ , accel_ned , eu l e r ang l e s , obstacle_ned , ~ ] =
unpack_state_vector ( x1_minus ) ;
13
14 % GPS inc luded
15 i f hx (1 ) ~= 0
16 H_gps = l inear ized_h_gps ( ) ;
17 e l s e
18 H_gps = ze ro s (5 , 18) ;
19 end
20
21 % a l t i m e t e r inc luded
22 i f hx (6 ) ~= 0
23 H_altimeter = l inea r i z ed_h_a l t imete r ( ) ;
24 e l s e
25 H_altimeter = ze ro s (1 , 18) ;
26 end
27
28 % l i d a r
29 i f hx (7 ) ~= 0
121
30 H_lidar = l in ea r i z ed_h_l ida r ( eu l e r ang l e s , obstacle_ned ) ;
31 e l s e




36 i f hx (8 ) ~= 0
37 H_imu = linearized_h_imu ( accel_ned , e u l e r a n g l e s ) ;
38 e l s e
39 H_imu = ze ro s (5 , 18) ;
40 end
41
42 % i f we are a c c e l e r a t i n g , we can ’ t use g rav i ty f o r a t t i t u d e
measurements .
43 i f hx (11) == 0
44 H_imu( 4 : 5 , : ) = ze ro s (2 , 18) ;
45 end
46
47 % source o f i n t e r e s t
48 H_source = l inear i zed_h_source ( x1_minus ) ;
49
50 % crea t e H




55 f unc t i on H_gps = l inear ized_h_gps ( )
122
56 % l i n e a r i z e gps terms in measurement func t i on about x1_minus
57
58 dpos_dx = [ eye (3 ) , z e r o s (3 , 15) ] ;
59 dvel_dx = [ z e ro s (2 , 3) , eye (2 , 3) , z e r o s (2 , 12) ] ;
60
61 %% Linea r i z ed GPS Measurement Matrix
62
63 H_gps = ve r t c a t ( dpos_dx , dvel_dx ) ;
64 end
65
66 f unc t i on H_altimeter = l inea r i z ed_h_a l t imete r ( )
67 % l i n e a r i z e a l t i m e t e r term in measurement func t i on about x1_minus
68




73 f unc t i on H_lidar = l in ea r i z ed_h_l ida r ( eu l e r ang l e s , ch i )
74 %l inea r i z ed_h_l ida r − l i n e a r i z e l i d a r terms in measurement
func t i on about x1_minus
75 %
76 % Syntax : H_lidar = l in ea r i z ed_h_l ida r ( x1_minus )
77 %
78 % h_{LIDAR} = ch i (1 ) ∗ cos ( theta ) ∗ cos ( p s i ) + ch i (2 ) ∗ cos ( theta ) ∗ s i n (
p s i ) − ch i (3 ) ∗ s i n ( theta )
79
80 % unpack e u l e r ang l e s
123
81 theta = e u l e r a n g l e s (2 ) ;
82 p s i = e u l e r a n g l e s (3 ) ;
83 % chi terms
84 dLidar_dChi = [ cos ( theta ) ∗ cos ( p s i ) , cos ( theta ) ∗ s i n ( p s i ) , −s i n (
theta ) ] ;
85
86 % e u l e r ang le terms
87 dLidar_dphi = 0 ;
88 dLidar_dtheta = −ch i (1 ) ∗ s i n ( theta ) ∗ cos ( p s i ) − ch i (2 ) ∗ s i n ( theta
) ∗ s i n ( p s i ) − ch i (3 ) ∗ cos ( theta ) ;
89 dLidar_dpsi = −ch i (1 ) ∗ cos ( theta ) ∗ s i n ( p s i ) + ch i (2 ) ∗ cos ( theta ) ∗
cos ( p s i ) ;
90 dLidar_deuler = [ dLidar_dphi , dLidar_dtheta , dLidar_dpsi ] ;
91




95 f unc t i on H_imu = linearized_h_imu ( accel_ned , e u l e r a n g l e s )
96
97 % body a c c e l e r a t i o n
98 daccel_dpos = ze ro s (3 ) ;
99 dacce l_dvel = ze ro s (3 ) ;
100 [ ~ , dacce l_dacce l ] = DCM_ned2body ( [ 1 , 1 , 1 ] ’ , e u l e r a n g l e s ) ;
101 [ d_bTi_d_phi , d_bTi_d_theta , d_bTi_d_psi ] =
jacobian_DCM_ned2body ( e u l e r a n g l e s ) ;
124
102 dacce l_deu le r = [ d_bTi_d_phi ∗ accel_ned , d_bTi_d_theta ∗
accel_ned , d_bTi_d_psi ∗ accel_ned ] ;
103 dacce l_dobstac l e = ze ro s (3 ) ;
104 dacce l_dsource = ze ro s (3 ) ;
105
106 H_imu_accelerometer = . . .
107 [ daccel_dpos , daccel_dvel , dacce l_dacce l , dacce l_deuler ,
dacce l_dobstac le , dacce l_dsource ] ;
108
109 % acce l e romete r r o l l and p i t ch
110 H_acce lerometer_rol l = [ z e r o s (1 , 9) , 1 , z e r o s (1 , 8) ] ;
111 H_accelerometer_pitch = [ z e r o s (1 , 10) , 1 , z e r o s (1 , 7) ] ;
112
113 H_imu = . . .





118 f unc t i on H_source = l inear i zed_h_source (~)
119 %linear i zed_h_source − l i n e a r i z e source o f i n t e r e s t term in
measurement func t i on
120 %
121 % Syntax : H_source = l inear i zed_h_source ( x1_minus )
122 %
123 % not used yet
125
124 H_source = [ z e r o s (4 , 15) , [ 0 , 0 , 0 ; 1 , 0 , 0 ; 0 , 1 , 0 ; 0 , 0 ,
1 ] ] ;
125 end
1 f unc t i on F = l inear ized_state_update_matr ix ( x0 , dt )
2 % linear ized_state_update_matr ix − s t a t e update matrix used to
propagate
3 % covar iance matrix (P0) .
4
5 % Make sure ve l0 i s a column vecto r . I f i t ’ s not , throw e r r o r
6 i f s i z e ( x0 , 2) ~= 1
7 e r r o r ( ’ x must be a column vec to r ’ ) ;
8 end
9
10 % crea t e par t s o f update matrix
11 F_pos = get_position_update_matrix ( dt ) ;
12 F_vel = get_velocity_update_matrix ( dt ) ;
13 F_accel = get_accelerat ion_update_matrix ( ) ;
14 F_euler = get_eulerAngles_update_matrix ( ) ;
15 F_obstacle = get_obstacle_update_matrix ( dt ) ;
16 F_source = get_source_update_matrix ( ) ;
17
18 % combine sma l l e r matr i ce s i n to complete update matrix
19 F = ve r t ca t ( . . .




23 f unc t i on F_pos = get_position_update_matrix ( dt )
24 % get_position_update_matrix − compute p o s i t i o n part o f update
matrix
25
26 % matrix terms r e f e r to the term that i s mu l t i p l i e d by the
s t a t e .
27 pos_term = eye (3 ) ;
28 vel_term = dt .∗ eye (3 ) ;
29 accel_term = 1/2 .∗ dt^2 .∗ eye (3 ) ;
30 eulerangle_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
31 obstacle_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
32 source_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
33
34 F_pos = . . .
35 [ pos_term , vel_term , accel_term , eulerangle_term ,




39 f unc t i on F_vel = get_velocity_update_matrix ( dt )
40 % get_velocity_update_matrix − compute v e l o c i t y part o f update
matrix
41
42 pos_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
43 vel_term = eye (3 ) ;
44 accel_term = dt .∗ eye (3 ) ;
45 eulerangle_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
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46 obstacle_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
47 source_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
48
49 F_vel = . . .
50 [ pos_term , vel_term , accel_term , eulerangle_term ,
obstacle_term , source_term ] ;
51 end
52
53 f unc t i on F_accel = get_accelerat ion_update_matrix ( )
54 pos_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
55 vel_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
56 accel_term = eye (3 ) ;
57 eulerangle_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
58 obstacle_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
59 source_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
60
61 F_accel = . . .
62 [ pos_term , vel_term , accel_term , eulerangle_term ,
obstacle_term , source_term ] ;
63 end
64
65 f unc t i on F_euler = get_eulerAngles_update_matrix ( )
66
67 pos_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
68 vel_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
69 accel_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
70 eulerangle_term = eye (3 ) ;
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71 obstacle_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
72 source_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
73
74 F_euler = . . .
75 [ pos_term , vel_term , accel_term , eulerangle_term ,
obstacle_term , source_term ] ;
76 end
77
78 f unc t i on F_obstacle = get_obstacle_update_matrix ( dt )
79
80 pos_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
81 vel_term = −dt .∗ eye (3 ) ;
82 accel_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
83 eulerangle_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
84 obstacle_term = eye (3 ) ;
85 source_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
86
87 F_obstacle = . . .
88 [ pos_term , vel_term , accel_term , eulerangle_term ,




92 f unc t i on F_source = get_source_update_matrix ( )
93 % t h i s func t i on does nothing f o r now
94
95 pos_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
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96 vel_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
97 accel_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
98 eulerangle_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
99 obstacle_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
100 source_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
101
102 F_source = . . .
103 [ pos_term , vel_term , accel_term , eulerangle_term ,
obstacle_term , source_term ] ;
104 end
1 f unc t i on R = measurement_covariance_matrix ( )
2 %measurement_covariance_matrix − d e f i n e s measurement covar iance
matrix
3 %
4 % Syntax : R = measurement_covariance_matrix ( )
5 %
6 % INPUTS
7 % ySize : Used to determine s i z e o f R matrix
8
9 % get s enso r s p e c i f i c a t i o n s t r u c t u r e s
10 [ acce l e rometer , ~ , gps , a l t imete r , l i d a r , source ] =
get_sensor_specs ( ) ;
11
12 % gps terms
13 sigma_gps_pos = gps . sigmaPos ;
14 sigma_gps_vel = gps . sigmaVel ; % gps ve l (m/ s )
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15
16 % a l t i m e t e r term
17 s igma_alt imeter = a l t i m e t e r . sigma ; % a l t i m e t e r a l t i t u d e (m)
18
19 % l i d a r term
20 s igma_l idar = l i d a r . sigma ; % l i d a r d i s t anc e (m)
21
22 % acce l e romete r term
23 s igma_accelerometer = acce l e romete r . sigma ; % m/ s ^2
24 s igma_acce lerometer_ro l l_pitch = 0 . 1 ; % rad/ s ^2
25 % source terms
26 sigma_source = source . sigma ;
27
28 % R matrix
29 R = diag ( [ . . .
30 sigma_gps_pos , sigma_gps_pos , sigma_gps_pos , sigma_gps_vel ,
sigma_gps_vel , . . .
31 s igma_alt imeter , s igma_lidar , s igma_accelerometer ,
s igma_accelerometer , s igma_accelerometer , . . .
32 s igma_acce lerometer_rol l_pitch , s igma_acce lerometer_rol l_pitch
, . . .




1 f unc t i on [ reg ion_struct , region_num , source_pos_estimate ] =
measurement_inside_region ( reg ion_struct , x0_plus , counts ,
region_num )
2 %measurement_inside_region − Record counts , po s i t i on , and time
i n s i d e a r eg i on
3 %




8 % unpack inputs
9 [ uav_pos_ned , ~ , ~ , ~ , ~ , ~ ] = unpack_state_vector ( x0_plus ) ;
10
11 % i n i t i a l i z e source_pos_estimate
12 source_pos_estimate = [ ] ;
13 % se t th r e sho ld s to d e f i n e r eg i on
14 region_diameter = 0 . 1 ; % 1m diameter r eg i on . This means a
0 .5m dev i a t i on from r_region w i l l stop that r eg i on .
15
16 i f region_num == 0
17 i f ~ isempty ( r eg ion_st ruc t (1 ) . c en t e r )
18 e r r o r ( ’ Region i s set , but r eg i on number i s ze ro . ’ )
19 e l s e
20 region_num = 1 ;





25 % di s t ance from reg i on cente r to uav
26 dist_region_center_to_uav = norm( uav_pos_ned − r eg ion_st ruc t (
region_num ) . c en t e r ) ;
27
28 % i f we are out o f the reg ion , increment region_num and save
the cent e r o f
29 % the reg i on
30 i f dist_region_center_to_uav > region_diameter
31 region_num = region_num + 1 ;
32 i f region_num <= 3




37 % I f our r eg i on num i s l e s s than or equal to three , save the
uav p o s i t i o n
38 % and counts
39 % i f region_num <= 3
40 % reg ion_st ruc t ( region_num ) . uav_pos_ned = [ reg ion_st ruc t (
region_num ) . uav_pos_ned , uav_pos_ned ] ;
41 % reg ion_st ruc t ( region_num ) . counts = [ r eg ion_st ruc t (
region_num ) . counts , counts ] ;
42 % e l s e % e l s e , compute source p o s i t i o n es t imate
43 % A0 = 100 ; % 100 counts per second
44 % A_background = 10 ;
45
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46 % % determine r eg i on with sma l l e s t number o f counts
47 % reg ion_least_counts = min ( [ l ength ( r eg ion_st ruc t (1 ) .
counts ) , l ength ( r eg ion_st ruc t (2 ) . counts ) , l ength (
r eg ion_st ruc t (3 ) . counts ) ] ) ;
48
49 % avg_counts_per_sec = ze ro s (1 , 3) ;
50 % f o r i = 1 :3
51 % secs_in_reg ion = length ( r eg ion_st ruc t ( i ) . counts ) /
100 ; % 10 counts per second
52 % avg_counts_per_sec ( i ) = sum( reg ion_st ruc t ( i ) . counts )
/ secs_in_reg ion ;
53 % end
54
55 % a c t i v i t y _ r a t i o = (A0 − A_background ) . /
avg_counts_per_sec ;
56
57 % source_pos_estimate = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] ’ ;
58 % f o r i = 3:−1:2
59 % f o r j = 2:−1:1
60 % source_pos_estimate = source_pos_estimate + (
a c t i v i t y _ r a t i o ( i ) .∗ r eg ion_st ruc t ( i ) . c en t e r . / norm(
reg ion_st ruc t ( i ) . c en t e r ) ) − ( a c t i v i t y _ r a t i o ( j ) .∗





64 % al l_pos = [ r eg ion_st ruc t (1 ) . uav_pos_ned , r eg ion_st ruc t
(2 ) . uav_pos_ned , r eg ion_st ruc t (3 ) . uav_pos_ned ] ;
65 % al l_counts = [ r eg ion_st ruc t (1 ) . counts , r eg ion_st ruc t (2 ) .
counts , r eg ion_st ruc t (3 ) . counts ] ;
66
67 % all_unit_pos = ze ro s (3 , l ength ( a l l_pos ) ) ;
68 % f o r i = 1 : l ength ( a l l_pos )
69 % all_unit_pos ( : , i ) = al l_pos ( : , i ) . / norm( al l_pos
( : , i ) ) ;
70 % end
71
72 % a c t i v i t y _ r a t i o = ( 1 . / a l l_counts .∗ (A0−A_background ) )
.^ (1/2 ) ;
73
74 % source_pos_estimate = sum( d i f f ( a c t i v i t y_ra t i o , 1 , 2) .∗
d i f f ( al l_unit_pos , 1 , 2) , 2) ;
75
76 % r e s e t r eg ion_st ruc t and region_num
77 r eg ion_st ruc t = s t r u c t ( ’ c en t e r ’ , [ ] , ’ uav_pos_ned ’ , [ ] , ’
counts ’ , [ ] ) ;




1 f unc t i on [ x1_plus , P1_plus ] = measurement_update ( x1_minus ,
P1_minus , y1 )
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2 %measurement_update − Perform measurement update s tep
3 %




7 % x1_minus [18 x 1 ] : s t a t e vec to r f o r kth s t a t e without
measurement update
8 % P1_minus [18 x 1 8 ] : covar iance matrix f o r kth s t a t e without
measurement
9 % update
10 % y1 [N x 1 ] : measurement vec to r f o r kth s t a t e . Max s i z e = 11 ,
min s i z e = 6
11 % originLLA [3 x 1 ] : o r i g i n o f NED p o s i t i o n as [ l a t i t ude ,
long i tude , a l t i t u d e ]
12 %
13 % OUTPUTS
14 % x1_plus [ 18 x 1 ] : bes t s t a t e vec to r e s t imate f o r kth s t a t e
15 % P1_plus [ 18 x 1 8 ] : bes t e r r o r covar iance matrix es t imate
16
17 % Check i f measurement_update can be performed . Skip i f a l l
measurement
18 % values have been s e t to zero .
19 i f any ( y1 ~= 0)
20 % obta in s t a t e v a r i a b l e s in measurement un i t s
21 hx = state_to_measurement ( x1_minus , y1 ) ;
22
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23 % cons t ruc t s t a t e update matrix
24 H = linearized_measurement_matrix ( x1_minus , hx ) ;
25
26 % obta in measurement covar iance matrix
27 R = measurement_covariance_matrix ( ) ;
28
29 % Remove rows in H and R i f the re are no r e s p e c t i v e
measurements .
30 % Remove elements in hx
31 % REMOVE IF USING COUNTS HERE
32 y1 (13) = 0 ;
33 hx ( y1 == 0) = [ ] ;
34 H( y1 == 0 , : ) = [ ] ;
35 R( y1 == 0 , : ) = [ ] ;
36 R( : , y1 == 0) = [ ] ;
37 y1 ( y1 == 0) = [ ] ;
38
39 % compute Kalman Gain
40 K = P1_minus ∗ H’ ∗ (H ∗ P1_minus ∗ H’ + R) ^(−1) ;
41
42 % measurement update o f s t a t e es t imate
43 x1_plus = x1_minus + K ∗ ( y1 − hx ) ;
44
45 % measurement update o f e r r o r covar iance
46 P1_plus = ( eye ( l ength (P1_minus ) ) − K∗H) ∗ P1_minus ;
47 e l s e % no measurements are a v a i l a b l e . Skip measurement step
48 x1_plus = x1_minus ;
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49 P1_plus = P1_minus ;
50 end
51 end
1 f unc t i on p l o t s_ka lman f i l t e r ( yout_truth , yout_kalman , zout )
2 %plo t s_ka lman f i l t e r − p lo t kalman f i l t e r outputs aga in s t t ruth
outputs
3 %
4 % Syntax : p l o t s_ka lman f i l t e r ( yout_truth , yout_kalman )
5 %
6 % Long d e s c r i p t i o n
7
8 % unpack inputs
9 % truth s t a t e
10 x_truth = yout_truth . x ;
11 acce l_truth = yout_truth . dxdt ( 4 : 6 , : ) ;
12 t_truth = yout_truth . t ;
13
14 % kalman f i l t e r s t a t e
15 x_kalman = yout_kalman . x ;
16 t_kalman = yout_kalman . t ;
17
18 ned2enu = [ 0 , 1 , 0 ; 1 , 0 , 0 ; 0 , 0 , −1];
19
20 i f narg in > 2
21 % measurements
22 gps = zout . gps ;
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23 l i d a r = zout . l i d a r ;
24 imu = zout . imu ;
25 source = zout . source ;
26 end
27
28 i f narg in == 2
29
30 % Pos i t i on
31 f i g u r e ( ) ;
32 subplot (2 , 1 , 1 ) ;
33 p lo t ( t_truth , x_truth (1 , : ) , t_kalman , x_kalman (1 , : ) ) ;
34 y l a b e l ( ’ North (m) ’ ) ;
35 t i t l e ( ’ Po s i t i on vs Time ’ )
36 l egend ( ’ Truth ’ , ’Kalman ’ )
37
38 subplot (2 , 1 , 2) ;
39 p lo t ( t_truth , x_truth (2 , : ) , t_kalman , x_kalman (2 , : ) ) ;
40 y l a b e l ( ’ East (m) ’ ) ;
41 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ ) ;
42
43 f i g u r e ( )
44 posTruthNED = ned2enu ∗ x_truth ( 1 : 3 , : ) ;
45 posKalmanNED = ned2enu ∗ x_kalman ( 1 : 3 , : ) ;
46 subplot (3 , 1 , 1) ;
47 p lo t ( t_truth , posTruthNED (1 , : ) , t_kalman , posKalmanNED(1 ,
: ) ) ;
48 y l a b e l ( ’ East (m) ’ ) ;
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49 t i t l e ( ’ Po s i t i on vs Time ’ ) ;
50 l egend ( ’ Truth ’ , ’Kalman ’ ) ;
51 subplot (3 , 1 , 2) ;
52 p lo t ( t_truth , posTruthNED (2 , : ) , t_kalman , posKalmanNED(2 ,
: ) ) ;
53 y l a b e l ( ’ North (m) ’ ) ;
54 subplot (3 , 1 , 3) ;
55 p lo t ( t_truth , posTruthNED (3 , : ) , t_kalman , posKalmanNED(3 ,
: ) ) ;
56 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( sec ) ’ ) ;
57 y l a b e l ( ’Up (m) ’ ) ;
58
59 % Alt i tude
60 f i g u r e ( )
61 p lo t ( t_truth , −x_truth (3 , : ) , t_kalman , −x_kalman (3 , : ) ) ;
62 y l a b e l ( ’ A l t i tude (m) ’ ) ;
63 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ ) ;
64 t i t l e ( ’ A l t i tude vs Time ’ )
65 l egend ( ’ Truth ’ , ’Kalman ’ ) ;
66
67 % v e l o c i t y
68 f i g u r e ( ) ;
69 subplot (3 , 1 , 1) ;
70 p lo t ( t_truth , x_truth (4 , : ) , t_kalman , x_kalman (4 , : ) ) ;
71 y l a b e l ( ’v_x (m/ s ) ’ ) ;
72 t i t l e ( ’ I n e r t i a l Ve loc i ty vs Time ’ )
73 l egend ( ’ Truth ’ , ’Kalman ’ ) ;
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74
75 subplot (3 , 1 , 2)
76 p lo t ( t_truth , x_truth (5 , : ) , t_kalman , x_kalman (5 , : ) ) ;
77 y l a b e l ( ’v_y (m/ s ) ’ ) ;
78
79 subplot (3 , 1 , 3)
80 p lo t ( t_truth , x_truth (6 , : ) , t_kalman , x_kalman (6 , : ) ) ;
81 y l a b e l ( ’v_z (m/ s ’ ) ;
82 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ ) ;
83
84 % Acce l e r a t i on s
85 f i g u r e ( ) ;
86 subplot (3 , 1 , 1) ;
87 p lo t ( t_truth , acce l_truth (1 , : ) , t_kalman , x_kalman (7 , : ) )
;
88 t i t l e ( ’ I n e r t i a l Acc e l e r a t i on vs Time ’ )
89 y l a b e l ( ’a_x (m/ s ^2) ’ )
90 l egend ( ’ Truth ’ , ’Kalman ’ ) ;
91
92 subplot (3 , 1 , 2) ;
93 p lo t ( t_truth , acce l_truth (2 , : ) , t_kalman , x_kalman (8 , : ) )
;
94 y l a b e l ( ’a_y (m/ s ^2) ’ ) ;
95
96 subplot (3 , 1 , 3) ;
97 p lo t ( t_truth , acce l_truth (3 , : ) , t_kalman , x_kalman (9 , : ) )
;
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98 y l a b e l ( ’ a_z (m/ s ^2) ’ ) ;
99 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ ) ;
100
101 % Euler ang l e s
102 f i g u r e ( ) ;
103 subplot (3 , 1 , 1) ;
104 p lo t ( t_truth , rad2deg ( x_truth (10 , : ) ) , t_kalman , rad2deg (
x_kalman (10 , : ) ) ) ;
105 y l a b e l ( ’ Ro l l ( deg ) ’ ) ;
106 t i t l e ( ’ Euler Angles vs Time ’ )
107 l egend ( ’ Truth ’ , ’Kalman ’ ) ;
108
109 subplot (3 , 1 , 2) ;
110 p lo t ( t_truth , rad2deg ( x_truth (11 , : ) ) , t_kalman , rad2deg (
x_kalman (11 , : ) ) ) ;
111 y l a b e l ( ’ Pitch ( deg ) ’ ) ;
112
113 subplot (3 , 1 , 3) ;
114 p lo t ( t_truth , rad2deg ( x_truth (12 , : ) ) , t_kalman , rad2deg (
x_kalman (12 , : ) ) ) ;
115 y l a b e l ( ’Yaw ( deg ) ’ ) ;
116 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ ) ;
117
118 % % Obstac le d i s t anc e
119 % f i g u r e ( ) ;
120 % subplot (3 , 1 , 1) ;
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121 % plo t ( t_truth , x_truth (13 , : ) , t_kalman , x_kalman (13 , : ) )
;
122 % y l a b e l ( ’\ chi_N (m) ’ )
123 % t i t l e ( ’ I n e r t i a l Obstac le d i s t anc e vs Time ’ )
124 % legend ( ’ Truth ’ , ’Kalman ’ ) ;
125
126 % subplot (3 , 1 , 2) ;
127 % plo t ( t_truth , x_truth (14 , : ) , t_kalman , x_kalman (14 , : ) )
;
128 % y l a b e l ( ’\ chi_E (m) ’ )
129
130 % subplot (3 , 1 , 3) ;
131 % plo t ( t_truth , x_truth (15 , : ) , t_kalman , x_kalman (15 , : ) )
;
132 % y l a b e l ( ’\ chi_D (m) ’ ) ;
133 % x l a b e l ( ’ Time ( s ) ’ )
134
135 % source
136 % source p o s i t i o n r e l a t i v e to UAV
137 source_pos_ned = x_truth ( 1 : 3 , 1) + x_truth (16 : 18 , 1) ;
138 kalman_source_pos_from_uav = [ source_pos_ned (1 ) − x_kalman
(1 , : ) ; source_pos_ned (2 ) − x_kalman (2 , : ) ;
source_pos_ned (3 ) − x_kalman (3 , : ) ] ;
139 f i g u r e ( ) ;
140 subplot (3 , 1 , 1) ;
141 p lo t ( t_truth , x_truth (16 , : ) , t_kalman ,
kalman_source_pos_from_uav (1 , : ) )
143
142 y l a b e l ( ’ s_x ’ ) ;
143 t i t l e ( ’NED Source p o s i t i o n from UAV vs Time ’ ) ;
144
145 subplot (3 , 1 , 2) ;
146 p lo t ( t_truth , x_truth (17 , : ) , t_kalman ,
kalman_source_pos_from_uav (2 , : ) )
147 y l a b e l ( ’ s_y ’ ) ;
148
149 subplot (3 , 1 , 3) ;
150 p lo t ( t_truth , x_truth (18 , : ) , t_kalman ,
kalman_source_pos_from_uav (3 , : ) )
151 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ ) ;
152 y l a b e l ( ’ s_z ’ ) ;
153 l egend ( ’ Truth ’ , ’Kalman ’ )
154
155 % source d i s t anc e from UAV
156 source_dist_truth = ze ro s (1 , l ength ( x_truth (15 , : ) ) ) ;
157 source_dist_kalman= ze ro s (1 , l ength (x_kalman (15 , : ) ) ) ;
158 f o r i = 1 : l ength ( x_truth )
159 source_dist_truth ( i ) = norm( x_truth (16 : 18 , i ) ) ;
160 end
161 f o r i = 1 : l ength (x_kalman )
162 source_dist_kalman ( i ) = norm(
kalman_source_pos_from_uav ( 1 : 3 , i ) ) ;
163 end
164 f i g u r e ( )
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165 p lo t ( t_truth , source_dist_truth , t_kalman ,
source_dist_kalman )
166 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ )
167 y l a b e l ( ’ Dist (m) ’ ) ;
168 t i t l e ( ’ Source d i s t anc e from UAV’ ) ;




173 i f narg in > 2
174 gps_pos_ned = gps . p o s i t i o n ;
175 f i g u r e ( ) ;
176 subplot (2 , 1 , 1) ;
177 p lo t ( t_truth , x_truth (1 , : ) , t_kalman , x_kalman (1 , : ) , gps
. t , gps_pos_ned (1 , : ) ) ;
178 y l a b e l ( ’ North (m) ’ ) ;
179 t i t l e ( ’ Po s i t i on vs Time ’ )
180 l egend ( ’ Truth ’ , ’Kalman ’ , ’GPS ’ )
181
182 subplot (2 , 1 , 2) ;
183 p lo t ( t_truth , x_truth (2 , : ) , t_kalman , x_kalman (2 , : ) , gps
. t , gps_pos_ned (2 , : ) ) ;
184 y l a b e l ( ’ East (m) ’ ) ;
185 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ ) ;
186
187 % Alt i tude
188 f i g u r e ( )
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189 p lo t ( t_truth , −x_truth (3 , : ) , t_kalman , −x_kalman (3 , : ) ,
gps . t , −gps_pos_ned (3 , : ) ) ;
190 y l a b e l ( ’ A l t i tude (m) ’ ) ;
191 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ ) ;
192 t i t l e ( ’ A l t i tude vs Time ’ )
193 l egend ( ’ Truth ’ , ’Kalman ’ , ’GPS ’ ) ;
194
195 % v e l o c i t y
196 f i g u r e ( ) ;
197 subplot (3 , 1 , 1) ;
198 p lo t ( t_truth , x_truth (4 , : ) , t_kalman , x_kalman (4 , : ) ) ;
199 y l a b e l ( ’v_x (m/ s ) ’ ) ;
200 t i t l e ( ’ I n e r t i a l Ve loc i ty vs Time ’ )
201 l egend ( ’ Truth ’ , ’Kalman ’ ) ;
202
203 subplot (3 , 1 , 2)
204 p lo t ( t_truth , x_truth (5 , : ) , t_kalman , x_kalman (5 , : ) ) ;
205 y l a b e l ( ’v_y (m/ s ) ’ ) ;
206
207 subplot (3 , 1 , 3)
208 p lo t ( t_truth , x_truth (6 , : ) , t_kalman , x_kalman (6 , : ) ) ;
209 y l a b e l ( ’v_z (m/ s ’ ) ;
210 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ ) ;
211
212 % Acce l e r a t i on s
213 f i g u r e ( ) ;
214 subplot (3 , 1 , 1) ;
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215 p lo t ( t_truth , acce l_truth (1 , : ) , t_kalman , x_kalman (7 , : ) )
;
216 t i t l e ( ’ I n e r t i a l Acc e l e r a t i on vs Time ’ )
217 y l a b e l ( ’a_x (m/ s ^2) ’ )
218 l egend ( ’ Truth ’ , ’Kalman ’ ) ;
219
220 subplot (3 , 1 , 2) ;
221 p lo t ( t_truth , acce l_truth (2 , : ) , t_kalman , x_kalman (8 , : ) )
;
222 y l a b e l ( ’a_y (m/ s ^2) ’ ) ;
223
224 subplot (3 , 1 , 3) ;
225 p lo t ( t_truth , acce l_truth (3 , : ) , t_kalman , x_kalman (9 , : ) )
;
226 y l a b e l ( ’ a_z (m/ s ^2) ’ ) ;
227 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ ) ;
228
229 % Euler ang l e s
230 f i g u r e ( ) ;
231 subplot (3 , 1 , 1) ;
232 p lo t ( t_truth , rad2deg ( x_truth (10 , : ) ) , t_kalman , rad2deg (
x_kalman (10 , : ) ) ) ;
233 y l a b e l ( ’ Ro l l ( deg ) ’ ) ;
234 t i t l e ( ’ Euler Angles vs Time ’ )
235 l egend ( ’ Truth ’ , ’Kalman ’ ) ;
236
237 subplot (3 , 1 , 2) ;
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238 p lo t ( t_truth , rad2deg ( x_truth (11 , : ) ) , t_kalman , rad2deg (
x_kalman (11 , : ) ) ) ;
239 y l a b e l ( ’ Pitch ( deg ) ’ ) ;
240
241 subplot (3 , 1 , 3) ;
242 p lo t ( t_truth , rad2deg ( x_truth (12 , : ) ) , t_kalman , rad2deg (
x_kalman (12 , : ) ) ) ;
243 y l a b e l ( ’Yaw ( deg ) ’ ) ;
244 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ ) ;
245
246 % Obstac le d i s t anc e
247 l idar_dist_ned = DCM_body2ned( l i d a r . d i s tance , imu .
e u l e r a n g l e s ) ;
248 f i g u r e ( ) ;
249 subplot (3 , 1 , 1) ;
250 p lo t ( t_truth , x_truth (13 , : ) , t_kalman , x_kalman (13 , : ) ,
l i d a r . t , l idar_dist_ned (1 , : ) ) ;
251 y l a b e l ( ’ \chi_N (m) ’ )
252 t i t l e ( ’ I n e r t i a l Obstac le d i s t anc e vs Time ’ )
253 l egend ( ’ Truth ’ , ’Kalman ’ , ’LIDAR ’ ) ;
254
255 subplot (3 , 1 , 2) ;
256 p lo t ( t_truth , x_truth (14 , : ) , t_kalman , x_kalman (14 , : ) ,
l i d a r . t , l idar_dist_ned (2 , : ) ) ;
257 y l a b e l ( ’ \chi_E (m) ’ )
258
259 subplot (3 , 1 , 3) ;
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260 p lo t ( t_truth , x_truth (15 , : ) , t_kalman , x_kalman (15 , : ) ,
l i d a r . t , l idar_dist_ned (3 , : ) ) ;
261 y l a b e l ( ’ \chi_D (m) ’ ) ;
262 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ )
263
264 % source es t imate
265 % source p o s i t i o n r e l a t i v e to UAV
266 f i g u r e ( ) ;
267 subplot (3 , 1 , 1) ;
268 p lo t ( t_truth , x_truth (16 , : ) , t_kalman , x_kalman (16 , : ) )
269 y l a b e l ( ’ s_x ’ ) ;
270 t i t l e ( ’NED Source p o s i t i o n from UAV vs Time ’ ) ;
271
272 subplot (3 , 1 , 2) ;
273 p lo t ( t_truth , x_truth (17 , : ) , t_kalman , x_kalman (17 , : ) ) ;
274 y l a b e l ( ’ s_y ’ ) ;
275
276 subplot (3 , 1 , 3) ;
277 p lo t ( t_truth , x_truth (18 , : ) , t_kalman , x_kalman (18 , : ) ) ;
278 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ ) ;
279 y l a b e l ( ’ s_z ’ ) ;
280
281 % counts p l o t
282 f i g u r e ( ) ;
283 p lo t ( source . t , source . counts ) ;
284 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( s ) ’ ) ;
285 y l a b e l ( ’ Counts ’ ) ;
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286 t i t l e ( ’ Counts vs Time ’ ) ;
287 end
288 end
1 f unc t i on Q = process_noise_matr ix ( dt )
2 % process_noise_matr ix − outputs p roce s s no i s e matrix
3
4 k = 0 . 1 ; % manually tuned gain f o r f i l t e r
5
6 [ ~ , gyro , ~ , ~ , ~ , ~ ] = get_sensor_specs ( ) ;
7
8 % proce s s no i s e par t s
9 Q_pos = pos i t i on_proces s_no i s e ( ) ;
10 Q_vel = ve loc i ty_proce s s_no i s e ( ) ;
11 Q_acce lerat ion = acce l e r a t i on_proce s s_no i s e ( ) ;
12 Q_euler = euler_angle_process_noise ( dt , gyro ) ;
13 Q_obstacle = obstac l e_proces s_no i se ( ) ;
14 Q_source = source_process_noise ( ) ;
15
16 % proce s s no i s e matrix
17 Q = k .∗ ve r t c a t (Q_pos , Q_vel , Q_accelerat ion , Q_euler ,
Q_obstacle , Q_source ) ;
18 end
19
20 f unc t i on Q_pos = pos i t i on_proces s_no i s e ( )
21 % p o s i t i o n part o f p roce s s no i s e matrix
22
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23 k_pos = 0 ;
24 pos_term = k_pos .∗ eye (3 ) ;
25 vel_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
26 accel_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
27 eulerAngle_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
28 obstacle_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
29 source_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
30 Q_pos = [ pos_term , vel_term , accel_term , eulerAngle_term ,




34 f unc t i on Q_vel = ve loc i ty_proce s s_no i s e ( )
35 % v e l o c i t y part o f p roce s s no i s e matrix
36
37 k_vel = 0 . 1 ;
38 pos_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
39 vel_term = k_vel .∗ eye (3 ) ;
40 accel_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
41 eulerAngle_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
42 obstacle_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
43 source_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
44
45 Q_vel = [ pos_term , vel_term , accel_term , eulerAngle_term ,




48 f unc t i on Q_acce lerat ion = acce l e r a t i on_proce s s_no i s e ( )
49 k_accel = 0 . 1 ;
50 pos_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
51 vel_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
52 accel_term = k_accel .∗ eye (3 ) ;
53 eulerAngle_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
54 obstacle_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
55 source_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
56
57 Q_acce lerat ion = [ pos_term , vel_term , accel_term ,
eulerAngle_term , obstacle_term , source_term ] ;
58 end
59
60 f unc t i on Q_euler = euler_angle_process_noise ( dt , gyro )
61 k_euler = 1 ;
62 pos_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
63 vel_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
64 accel_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
65 eulerAngle_term = 1∗ k_euler .∗ gyro . sigma^2 .∗ dt^2 .∗ diag
( [ 1 0 , 10 , . 1 ] ) ;
66 obstacle_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
67 source_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
68
69 Q_euler = [ pos_term , vel_term , accel_term , eulerAngle_term ,




72 f unc t i on Q_obstacle = obstac l e_proces s_no i se ( )
73 k_obstac le = 0 . 1 ;
74 pos_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
75 vel_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
76 accel_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
77 eulerAngle_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
78 obstacle_term = k_obstac le .∗ eye (3 ) ;
79 source_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
80 Q_obstacle = [ pos_term , vel_term , accel_term , eulerAngle_term ,




84 f unc t i on Q_source = source_process_noise ( )
85 pos_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
86 vel_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
87 accel_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
88 eulerAngle_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
89 obstacle_term = ze ro s (3 ) ;
90 source_term = 10 .∗ eye (3 ) ;
91 Q_source = [ pos_term , vel_term , accel_term , eulerAngle_term ,
obstacle_term , source_term ] ;
92 end
1 f unc t i on [ x_out , P_out , t_out ] = run_kalman_fi lter ( x0_plus ,
P0_plus , tspan , zout )
2 %run_kalman_fi lter − Run kalman f i l t e r from i n i t i a l inputs
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3 %
4 % Syntax : [ x_out , P_out , t_out ] = run_kalman_fi lter (x , P, tspan )
5 %
6 % Long d e s c r i p t i o n
7
8 % Need acce l e romete r and gyro specs
9
10 [ ~ , gyro_specs , ~ , ~ , ~ , ~ ] = get_sensor_specs ( ) ;
11
12 % Populate UAV specs
13 UAV = i n i t i a l i z e _ u a v ( ) ;
14
15 % time s e t t i n g s
16 t = tspan (1 ) ;
17 t_ f i na l = tspan (2 ) ;
18 dt = 1/ gyro_specs . sampleRate ; % t imestep should be s e t to
acce l e romete r sample time .
19 t_out = t : dt : t_ f i na l ; % array o f t imes
20
21 % unpack imu measurements
22 gyro_meas = zout . imu . gyroscope ;
23 imu_index = f i nd ( zout . imu . t == t ) ; % where to s t a r t imu
measurements
24
25 % i n i t i a l i z e outputs
26 x_out = ze ro s (18 , l ength ( t_out ) ) ;
27 P_out = ze ro s (18 , 18 , l ength ( t_out ) ) ;
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28
29 % run kalman f i l t e r f o r the l ength o f array t_out
30 t = t + dt ; % kalman f i l t e r needs to s t a r t at t0 + dt
31 f o r kalman_index = ( imu_index + 1) : l ength ( t_out )
32
33 % obta in imu measurement and perform time update
34 gyro_reading = gyro_meas ( : , kalman_index − 1) ;
35 [ x1_minus , P1_minus ] = time_update ( x0_plus , P0_plus ,
gyro_reading , dt , UAV) ;
36
37 % update
38 i f mod( t , 0 . 01 ) == 0
39 % obta in measurement vec to r
40 [ y1 ] = simulate_measurement_vector ( t , zout ) ;
41 % perform measurement update
42 [ x1_plus , P1_plus ] = measurement_update ( x1_minus ,
P1_minus , y1 ) ;
43 e l s e
44 x1_plus = x1_minus ;
45 P1_plus = P1_minus ;
46 end
47
48 % update cur rent time
49 t = t + dt ;
50 t = round ( t , 6) ;
51
52 % s t o r e s t a t e and covar iance matrix
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53 x_out ( : , kalman_index ) = x1_plus ;
54 P_out ( : , : , kalman_index ) = P1_plus ;
55
56 x0_plus = x1_plus ;





1 f unc t i on [ yout_truth , yout_kalman , zout ] = sim_kalman_fi lter (
s a v e d f l i g h t _ f i l e p a t h )
2 %sim_kalman_fi lter − Simulate kalman f i l t e r
3 %
4 % Syntax : [ yout_truth , yout_kalman , zout ] = sim_kalman_fi lter (
s a v e d f l i g h t _ f i l e p a t h )
5
6 % Need to run s imu la t i on to populate measurements
7 addpath ( genpath ( ’ . / . . / S imulat ion / ’ ) ) ;
8 addpath ( genpath ( ’ . / . . / U t i l i t i e s / ’ ) ) ;
9
10 % run sim without p l o t s
11 i f narg in == 0
12 [ yout_truth , zout ] = i n i t i a l i z e _ s i m (0) ;
13 e l s e i f narg in == 1 % load input saved f l i g h t
14 saved_f l ight_vars = load ( s a v e d f l i g h t _ f i l e p a t h ) ;
15 yout_truth = saved_f l ight_vars . yout ;
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16 zout = saved_f l ight_vars . zout ;
17 e l s e
18 e r r o r ( ’ s im_kalman_fi lter should only have 0 or 1 input ’ ) ;
19 end
20
21 % time s e t t i n g s
22 tSpan = [ 0 , yout_truth . t ( end ) ] ’ ; % dt = 0.01 sec
23
24 % Get i n i t i a l s t a t e
25 x_ini t = yout_truth . x ( : , 1) ;
26 x_ini t ( end−2:end ) = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] ’ ;
27
28 % Get i n i t i a l covar iance matrix
29 P_init = in i t i a l_covar i ance_matr ix ( ) ;
30 t i c
31 [ x_out , P_out , t_out ] = run_kalman_fi lter ( x_init , P_init , tSpan ,
zout ) ;
32 toc
33 yout_kalman . x = x_out ;
34 yout_kalman .P = P_out ;
35 yout_kalman . t = t_out ;
36
37 p l o t s_ka lman f i l t e r ( yout_truth , yout_kalman ) ;
38
39 end
1 f unc t i on [ y1 ] = simulate_measurement_vector ( time , zout )
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2 %simulate_measurement_vector − Simulate measurement vec to r based
on sample t imes
3 %
4 % Syntax : [ y1 , counts ] = simulate_measurement_vector ( time , zout )
5 %
6 % i f gps i s a v a i l a b l e :
7 % y1 = [ y_gps , y_alt imeter , y_lidar , y_imu , y_source ] ’
8 % i f gps i s not ava i l ab l e , but a l t i m e t e r i s a v a i l a b l e :
9 % y1 = [ y_alt imeter , y_lidar , y_imu , ysource ] ’
10 % i f gps and a l t i m e t e r are not ava i l ab l e , l i d a r , imu , and source
should always be
11 % a v a i l a b l e .
12 % y1 = [ y_lidar , y_imu , y_source ] ’
13
14 % unpack inputs
15 gps_measurements = zout . gps ;
16 alt imeter_measurements = zout . a l t i m e t e r ;
17 l idar_measurements = zout . l i d a r ;
18 imu = zout . imu ;
19 source = zout . source ;
20
21 % Fix time over f l ow . Rounding to 6 decimal p l a c e s should be
more than enough
22 time = round ( time , 6) ;
23
24 % Populate s enso r spec s . No need f o r a l t i m e t e r or gyro
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25 [ acce lerometer_specs , ~ , gps_specs , a l t imeter_specs , ~ ,
source_specs ] = get_sensor_specs ( ) ;
26
27 % I f gps would be ava i l ab l e , f i nd s imulated measurement
28 i f mod( time , round (1/ gps_specs . sampleRate , 6) ) == 0
29 gps_index = f i nd ( gps_measurements . t == time ) ;
30 y_gps = [ gps_measurements . p o s i t i o n ( : , gps_index ) ;
gps_measurements . v e l o c i t y ( : , gps_index ) ] ;
31 % i f a l t i t u d e read ing f o r gps i s l e s s than zero , d i s r e ga rd
the measurement .
32 i f y_gps (3 ) < 0
33 y_gps (3 ) = 0 ;
34 end
35 e l s e
36 y_gps = [ 0 ; 0 ; 0 ; 0 ; 0 ] ;
37 end
38
39 % check f o r a l t i m e t e r
40
41 i f mod( time , round (1/ a l t imete r_spec s . sampleRate , 6) ) == 0
42 y_alt imeter = altimeter_measurements . a l t i t u d e ( : ,
alt imeter_measurements . t == time ) ;
43 e l s e
44 y_alt imeter = 0 ;
45 end
46
47 % remaining s en so r s should always be a v a i l a b l e
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48 % l i d a r
49 y_l idar = lidar_measurements . d i s t anc e (1 , l idar_measurements . t
== time ) ;
50
51 % di s r ega rd l i d a r measurement i f i t i s g r e a t e r than 20m or
equal to zero .
52 i f y_l idar == 0 | | y_l idar > 20
53 y_l idar = 0 ;
54 e l s e i f y_l idar < 0 % l i d a r should never be negat ive




59 i f mod( time , round (1/ acce l e rometer_specs . sampleRate , 6) ) == 0
60 y_acce l e r a t i on s = imu . acce l e romete r ( : , imu . t == time ) ;
61 y_accelerometer_ind = f i nd ( imu . t == time ) ;
62 i f time > 1.01
63 l a s t_second_acce l = imu . acce l e romete r ( : ,
y_accelerometer_ind −100: y_accelerometer_ind ) ;
64 l a s t_second_acce l_ro l l_pi tch = imu .
acce l e romete r_ro l l_p i t ch ( : , y_accelerometer_ind
−100: y_accelerometer_ind ) ;
65 norm_last_second_accel = ze ro s (1 , l ength (
last_second_acce l ) ) ;
66 f o r i = 1 : l ength ( norm_last_second_accel )
67 norm_last_second_accel ( i ) = norm( last_second_acce l
( : , i ) ) ;
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68 end
69 i f abs ( 9 . 8 − mean( norm_last_second_accel ) ) > 0.001
70 y_acce lerometer_ro l l_pitch = [ 0 ; 0 ] ;
71 e l s e
72 y_acce lerometer_ro l l_pitch = mean(
last_second_acce l_ro l l_pitch , 2) ;
73 i f any ( rad2deg ( y_acce lerometer_ro l l_pitch ) > 5)




78 e l s e
79 y_acce lerometer_ro l l_pitch = [ 0 ; 0 ] ;
80 end
81 e l s e




86 y_source = [ 0 ; 0 ; 0 ; 0 ] ; % i n i t i a l i z e y_source
87 i f mod( time , round (1/ source_specs . sampleRate , 6) ) == 0
88 counts = source . counts ( source . t == time ) ;
89 y_source (1 ) = counts ;
90 end
91 % f ind the most r e c ent source_pos i t i on es t imate i f one e x i s t s
92 % source_pos_estimate_ind = f i nd ( time >= source .
pos i t i on_es t imate (1 , : ) , 1 , ’ l a s t ’ ) ;
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93 % i f ~isempty ( source_pos_estimate_ind )
94 % y_source ( 2 : 4 ) = source . pos i t i on_es t imate ( 2 : 4 ,
source_pos_estimate_ind ) ;
95 % i f time > source . pos i t i on_es t imate (1 ,
source_pos_estimate_ind ) +.009




100 % crea t e output
101 y1 = [ y_gps ; y_alt imeter ; y_l idar ; y_acce l e r a t i on s ;
y_acce lerometer_ro l l_pitch ; y_source ] ;
102
103 i f l ength ( y1 ) ~= 16
104 e r r o r ( ’ y1 was not f u l l y populated . ’ ) ;
105 end
106 end
1 f unc t i on hx = state_to_measurement ( x1_minus , y1 )
2 % state_to_measurement − convert s t a t e vec to r to measurement un i t s
3 %
4 % Measurements are as f o l l o w s :
5 % GPS: [ l a t i t ude , long i tude , a l t i t ude , groundspeed , course ] ( deg
, deg , m, m/s , deg )
6 % Alt imeter : [ a l t i t u d e ] (m)
7 % LIDAR: [ d i s t anc e ] (m)
8 % External s enso r ( Geiger counter ) : [ counts , p2 , p3 , p4 ]
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9 % note p2 − p4 are unused
10
11 % unpack s t a t e
12 [ pos , ve l , acce l , eu l e r ang l e s , obstacle_pos , source_pos ] =
unpack_state_vector ( x1_minus ) ;
13
14 % i n i t i a l i z e output
15
16 % Populate hx i f y1 conta in s a cor re spond ing measurement .
17
18 % gps
19 hx_gps = state_to_gps ( pos , v e l ) ;
20 hx_gps ( y1 ( 1 : 5 ) == 0) = 0 ;
21
22 % a l t i m e t e r
23 i f y1 (6 ) ~= 0
24 hx_alt imeter = state_to_al t imeter ( pos ) ;
25 e l s e
26 hx_alt imeter = 0 ;
27 end
28
29 % l i d a r
30 i f y1 (7 ) ~= 0
31 hx_lidar = state_to_l idar ( eu l e r ang l e s , obstac le_pos ) ;
32 e l s e





37 i f y1 (8 ) ~= 0
38 hx_imu = state_to_imu ( acce l , e u l e r a n g l e s ) ;
39 e l s e
40 hx_imu = [ 0 ; 0 ; 0 ; 0 ; 0 ] ;
41 end
42 % angle read ing from acce l e romete r may not be good
43 i f y1 (11) == 0




48 hx_source = state_to_source ( source_pos ) ;
49
50 % output
51 hx = [ hx_gps ; hx_alt imeter ; hx_lidar ; hx_imu ; hx_source ] ;
52
53 % throw e r r o r i f y1 and hx do not have the same length .
54 i f l ength ( y1 ) ~= length ( hx )





60 f unc t i on hx_gps = state_to_gps ( pos_ned , vel_ned )
61 % convert s t a t e vec to r in to GPS measurement un i t s
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62
63 % gps only measures groundspeed .
64 vel_ne = vel_ned ( 1 : 2 ) ;




69 f unc t i on hx_alt imeter = state_to_al t imeter ( pos_ned )
70 % convert s t a t e vec to r in to a l t i m e t e r measurement un i t s
71




76 f unc t i on hx_lidar = state_to_l idar ( eu l e r ang l e s , obstacle_pos_ned )
77 % convert s t a t e vec to r in to l i d a r measurement un i t s
78 %
79 % l i d a r i s assumed to po int in the +bx d i r e c t i o n
80
81 obstacle_pos_body = DCM_ned2body( obstacle_pos_ned , e u l e r a n g l e s
) ;
82




87 f unc t i on hx_imu = state_to_imu ( accel_ned , e u l e r a n g l e s )
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88 % obse rvab l e s : [ accel_body , r o l l , p i t ch ]
89 accel_body = DCM_ned2body( accel_ned + [ 0 ; 0 ; 9 . 8 ] , e u l e r a n g l e s
) ;
90 r o l l = e u l e r a n g l e s (1 ) ;
91 p i t ch = e u l e r a n g l e s (2 ) ;
92




97 f unc t i on hx_source = state_to_source (~)
98 % convert s t a t e vec to r in to source un i t s
99
100 hx_source = [ 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ] ’ ;
101 end
1 f unc t i on x1 = state_update ( x0 , dt , UAV, gyro )
2 % state_update − non−l i n e a r s t a t e update func t i on .
3
4 %% Unpack s t a t e
5
6 % x0
7 [ pos0 , vel0 , acce l0 , eu l e r ang l e s 0 , obstacle_pos0 , source_pos0 ] =
unpack_state_vector ( x0 ) ;
8
9 % UAV
10 g = 9 . 8 ; % m/ s ^2
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11 m = UAV. mass ;
12
13 % Thrust i s assumed to be equal and oppos i t e to the weight o f the
UAV. Note however that th rus t always ac t s in the −body z
d i r e c t i o n
14 thrust_body = [ 0 , 0 , −m∗g / ( cos ( e u l e r a n g l e s 0 (1 ) ) ∗ cos (
e u l e r a n g l e s 0 (2 ) ) ) ] ’ ;
15 thrust_ned = DCM_body2ned( thrust_body , e u l e r a n g l e s 0 ) ;
16
17 % a l t e r gyro input
18 e u l e r r a t e s 0 = angVel_to_eulerRates ( e u l e r a n g l e s 0 ) ∗ gyro ;
19
20 %% State Update
21
22 pos1 = pos0 + ve l0 .∗ dt + 1/2 .∗ ac c e l 0 .∗ dt ^2;
23 ve l1 = ve l0 + acc e l 0 .∗ dt ; % v e l o c i t y in z i s assumed to be
almost always constant
24 ac c e l 1 = [ thrust_ned (1 ) /m; thrust_ned (2 ) /m; a c c e l 0 (3 ) ] ;
25 e u l e r a n g l e s 1 = e u l e r a n g l e s 0 + e u l e r r a t e s 0 ∗ dt ;
26 obstac le_pos1 = obstac le_pos0 − ve l0 .∗ dt ;
27
28 source_pos1 = source_pos0 ;
29
30 % updated s t a t e




1 f unc t i on [ x1_minus , P1_minus ] = time_update ( x0_plus , P0_plus ,
gyro_meas , dt , UAV)
2 % time_update − Performs time_update s tep f o r the Kalman f i l t e r
3 %




7 % x0_plus : [ 18 x 1 ] + s t a t e vec to r f o r k−1th s t a t e
8 % P0_plus : [ 18 x 18 ] + covar iance matrix f o r −1th s t a t e
9 % imu_meas : [ 6 x 1 ] IMU measurements f o r k−1th s t a t e ( acce l ,
gyro )
10 % Q: [18 x 18 ] p roce s s no i s e matrix
11 % UAV: [ s t r u c t ] s t r u c t u r e conta in ing UAV parameters
12 %
13 % OUTPUTS
14 % x1_minus : [ 18 x 1 ] s t a t e vec to r f o r kth s t a t e without
measurement update
15 % P1_minus : [ 18 x 18 ] covar iance matrix f o r kth s t a t e without
measurement update
16
17 % Populate p roce s s no i s e covar iance matrix
18 Q = process_noise_matr ix ( dt ) ;
19
20 % compute p a r t i a l d e r i v a t i v e matrix
21 F0 = l inear ized_state_update_matr ix ( x0_plus , dt ) ;
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22
23 % perform time update
24 x1_minus = state_update ( x0_plus , dt , UAV, gyro_meas ) ;







1 f unc t i on angVel_to_eulerRates_matrix = angVel_to_eulerRates (
eu l e rAng l e s )
2 % output 3x3 t rans fo rmat ion matrix conver t ing angular v e l o c i t y to
e u l e r
3 % r a t e s
4 %
5 % Syntax : angVel_to_eulerRates_matrix = angVel_to_eulerRates (
eu l e rAng l e s )
6 %
7 % INPUTS
8 % eule rAng l e s : [ 3 x 1 ] conta in ing e u l e r ang l e s in rad ians
9 % OUTPUTS
10 % angVel_to_eulerRates_matrix : [ 3 x3 ] conta in ing angular v e l o c i t y
to e u l e r
11 % r a t e s t rans fo rmat ion
12
13 phi = eu l e rAng l e s (1 ) ;
14 theta = eu l e rAng l e s (2 ) ;
15
16 angVel_to_eulerRates_matrix = [ . . .
17 1 , s i n ( phi ) ∗ tan ( theta ) , cos ( phi ) ∗ tan ( theta ) ; . . .
18 0 , cos ( phi ) , −s i n ( phi ) ; . . .




1 f unc t i on [vNED, iTb ] = DCM_body2ned(vBody , eu l e rAng l e s )
2 % DCM_body2ned − Transform vecto r in NED frame to body frame
3 %
4 % Syntax : [vNED, iTb ] = DCM_body2ned(vBody , eu l e rAng l e s )
5 %
6 % INPUTS
7 % vBody : [ 3 x n ] v e c t o r s in NED frame
8 % eule rAng l e s : [ 3 x n ] v e c t o r s o f e u l e r ang l e s [ r o l l , p i tch ,
yaw ] ’ ( rad )
9 % OUTPUTS
10 % vNED: [ 3 x n ] column vec to r s in NED frame
11 % iTb : [ 3 x 3 x n ] body to i n e r t i a l t rans fo rmat ion
12
13 % i n i t i a l i z e outputs
14 numVect = s i z e (vBody , 2) ;
15 vNED = ze ro s (3 , numVect ) ; % vecto r in NED
16 iTb = ze ro s (3 , 3 , numVect ) ; % body to i n e r t i a l DCM
17
18 % unpack Euler Angles
19 phi = eu l e rAng l e s (1 , : ) ; % r o l l
20 theta = eu l e rAng l e s (2 , : ) ; % p i t ch
21 p s i = eu l e rAng l e s (3 , : ) ; % yaw
22
23 % 3−2−1 DCM giv ing iTb
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24 Tphi = @( r o l l ) [ 1 , 0 , 0 ; 0 , cos ( r o l l ) , s i n ( r o l l ) ; 0 , −s i n ( r o l l ) ,
cos ( r o l l ) ] ;
25 Ttheta = @( p i t ch ) [ cos ( p i t ch ) , 0 , −s i n ( p i t ch ) ; 0 , 1 , 0 ; s i n ( p i t ch )
, 0 , cos ( p i t ch ) ] ;
26 Tpsi = @(yaw) [ cos (yaw) , s i n (yaw) , 0 ; −s i n (yaw) , cos (yaw) , 0 ; 0 ,
0 , 1 ] ;
27
28 f o r i = 1 : numVect
29 bTi = Tphi ( phi ( i ) ) ∗ Ttheta ( theta ( i ) ) ∗ Tpsi ( p s i ( i ) ) ;
30 iTb ( : , : , i ) = bTi ’ ;





1 f unc t i on [ vWind , wTb] = DCM_body2wind(vBody , aoa , s sa )
2 % DCM_ned2body − Transform vecto r in NED frame to body frame
3 %
4 % Syntax : [ vWind , wTb] = DCM_body2wind(vBody , aoa , s sa )
5 %
6 % INPUTS
7 % vBody : [ 3 x n ] column vec to r s in body frame
8 % aoa : [ 1 x n ] vec to r o f ang le o f at tack ( rad )
9 % ssa : [ 1 x n ] vec to r o f s i d e s l i p ang le ( rad )
10 % OUTPUTS
11 % vWind : [ 3 x n ] column vec to r s in wind frame
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12 % wTb: [ 3 x 3 x n ] body to wind t rans fo rmat ion
13
14 % i n i t i a l i z e outputs
15 numVect = s i z e (vBody , 2) ;
16 vWind = ze ro s (3 , numVect ) ;
17 wTb = ze ro s (3 , 3 , numVect ) ; % i n i t i a l i z e i n e r t i a l to body
t rans fo rmat ion matrix
18
19 % Transforms
20 Taoa = @( alpha ) [ cos ( alpha ) , 0 , −s i n ( alpha ) ; 0 , 1 , 0 ; s i n ( alpha ) ,
0 , cos ( alpha ) ] ;
21 Tssa = @( beta ) [ cos ( beta ) , s i n ( beta ) , 0 ; −s i n ( beta ) , cos ( beta ) , 0 ;
0 , 0 , 1 ] ;
22
23 f o r i = 1 : numVect
24 wTb( : , : , i ) = Tssa ( s sa ( i ) ) ∗ Taoa ( aoa ( i ) ) ;





1 f unc t i on [ vBody , bTi ] = DCM_ned2body(vNED, eu l e rAng l e s )
2 % DCM_ned2body − Transform vecto r in NED frame to body frame
3 %




7 % vNED: [ 3 x n ] column vec to r s in NED frame
8 % eule rAng l e s : [ 3 x n ] v e c t o r s o f e u l e r ang l e s [ r o l l , p i tch ,
yaw ] ’ ( rad )
9 % OUTPUTS
10 % vBody : [ 3 x n ] column vec to r s in body frame
11 % bTi : [ 3 x 3 x n ] i n e r t i a l to body t rans fo rmat ion
12
13 % i n i t i a l i z e outputs
14 numVect = s i z e (vNED, 2) ;
15 vBody = ze ro s (3 , numVect ) ;
16 bTi = ze ro s (3 , 3 , numVect ) ; % i n i t i a l i z e i n e r t i a l to body
transormat ion matrix
17
18 % unpack Euler Angles
19 phi = eu l e rAng l e s (1 , : ) ; % r o l l
20 theta = eu l e rAng l e s (2 , : ) ; % p i t ch
21 p s i = eu l e rAng l e s (3 , : ) ; % yaw
22
23 % 3−2−1 DCM
24 Tphi = @( r o l l ) [ 1 , 0 , 0 ; 0 , cos ( r o l l ) , s i n ( r o l l ) ; 0 , −s i n ( r o l l ) ,
cos ( r o l l ) ] ;
25 Ttheta = @( p i t ch ) [ cos ( p i t ch ) , 0 , −s i n ( p i t ch ) ; 0 , 1 , 0 ; s i n ( p i t ch )
, 0 , cos ( p i t ch ) ] ;
26 Tpsi = @(yaw) [ cos (yaw) , s i n (yaw) , 0 ; −s i n (yaw) , cos (yaw) , 0 ; 0 ,
0 , 1 ] ;
27
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28 f o r i = 1 : numVect
29 bTi ( : , : , i ) = Tphi ( phi ( i ) ) ∗ Ttheta ( theta ( i ) ) ∗ Tpsi ( p s i ( i ) ) ;





1 f unc t i on [ vWind , wTi ] = DCM_ned2wind(vNED, eu lerAngles , aoa , s sa )
2 % DCM_ned2body − Transform vecto r in NED frame to body frame
3 %
4 % Syntax : [ vWind , wTi ] = DCM_ned2wind(vNED, eu lerAngles , aoa , s sa )
5 %
6 % INPUTS
7 % vNED: [ 3 x n ] column vec to r s in NED frame
8 % eule rAng l e s : [ 3 x n ] v e c t o r s o f e u l e r ang l e s [ r o l l , p i tch ,
yaw ] ’ ( rad )
9 % aoa : [ 1 x n ] vec to r o f ang le o f at tack ( rad )
10 % ssa : [ 1 x n ] vec to r o f s i d e s l i p ang le ( rad )
11 % OUTPUTS
12 % vWind : [ 3 x n ] column vec to r s in wind frame
13 % wTi : [ 3 x 3 x n ] i n e r t i a l to body t rans fo rmat ion
14
15 % i n i t i a l i z e outputs
16 numVect = s i z e (vNED, 2) ;
17 vWind = ze ro s (3 , numVect ) ;
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18 wTi = ze ro s (3 , 3 , numVect ) ; % i n i t i a l i z e i n e r t i a l to body
transormat ion matrix
19
20 % unpack Euler Angles
21 phi = eu l e rAng l e s (1 , : ) ; % r o l l
22 theta = eu l e rAng l e s (2 , : ) ; % p i t ch
23 p s i = eu l e rAng l e s (3 , : ) ; % yaw
24
25 % 3−2−1 NED to body DCM
26 Tphi = @( r o l l ) [ 1 , 0 , 0 ; 0 , cos ( r o l l ) , s i n ( r o l l ) ; 0 , −s i n ( r o l l ) ,
cos ( r o l l ) ] ;
27 Ttheta = @( p i t ch ) [ cos ( p i t ch ) , 0 , −s i n ( p i t ch ) ; 0 , 1 , 0 ; s i n ( p i t ch )
, 0 , cos ( p i t ch ) ] ;
28 Tpsi = @(yaw) [ cos (yaw) , s i n (yaw) , 0 ; −s i n (yaw) , cos (yaw) , 0 ; 0 ,
0 , 1 ] ;
29
30 % Body to wind r o t a t i o n s
31 Taoa = @( alpha ) [ cos ( alpha ) , 0 , −s i n ( alpha ) ; 0 , 1 , 0 ; s i n ( alpha ) ,
0 , cos ( alpha ) ] ;
32 Tssa = @( beta ) [ cos ( beta ) , s i n ( beta ) , 0 ; −s i n ( beta ) , cos ( beta ) , 0 ;
0 , 0 , 1 ] ;
33
34 f o r i = 1 : numVect
35 bTi = Tphi ( phi ( i ) ) ∗ Ttheta ( theta ( i ) ) ∗ Tpsi ( p s i ( i ) ) ;
36 wTb = Tssa ( s sa ( i ) ) ∗ Taoa ( aoa ( i ) ) ;
37
38 wTi ( : , : , i ) = wTb ∗ bTi ;
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1 f unc t i on [ vBody , bTw] = DCM_wind2body(vWind , aoa , s sa )
2 % DCM_ned2body − Transform vecto r in NED frame to body frame
3 %
4 % Syntax : [ vBody , bTw] = DCM_wind2body(vWind , aoa , s sa )
5 %
6 % INPUTS
7 % vWind : [ 3 x n ] column vec to r s in wind frame
8 % aoa : [ 1 x n ] vec to r o f ang le o f at tack ( rad )
9 % ssa : [ 1 x n ] vec to r o f s i d e s l i p ang le ( rad )
10 % OUTPUTS
11 % vBody : [ 3 x n ] column vec to r s in body frame
12 % bTw: [ 3 x 3 x n ] wind to body t rans fo rmat ion
13
14 % i n i t i a l i z e outputs
15 numVect = s i z e (vWind , 2) ;
16 vBody = ze ro s (3 , numVect ) ;





20 Taoa = @( alpha ) [ cos ( alpha ) , 0 , −s i n ( alpha ) ; 0 , 1 , 0 ; s i n ( alpha ) ,
0 , cos ( alpha ) ] ;
21 Tssa = @( beta ) [ cos ( beta ) , s i n ( beta ) , 0 ; −s i n ( beta ) , cos ( beta ) , 0 ;
0 , 0 , 1 ] ;
22
23 f o r i = 1 : numVect
24 wTb = Tssa ( s sa ( i ) ) ∗ Taoa ( aoa ( i ) ) ;
25 bTw( : , : , i ) = wTb’ ;





1 f unc t i on [vNED, iTw ] = DCM_wind2ned(vWind , eu lerAngles , aoa , s sa )
2 % DCM_ned2body − Transform vecto r in NED frame to body frame
3 %
4 % Syntax : [vNED, iTw ] = DCM_wind2ned(vWind , eu lerAngles , aoa , s sa )
5 %
6 % INPUTS
7 % vwind : [ 3 x n ] column vec to r s in wind frame
8 % eule rAng l e s : [ 3 x n ] v e c t o r s o f e u l e r ang l e s [ r o l l , p i tch ,
yaw ] ’ ( rad )
9 % aoa : [ 1 x n ] vec to r o f ang le o f at tack ( rad )
10 % ssa : [ 1 x n ] vec to r o f s i d e s l i p ang le ( rad )
11 % OUTPUTS
12 % vNED: [ 3 x n ] column vec to r s in NED frame
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13 % wTi : [ 3 x 3 x n ] i n e r t i a l to wind t rans fo rmat ion
14
15 % i n i t i a l i z e outputs
16 numVect = s i z e (vWind , 2) ;
17 vNED = ze ro s (3 , numVect ) ;
18 iTw = ze ro s (3 , 3 , numVect ) ; % i n i t i a l i z e i n e r t i a l to body
transormat ion matrix
19
20 % unpack Euler Angles
21 phi = eu l e rAng l e s (1 , : ) ; % r o l l
22 theta = eu l e rAng l e s (2 , : ) ; % p i t ch
23 p s i = eu l e rAng l e s (3 , : ) ; % yaw
24
25 % 3−2−1 NED to body DCM
26 Tphi = @( r o l l ) [ 1 , 0 , 0 ; 0 , cos ( r o l l ) , s i n ( r o l l ) ; 0 , −s i n ( r o l l ) ,
cos ( r o l l ) ] ;
27 Ttheta = @( p i t ch ) [ cos ( p i t ch ) , 0 , −s i n ( p i t ch ) ; 0 , 1 , 0 ; s i n ( p i t ch )
, 0 , cos ( p i t ch ) ] ;
28 Tpsi = @(yaw) [ cos (yaw) , s i n (yaw) , 0 ; −s i n (yaw) , cos (yaw) , 0 ; 0 ,
0 , 1 ] ;
29
30 % Body to wind r o t a t i o n s
31 Taoa = @( alpha ) [ cos ( alpha ) , 0 , −s i n ( alpha ) ; 0 , 1 , 0 ; s i n ( alpha ) ,
0 , cos ( alpha ) ] ;
32 Tssa = @( beta ) [ cos ( beta ) , s i n ( beta ) , 0 ; −s i n ( beta ) , cos ( beta ) , 0 ;
0 , 0 , 1 ] ;
33
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34 f o r i = 1 : numVect
35 bTi = Tphi ( phi ( i ) ) ∗ Ttheta ( theta ( i ) ) ∗ Tpsi ( p s i ( i ) ) ;
36 wTb = Tssa ( s sa ( i ) ) ∗ Taoa ( aoa ( i ) ) ;
37 wTi = wTb ∗ bTi ;
38 iTw ( : , : , i ) = wTi ’ ;





1 f unc t i on [ aoa , s sa ] = get_aoa_ssa ( vel_uav_body )
2 % get_aoa_ssa − compute ang le o f at tack and s i d e s l i p ang le from
v e l o c i t y
3 % in body frame
4 %
5 % Syntax : [ aoa , s sa ] = get_aoa_ssa ( vel_uav_body )
6 %
7 % INPUTS:
8 % vel_uav_body : [ 3 x n ] v e l o c i t y vec to r o f UAV in body frame (m/
s )
9 % OUTPUTS:
10 % aoa : ang le o f at tack ( rad )
11 % ssa : s i d e s l i p ang le ( rad )
12
13 u = vel_uav_body (1 , : ) ; % body x−v e l o c i t y
14 v = vel_uav_body (2 , : ) ; % body y−v e l o c i t y
180
15 w = vel_uav_body (3 , : ) ; % body z−v e l o c i t y
16
17 aoa = atan2 (w, u) ; % angle o f at tack ( rad )
18 s sa = r e a l ( a s in (v / norm ( [ u , w] ) ) ) ; % s i d e s l i p ang le ( rad )
19 i f i snan ( s sa )
20 s sa = 0 ;
21 end
22
23 i f i snan ( s sa )




1 f unc t i on eulerrates_to_angvel_matr ix =
get_eulerrates_to_angvel_matrix ( e u l e r a n g l e s )
2 %get_eulerrates_to_angvel_matrix − Output matrix to convert
e u l e r r a t e s to
3 %angular v e l o c i t i e s
4 %
5 % Syntax : eulerrates_to_angvel_matr ix =
get_eulerrates_to_angvel_matrix ( e u l e r a n g l e s )
6
7 phi = e u l e r a n g l e s (1 ) ;
8 theta = e u l e r a n g l e s (2 ) ;
9
10 eulerrates_to_angvel_matr ix = [ . . .
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11 1 , 0 , −s i n ( theta ) ;
12 0 , cos ( phi ) , s i n ( phi ) ∗ cos ( theta ) ;
13 0 , −s i n ( phi ) , cos ( phi ) ∗ cos ( theta ) ] ;
14
15 end
1 f unc t i on [ acce l e rometer , gyro , gps , a l t imete r , l i d a r , source ] =
get_sensor_specs ( )
2 %get_sensor_specs − outputs spec s as a s t r u c t f o r each senso r
3 %
4 % Syntax : [ acce l e rometer , gyro , gps , a l t imete r , l i d a r , source ] =
get_sensor_specs ( )
5
6 g = 9 . 8 ; % a c c e l e r a t i o n due to g rav i ty
7
8 % Acce lerometer
9 acce l e romete r . i n i t B i a s = 0 ; % i n i t i a l a c c e l e romete r b i a s (m/ s
^2) [ 1 e−3 ∗ 80∗g ]
10 acce l e romete r . b i a s S t a b i l i t y = 1e−5; % b ia s s t a b i l i t y ( d r i f t s
by t h i s much per second ) (m/ s ^2)
11 acce l e romete r . sampleRate = 100 ; % Hz
12 acce l e romete r . no i s eDens i ty = 1e−6 ∗ (150 ∗ g ) ; % a c c e l output
no i s e dens i ty (m/ s ^2) ∗ Hz^(−1/2)
13 acce l e romete r . sigma = ( acce l e romete r . no i s eDens i ty ∗ s q r t (





16 gyro . i n i t B i a s = deg2rad (0 ) ; % ( rad/ s ) [ 1 ]
17 gyro . b i a s S t a b i l i t y = deg2rad ( . 0 083 ) ; % b ia s s t a b i l i t y − 30 deg
/hr ( rad/hr )
18 gyro . no i s eDens i ty = deg2rad ( 0 . 0 14 ) ; % no i s e dens i ty ( rad/ s ) ∗
Hz^(−1/2)
19 gyro . sampleRate = acce l e romete r . sampleRate ;
20 gyro . sigma = gyro . no i s eDens i ty ∗ s q r t ( gyro . sampleRate ) ;




24 gps . sigmaPos = 2 . 5 / 3 ; % p o s i t i o n standard dev i a t i on (m)
25 gps . sigmaVel = 0 . 1 / 3 ; % v e l o c i t y standard dev i a t i on (m)
26 gps . sampleRate = 1 ; % (Hz)
27
28 % a l t i m e t e r
29 a l t i m e t e r . sigma = 0 . 1 1 ; % (m)
30 a l t i m e t e r . sampleRate = 50 ; % (Hz)
31
32 % l i d a r
33 l i d a r . sigma = 0 . 1 ; % (m)
34 % keep sample ra t e same as acce l e romete r . Typica l i s a c t u a l l y
270 Hz




38 source . sigma = 0 ;
39 source . sampleRate = 10 ; % frequency at which to take a
measurement
40 end
1 f unc t i on UAV = i n i t i a l i z e _ u a v ( )
2 % u a v _ i n i t i a l i z a t i o n − i n i t i a l i z e s t r u c t conta in ing UAV parameters
3 %
4 % OUTPUTS:
5 % UAV − Struc ture conta in ing phy s i c a l and aerodynamic paramaters
unique
6 % to the UAV.
7 %
8 % NOTE: p r o p e l l e r s are numbered as f o l l o w s :
9 % [1 2 ]
10 % [4 3 ]
11
12 % mass and moments o f i n e r t i a
13 mass = 0 . 6 ; % mass o f UAV ( kg )
14
15 % prop dimensions ( meters )
16 propLength = 0 . 1 ;
17 propWidth = 0 . 0 2 ;
18 propArea = propLength∗propWidth ;
19
20 % p r i n c i p a l moments ( kg∗m^2) may want to change t h i s to moment o f
i n e r t i a
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21 % of two th in rods c ro s s ed
22 Ixx = 0 . 0 2 ;
23 Iyy = 0 . 0 2 ;
24 I z z = 0 . 0 5 ;
25 % of f−d iagona l e lements ( kg∗m^2)
26 Ixy = 0 ;
27 Ixz = 0 ;
28 Iyx = 0 ;
29 Iyz = 0 ;
30 Izx = 0 ;
31 Izy = 0 ;
32
33 i n e r t i aMat r i x = [ Ixx , Ixy , Ixz ; Iyx , Iyy , Iyz ; Izx , Izy , I z z ] ; %
I n e r t i a matrix f o r a i r c r a f t in body frame ( kg∗m^2)
34
35 % body frame moment arms ( meters )
36 rProp1 = propLength∗ s ind (45) ∗ [ 1 ; −1; 0 ] ;
37 rProp2 = propLength∗ s ind (45) ∗ [ 1 ; 1 ; 0 ] ;
38 rProp3 = propLength∗ s ind (45) ∗ [−1; 1 ; 0 ] ;
39 rProp4 = propLength∗ s ind (45) ∗ [−1; −1; 0 ] ;
40 rProp = [ rProp1 , rProp2 , rProp3 , rProp4 ] ;
41
42 % aerodynamic c o e f f i c i e n t s
43 CD = 0 . 1 ; % drag c o e f f i c i e n t
44 CT = 0 . 7 ; % thrus t c o e f f i c i e n t
45
46 % maximum a l l owab l e bank and p i t ch f o r UAV
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47 maxRotationUAV = deg2rad (5 ) ; % rad ians
48
49 UAV = s t r u c t ( ’ mass ’ , mass , ’ i n e r t i aMat r i x ’ , i n e r t i aMatr ix , . . .
50 ’ propArea ’ , propArea , ’ propVects ’ , rProp , ’CT’ , CT, ’CD’ , CD,
. . .
51 ’ maxRotation ’ , maxRotationUAV) ;
1 f unc t i on [ d_iTb_d_phi , d_iTb_d_theta , d_iTb_d_psi ] =
jacobian_DCM_body2ned ( eu l e r_ang l e s )
2 %jacobian_DCM_body2ned − Outputs the Jacobian o f the body to
i n e r t i a l DCM
3 %
4 % Syntax : [ d_iTb_d_phi , d_iTb_d_theta , d_iTb_d_psi ] =
jacobian_DCM_body2ned ( eu l e r_ang l e s )
5
6 % e u l e r ang l e s
7 phi = eu le r_ang l e s (1 ) ;
8 theta = eu le r_ang l e s (2 ) ;
9 p s i = eu l e r_ang l e s (3 ) ;
10
11 % jacob ian terms
12 d_iTb_d_phi = [ . . .
13 0 , cos ( p s i ) ∗ s i n ( theta ) ∗ cos ( phi ) + s i n ( phi ) ∗ s i n ( p s i ) , cos (
phi ) ∗ s i n ( p s i ) − s i n ( phi ) ∗ cos ( p s i ) ∗ s i n ( theta ) ; . . .
14 0 , −s i n ( phi ) ∗ cos ( p s i ) + s i n ( theta ) ∗ cos ( phi ) ∗ s i n ( p s i ) , −(
s i n ( phi ) ∗ s i n ( theta ) ∗ s i n ( p s i ) + cos ( p s i ) ∗ cos ( phi ) ) ; . . .
15 0 , cos ( theta ) ∗ cos ( phi ) , −cos ( theta ) ∗ s i n ( phi ) ; . . .
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16 ] ;
17 d_iTb_d_theta = [ . . .
18 −s i n ( theta ) ∗ cos ( p s i ) , cos ( p s i ) ∗ cos ( theta ) ∗ s i n ( phi ) , cos (
phi ) ∗ cos ( p s i ) ∗ cos ( theta ) ; . . .
19 −s i n ( theta ) ∗ s i n ( p s i ) , cos ( theta ) ∗ s i n ( phi ) ∗ s i n ( p s i ) , cos (
phi ) ∗ cos ( theta ) ∗ s i n ( p s i ) ; . . .
20 −cos ( theta ) , −s i n ( theta ) ∗ s i n ( phi ) , −s i n ( theta ) ∗ cos ( phi )
; . . .
21 ] ;
22 d_iTb_d_psi = [ . . .
23 −cos ( theta ) ∗ s i n ( p s i ) , −( s i n ( p s i ) ∗ s i n ( theta ) ∗ s i n ( phi ) + cos
( phi ) ∗ cos ( p s i ) ) , s i n ( phi ) ∗ cos ( p s i ) − cos ( phi ) ∗ s i n ( p s i ) ∗
s i n ( theta ) ; . . .
24 cos ( theta ) ∗ cos ( p s i ) , −cos ( phi ) ∗ s i n ( p s i ) + s i n ( theta ) ∗ s i n (
phi ) ∗ cos ( p s i ) , cos ( phi ) ∗ s i n ( theta ) ∗ cos ( p s i ) + s i n ( p s i ) ∗
s i n ( phi ) ; . . .
25 0 , 0 , 0 ] ;
26
27 end
1 f unc t i on [ d_bTi_d_phi , d_bTi_d_theta , d_bTi_d_psi ] =
jacobian_DCM_ned2body ( eu l e r_ang l e s )
2 %jacobian_DCM_ned2body − Outputs the Jacobian o f the i n e r t i a l to
body DCM
3 %
4 % Syntax : [ d_bTi_d_phi , d_bTi_d_theta , d_bTi_d_psi ] =
jacobian_DCM_ned2body ( eu l e r_ang l e s )
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5
6 % jacob ian terms
7 [ d_iTb_d_phi , d_iTb_d_theta , d_iTb_d_psi ] =
jacobian_DCM_body2ned ( eu l e r_ang l e s ) ;
8
9 % outputs are the tranpose o f the iTb terms
10 d_bTi_d_phi = d_iTb_d_phi ’ ;
11 d_bTi_d_theta = d_iTb_d_theta ’ ;
12 d_bTi_d_psi = d_iTb_d_psi ’ ;
13
14 end
1 f unc t i on [ d_angvel_T_eulerrates_dphi , d_angvel_T_eulerrates_dtheta
, d_angvel_T_eulerrates_dpsi ] =
jacobian_eulerrates_to_angvel_matr ix ( e u l e r a n g l e s )
2 %jacobian_eulerrates_to_angvel_matr ix − Jacobian o f Euler r a t e s to
angular
3 %v e l o c i t y matrix
4 %
5 % Syntax : [ d_angvel_T_eulerrates_dphi ,
d_angvel_T_eulerrates_dtheta , d_angvel_T_eulerrates_dpsi ] =
jacobian_eulerrates_to_angvel_matr ix ( e u l e r a n g l e s )
6 %
7 % Long d e s c r i p t i o n
8
9 % unpack e u l e r a n g l e s
10 phi = e u l e r a n g l e s (1 ) ;
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11 theta = e u l e r a n g l e s (2 ) ;
12
13 % p a r t i a l d e r i v a t i v e o f e u l e r r a t e s matrix with r e sp e c t to phi
14 d_angvel_T_eulerrates_dphi = [ . . .
15 0 , 0 , 0 ;
16 0 , −s i n ( phi ) , cos ( phi ) ∗ cos ( theta ) ;
17 0 , −cos ( phi ) , −s i n ( phi ) ∗ cos ( theta ) ] ;
18
19 % p a r t i a l d e r i v a t i v e o f e u l e r r a t e s matrix with r e sp e c t to theta
20 d_angvel_T_eulerrates_dtheta = [ . . .
21 0 , 0 , −cos ( theta ) ;
22 0 , 0 , −s i n ( phi ) ∗ s i n ( theta ) ;
23 0 , 0 , −cos ( phi ) ∗ s i n ( theta ) ] ;
24
25 % p a r t i a l d e r i v a t i v e o f e u l e r r a t e s matrix with r e sp e c t to p s i
26 d_angvel_T_eulerrates_dpsi = ze ro s (3 ) ;
27
28 end
1 f unc t i on posNED = lla_to_ned ( originLLA , posLLA)
2 % lla_to_ned − conver t s g eode t i c coord ings ( l a t i t ude , long i tude ,
a l t i t u d e )
3 % to l o c a l NED frame ( assuming o r i g i n i s [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] ) .
4 %




8 % originLLA : [ 1 x N] Reference coo rd ina t e s and a l t i t u d e . Where
l o c a l NED
9 % frame i s at i t s o r i g i n
10 % posLLA : [ 3 x N] p o s i t i o n in geode t i c coo rd ina t e s [ l a t ; long ;
a l t i t u d e ]
11 %
12 % OUTPUTS
13 % posNED : [ 3 x N] p o s i t i o n in NED coo rd ina t e s
14
15 i f s i z e (posLLA , 1) ~= 3
16 e r r o r ( ’ A l l inputs must have dimensions [ 3 x N ] . posLLA has
dimensions %d ’ , posLLA) ;
17 end
18
19 rEarth = 1e3 ∗ 6371 ; % rad iu s o f Earth (m)
20
21 northPos = (posLLA (1 , : ) − originLLA (1) ) .∗ pi /180 .∗ rEarth ;
22 eastPos = (posLLA (2 , : ) − originLLA (2) ) .∗ pi /180 .∗ rEarth ;
23 downPos = −posLLA (3 , : ) ;
24
25 posNED = [ northPos ; eastPos ; downPos ] ;
26 end
1 f unc t i on v = random_vector ( magnitude )




4 v = randn (3 , 1) ;
5 v_normalized = v . / norm(v ) ;
6 v = magnitude .∗ v_normalized ;
7 end
1 f unc t i on [ a l l_f ina l_source_distance_meters ,
a l l_ f i r s t_ i t e ra t i on_percent_d i s t_cove r ed ,
all_num_iterations_within_1m , convergence_array ,
a l l _ f i r s t _ i t e r a t i o n _ t i m e ] = score_saved_runs ( path_to_runs )
2 %score_saved_runs − s co r e runs
3 %
4 % Syntax : [ a l l_f ina l_source_distance_meters , [
a l l_ f i r s t_ i t e ra t i on_percent_d i s t_cove r ed ,
all_num_iterations_within_1m ] = score_saved_runs ( path_to_runs )
5 %
6
7 i f narg in < 1
8 path_to_runs = ’ . ’ ;
9 end
10 f i l enames = d i r ( f u l l f i l e ( path_to_runs , ’ ∗ . mat ’ ) ) ;
11 f i l enames = { f i l enames . name } ;
12
13 a l l_f ina l_source_dis tance_meters = ze ro s (1 , l ength ( f i l enames ) )
;
14 a l l_ f i r s t_ i t e ra t i on_pe r c en t_d i s t_cove r ed = ze ro s (1 , l ength (
f i l enames ) ) ;
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15 a l l _ f i r s t _ i t e r a t i o n _ d i s t _ c ov e r e d = ze ro s (1 , l ength ( f i l enames ) )
;
16 all_num_iterations_within_1m = ze ro s (1 , l ength ( f i l enames ) ) ;
17 a l l _ f i r s t _ i t e r a t i o n _ t i m e = ze ro s (1 , l ength ( f i l enames ) ) ;
18
19 f o r i = 1 : l ength ( f i l enames )
20 run_name = f i l enames { i } ;
21 run_output = load ( f u l l f i l e ( path_to_runs , run_name) ) ;
22 [ f i r s t_est imate_di s tance_covered ,
f i r s t_ i t e ra t i on_percent_d i s t_cove red ,
f ina l_source_di s tance , num_iterations_within_1m ,
in i t_d i s tance , f i r s t _ i t e r a t i o n _ t i m e ] =
score_source_pos_est imation ( run_output . yout ) ;
23 a l l_ f i r s t_ i t e ra t i on_pe r c en t_d i s t_cove r ed ( i ) =
f i r s t_ i t e ra t i on_per c en t_d i s t_cove r ed ;
24 a l l_f ina l_source_dis tance_meters ( i ) =
f ina l_source_d i s tance ;
25 all_num_iterations_within_1m ( i ) = num_iterations_within_1m
;
26 a l l _ f i r s t _ i t e r a t i o n _ d i s t _ c ov e r e d ( i ) =
f i r s t_es t imate_di s tance_covered ;
27 a l l _ f i r s t _ i t e r a t i o n _ t i m e ( i ) = f i r s t _ i t e r a t i o n _ t i m e ;
28 end
29
30 % sco r i ng p l o t s
31
32 % % f i n a l source d i s t anc e
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33 % f i g u r e (1 )
34 % edges = [ 0 : 5 0 : c e i l (max( a l l_f ina l_source_dis tance_meters )
.∗100) +50] ;
35 % histogram ( a l l_f ina l_source_dis tance_meters .∗100 , edges , ’
FaceAlpha ’ , 1) ;
36 % x l a b e l ( ’ Source Distance (cm) ’ )
37 % y l a b e l ( ’ Runs ’ ) ;
38 % %x t i c k s ( −1000:10: c e i l (max( a l l_f ina l_source_dis tance_meters )
.∗100 + 1000) ) ;
39 % t i t l e ( ’ F ina l source d i s tance ’ )
40 %
41 % % f i r s t i t e r a t i o n percent d i s t anc e
42 % f i g u r e (2 )
43 % minBin = f l o o r (min ( a l l_ f i r s t_ i t e ra t i on_pe r c en t_d i s t_cove r ed )
) − rem( f l o o r (min ( a l l_ f i r s t_ i t e ra t i on_pe r c en t_d i s t_cove r ed ) ) ,
10) − 10 ;
44 % maxBin = f l o o r (max( a l l_ f i r s t_ i t e ra t i on_pe r c en t_d i s t_cove r ed )
) − rem( f l o o r (max( a l l_ f i r s t_ i t e ra t i on_pe r c en t_d i s t_cove r ed ) ) ,
10) + 10 ;
45 % edges = [ minBin : 5 : maxBin ] ;
46 % histogram ( a l l_ f i r s t_ i t e ra t i on_percent_d i s t_cove r ed , edges , ’
FaceAlpha ’ , 1)
47 % x l a b e l ( ’% c l o s e r ’ ) ;
48 % y l a b e l ( ’ Runs ’ )
49 % t i t l e ( ’ F i r s t source d i s t anc e reduct ion ’ )
50 % x t i c k s ( [ minBin : 1 0 : maxBin ] ) ;
51 %
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52 % % number o f i t e r a t i o n s u n t i l with in 1m
53 % f i g u r e (3 )
54 unique_iterat ion_counts = unique ( all_num_iterations_within_1m )
;
55 t o ta l_ i t e ra t i on_count s = ze ro s (1 , l ength (
unique_iterat ion_counts ) ) ;
56 % f o r i = 1 : l ength ( to ta l_ i t e ra t i on_count s )
57 % iterationNum = unique_iterat ion_counts ( i ) ;
58 % tota l_ i t e ra t i on_count s ( i ) = sum(
all_num_iterations_within_1m == iterationNum ) ;
59 % end
60 % bar ( unique_iterat ion_counts , t o ta l_ i t e ra t i on_count s ) ;
61 % x l a b e l ( ’ Number o f i t e r a t i o n s u n t i l <= 1m’ ) ;
62 % y l a b e l ( ’ Number o f runs ’ )
63 % t i t l e ( ’ I t e r a t i o n s f o r d i s t anc e <= 1m’ )
64
65 % converges , w i l l converge , does not converge with in 1m
66 num_runConverges = length ( a l l_f ina l_source_dis tance_meters (
a l l_f ina l_source_dis tance_meters < 1 . 0 ) ) ;
67 num_willConverge = length ( a l l_f ina l_source_dis tance_meters (
a l l_f ina l_source_dis tance_meters < 9 &
al l_f ina l_source_dis tance_meters > 1 . 0 ) ) ;
68 num_willNotConverge = 100 − num_runConverges −
num_willConverge ;
69
70 convergence_array = [ in i t_d i s tance , num_runConverges ,
num_willConverge , num_willNotConverge ] ;
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71
72 c a t e g o r i e s = c a t e g o r i c a l ({ ’ Converges ’ , ’ Wil l Converge ’ , ’ Does
not converge ’ }) ;
73
74 % f i g u r e (4 )
75 % bar ( c a t e go r i e s , [ num_runConverges , num_willConverge ,
num_willNotConverge ] ) ;
76 % t i t l e ( ’ Convergence with in Sim Time ’ )
77 % y l a b e l ( ’ Runs ’ )
78
79 % f i r s t i t e r a t i o n time
80 % f i g u r e (5 ) ;
81 % edges = 0 : 1 : c e i l (max( a l l _ f i r s t _ i t e r a t i o n _ t i m e ) ) ;
82 % histogram ( a l l_ f i r s t_ i t e r a t i on_t ime , edges , ’ FaceAlpha ’ , 1) ;
83 % x l a b e l ( ’ Time ( sec ) ’ )
84 % y l a b e l ( ’ Runs ’ ) ;





90 f unc t i on [ f i r s t_est imate_di s tance_covered ,
f i r s t_ i t e ra t i on_percent_d i s t_cove red , f ina l_source_di s tance ,
num_iterations_within_1m , in i t_d i s tance , f i r s t _ i t e r a t i o n _ t i m e ]
= score_source_pos_est imation ( yout )
91
92 x = yout . x ;
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93 % unpack s t a t e
94 [ pos_ned , ~ , ~ , ~ , ~ , ~ ] = unpack_state_vector ( x ) ;
95
96 uav_init_pos = pos_ned ( : , 1) ;
97
98 true_source_pos = yout . true_source_pos ;
99 source_pos_est imates = yout . source . pos i t i on_es t imate ;
100 est imat ion_start_t imes = yout . source . es t imat ion_start_t imes ;
101
102 i n i t_d i s t anc e = norm( true_source_pos − uav_init_pos ) ;
103
104 % ~~~~~~~~~~ get percent d i s t anc e c l o s ed on f i r s t i t e r a t i o n
~~~~~~~~~~
105 % di s t ance from f i r s t est imated p o s i t i o n
106 f i r s t_es t imate_di s tance_covered = in i t_d i s t anc e − norm(
true_source_pos − source_pos_est imates ( 2 : 4 , 1) ) ;
107
108 % percent d i s t anc e c l o s ed on f i r s t i t e r a t i o n
109 f i r s t_ i t e ra t i on_per c en t_d i s t_cove r ed = ( (
f i r s t_es t imate_di s tance_covered / i n i t_d i s t anc e ) ) ∗ 100 ;
110
111 %~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ get d i s t anc e from source at end o f sim
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
112 f i na l_source_d i s tance = norm( true_source_pos −
source_pos_est imates ( 2 : 4 , end ) ) ;
113
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114 %~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ f i r s t i t e r a t i o n time
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
115 f i r s t _ i t e r a t i o n _ t i m e = est imat ion_start_t imes (1 ) ;
116
117 %~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ get number o f i t e r a t i o n s r equ i r ed to get
with in 1m of source ~~~~~~
118 source_pos_error = ze ro s (3 , s i z e ( source_pos_estimates , 2) ) ;
119 source_di s t_error = ze ro s (1 , s i z e ( source_pos_estimates , 2) ) ;
120 f o r i = 1 : s i z e ( source_pos_estimates , 2)
121 source_pos_error ( : , i ) = true_source_pos −
source_pos_est imates ( 2 : 4 , i ) ;
122 source_di s t_error ( i ) = norm( source_pos_error ( : , i ) ) ;
123 end
124 num_iterations_within_1m = f ind ( source_di s t_error <= 1 , 1) ;
125 i f isempty ( num_iterations_within_1m )




1 f unc t i on B = skew (A)
2 % Converts a vec to r in to 3x3 skew−symmetric form .
3 %
4 % Syntax : B = skew (A)
5
6 i f any ( s i z e (A) > 3)




10 i f i snumer ic (A)
11 B = ze ro s (3 , 3 ) ;
12 end
13
14 B(1 ,2 ) = −A(3) ;
15 B(1 ,3 ) = A(2) ;
16 B(2 ,1 ) = A(3) ;
17 B(2 ,3 ) = −A(1) ;
18 B(3 ,1 ) = −A(2) ;
19 B(3 ,2 ) = A(1) ;
20
21 end
1 f unc t i on counts_1sec = store_1sec_counts ( zout , time )
2 %store_1sec_counts − Store l a s t second o f counts
3 %




7 [ ~ , ~ , ~ , ~ , ~ , source_specs ] = get_sensor_specs ( ) ;
8 counts_a l l = zout . source . counts ;
9 counts_time = zout . source . t ;
10
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11 % i f we would be between measurements , round time to nea r e s t
tenths p lace to
12 % cons t ruc t counts_1sec
13 i f (mod( time , round (1/ source_specs . sampleRate , 6) ) ~= 0)
14 t ime_tenths_place = get_dig i t s_af ter_dec imal ( time , 1) ;
15 time = f l o o r ( time ) + time_tenths_place /10 ;
16 end
17 time = round ( time , 6) ;
18
19 i f (mod( time , round (1/ source_specs . sampleRate , 6) ) == 0) && (
time >= round (1/ source_specs . sampleRate , 6) )
20 % get one seconds worth o f counts to determine i f g rad i en t
de t e c t i on
21 % should s t a r t
22 counts_ind = f i nd ( counts_time == time ) ;
23 i f time >= 1.0 % i f time > 1 . 0 , should have enough
measurements
24 t ime_1sec_ear l i e r = round ( time − 0 . 9 , 6) ;
25 counts_ind_1_sec_earl ier = f i nd ( counts_time ==
t ime_1sec_ear l i e r ) ;
26 e l s e % time − 1 sec would be negat ive .
27 counts_ind_1_sec_earl ier = 1 ;
28 end




31 % Pad ze ro s to end o f counts_1sec i f l ength i s l e s s than
10 . This should
32 % only happen when time <= 1.0 sec
33 i f time <= 1.0
34 counts_1sec = [ counts_1sec , z e r o s (1 , source_specs .
sampleRate − l ength ( counts_1sec ) ) ] ;
35 e l s e i f l ength ( counts_1sec ) ~= 10
36 e r r o r ( ’ Counts_1sec has l ength l e s s than 10 a f t e r one
sec : Length = %d , Time = %d ’ , l ength ( counts_1sec ) ,
time ) ;
37 end
38 e l s e i f time < round (1/ source_specs . sampleRate , 6)
39 counts_1sec = ze ro s (1 , source_specs . sampleRate ) ;
40 e l s e





1 f unc t i on [ pos_ned , vel_ned , accel_ned , eu l e r ang l e s , obstacle_ned ,
source_ned ] = unpack_state_vector ( x )
2 %unpack_state_vector − Outputs s t a t e vec to r e lements
3 %
4 % Syntax : [ pos_ned , vel_ned , accel_ned , eu l e r ang l e s , obstacle_ned ,
source_ned ] = unpack_state_vector ( x )
5 %
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6 % Output s t a t e vec to r e lements f o r use in other f unc t i on s .
7 %
8 % INPUT
9 % x [18 x N] − s t a t e vec to r or array o f s t a t e v e c t o r s .
10
11 % ensure x i s a column vec to r or an array o f column vec to r s
12 i f s i z e (x , 1) ~= 18
13 e r r o r ( ’ State vec to r " x " must conta in 18 e lements and must
be g iven as a column vecto r or an array o f column
vec to r s . ’ ) ;
14 end
15
16 pos_ned = x ( 1 : 3 , : ) ;
17 vel_ned = x ( 4 : 6 , : ) ;
18 accel_ned = x ( 7 : 9 , : ) ;
19 e u l e r a n g l e s = x (10 : 12 , : ) ;
20 obstacle_ned = x (13 : 15 , : ) ;
21 source_ned = x (16 : 18 , : ) ;
22 end
1 f unc t i on [ time_reached , command_duration ] =
time_until_waypoint_reached ( yout )
2 %time_until_waypoint_reached − determine time u n t i l waypoint i s
reached
3 %
4 % Syntax : waypoints_reached = time_until_waypoint_reached ( yout )
5 %
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6 % Long d e s c r i p t i o n
7 x = yout . x ;
8 pos = x ( 1 : 3 , : ) ;
9 ve l = x ( 4 : 6 , : ) ;
10 t = yout . t ;
11 waypoints = yout . c o n t r o l s . waypoints ;
12
13 % thre sho ld
14 di s t_thresh = 0 . 1 ;
15 vel_mag_thresh = 0 . 0 5 ;
16
17 time_reached = ze ro s (1 , s i z e ( waypoints , 2) ) ;
18 command_duration = ze ro s (1 , s i z e ( waypoints , 2) ) ;
19 f o r i = 1 : l ength ( waypoints )
20 target_pos = waypoints ( 2 : 4 , i ) ;
21 ta rge t_ve l = [ 0 , 0 , 0 ] ’ ;
22 pos_error = target_pos − pos ;
23 ve l_er ro r = target_ve l − ve l ;
24 d i s t_e r r o r = ze ro s (1 , l ength ( pos_error ) ) ;
25 vel_mag_error = ze ro s (1 , l ength ( ve l_er ro r ) ) ;
26 f o r j = 1 : l ength ( pos_error )
27 d i s t_e r r o r ( j ) = norm( pos_error ( : , j ) ) ;
28 vel_mag_error ( j ) = norm( ve l_er ro r ( : , j ) ) ;
29 end
30 ind = f i nd ( d i s t_e r r o r < di s t_thresh & vel_mag_error <
vel_mag_thresh , 1) ;
31 time_reached ( i ) = t ( ind ) ;
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2 A1 = @( r1 ) 1000/( r1 ^2) ;
3 law_cos ines = @(a , b , theta_c ) a^2+b^2 − 2∗a∗b∗ cos ( theta_c ) ;
4
5 dis t_array = 1 : 1 : 5 0 ;
6 prob_wrongDir_best_all = ze ro s (1 , l ength ( d i s t_array ) ) ;
7 prob_wrongDir_worst_all = ze ro s (1 , l ength ( d i s t_array ) ) ;
8 prob_wrongDir_mid_all = ze ro s (1 , l ength ( d i s t_array ) ) ;
9
10 count = 0 ;
11 prob_wrongDir_best = 0 ;
12 f o r d i s t = dis t_array
13 d i s t
14 A_closeMean_best = A1( d i s t −1) ;
15 A_farMean_best = A1( d i s t +1) ;
16
17 dist_worst = sq r t ( law_cos ines ( d i s t , 1 , 90) ) ;
18 A_closeMean_worst = A1( dist_worst ) ;
19
20 dist_mid_close = sq r t ( law_cos ines ( d i s t , 1 , 45) ) ;
21 dist_mid_far = sq r t ( law_cos ines ( d i s t , −1, 45) ) ;
22
23 A_closeMean_mid = A1( dist_mid_close ) ;
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24 A_farMean_mid = A1( dist_mid_far ) ;
25
26 prob_wrongDir_best = 0 ;
27 prob_wrongDir_worst = 0 ;
28 prob_wrongDir_mid = 0 ;
29
30 f o r i = 0:500
31
32 prob_Aclose_best = pdf ( ’ Poisson ’ , i , A_closeMean_best ) ;
33 prob_Afar_greater_Aclose_best = 1−cd f ( ’ Poisson ’ , i ,
A_farMean_best ) ;
34 prob_wrongDir_best = prob_wrongDir_best + prob_Aclose_best
∗( prob_Afar_greater_Aclose_best ) ;
35
36 prob_Aclose_worst = pdf ( ’ Poisson ’ , i , A_closeMean_worst ) ;
37 prob_Afar_greater_Aclose_worst = 1−cd f ( ’ Poisson ’ , i ,
A_closeMean_worst ) ;
38 prob_wrongDir_worst = prob_wrongDir_worst +
prob_Aclose_worst∗prob_Afar_greater_Aclose_worst ;
39
40 prob_Aclose_mid = pdf ( ’ Poisson ’ , i , A_closeMean_mid ) ;
41 prob_Afar_greater_Aclose_mid = 1−cd f ( ’ Poisson ’ , i ,
A_farMean_mid) ;





45 count = count +1;
46 prob_wrongDir_best_all ( count ) = prob_wrongDir_best ;
47 prob_wrongDir_worst_all ( count ) = prob_wrongDir_worst ;




52 % plo t ( dist_array , prob_wrongDir_best_all , d ist_array ,
prob_wrongDir_worst_all , d ist_array , prob_wrongDir_mid_all ) ;
53 % legend ( ’\ theta_0 = 0 \ c i r c ’ , ’\ theta_0 = 90 \ c i r c ’ , ’\ theta_0 =
45 \ c i r c ’ ) ;
54 % x l a b e l ( ’ Distance (m) ’ ) ;
55 % y l a b e l ( ’ Probab i l i ty ’ ) ;
56 % t i t l e ( ’ P robab i l i t y o f I n c o r r e c t Source Direct ion ’ ) ;
57
58 p lo t ( dist_array , prob_wrongDir_best_all , d ist_array ,
prob_wrongDir_worst_all ) ;
59 l egend ( ’ \ theta_0 = 0 \ c i r c ’ , ’ \ theta_0 = 90 \ c i r c ’ ) ;
60 x l a b e l ( ’ Distance (m) ’ ) ;
61 y l a b e l ( ’ P robab i l i t y ’ ) ;




1 f unc t i on de t e c t i on_f l ag = check_near_source_counts ( counts ,
A_thresh , A_background )
2 %check_near_source_video − Check i f near a source to t r i g g e r
g rad i en t t e s t
3 %




7 % counts [N x 1 , 1 x N ] : array o f counts
8 % A_thresh : va lue that must be exceeded by sum of a l l e lements
in
9 % array " counts "
10 % OUTPUTS
11 % dete c t i on_f l ag : f l a g r a i s e d i f sum( counts ) exceeds th r e sho ld .
12
13 % A_thresh i s number o f counts r equ i r ed to t r i g g e r a g rad i en t
14 % measurement
15 i f narg in < 2
16 e r r o r ( ’ Ac t i v i ty th r e sho ld unset ’ )
17 end
18
19 i f sum( counts ) − A_background >= A_thresh
20 de t e c t i on_f l ag = 1 ;
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21 e l s e




1 f unc t i on at_target_f lag = check_uav_at_target (x , r_measurement_ned
)
2 % check i f we are at the waypoint
3 deadzone = 0 . 1 ;
4 % unpack inputs
5 r_uav_ned = [ x (1 ) , x (2 ) , x (3 ) ] ’ ;
6 v_uav_body = [ x (4 ) , x (5 ) , x (6 ) ] ’ ;
7 i f ~any ( abs ( r_uav_ned − r_measurement_ned ) > deadzone ) && ~any
( abs (v_uav_body − [ 0 ; 0 ; 0 ] ) > deadzone )
8 at_target_f lag = 1 ;
9 e l s e
10 at_target_f lag = 0 ;
11 end
12 end
1 f unc t i on source_pos_ned = estimate_source_pos ( counts_gradient ,
r_gradient_center_ned , measurement_positions_ned , durat ion , A0 ,
A_background , r0 , A_thresh , true_source_ned )
2 %estimate_source_pos − Estimate source p o s i t i o n in NED
3 %
4 % Syntax : source_pos_ned = estimate_source_pos (x ,
counts_gradient , r_gradient_center_ned )
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5 %
6 % Long d e s c r i p t i o n
7
8 % e r r o r check ing
9 i f l ength ( counts_gradient ) ~= durat ion ∗ 10




13 % A_thresh s e t s maximum d i s t anc e
14 dist_max = r0 ∗ s q r t ( (A0 + sq r t (A0) ) / abs ( A_thresh ) ) ;
15
16 std_A0 = sq r t (A0) ;
17
18 source_di s t = [ ] ;
19 vec_row_count = 0 ;
20
21 f o r i = 1 : 2 : 6
22 vec_row_count = vec_row_count + 1 ;
23 counts_plus = counts_gradient ( i , : ) ;
24 pos_plus_ned = measurement_positions_ned ( : , i ) ;
25 counts_minus = counts_gradient ( i + 1 , : ) ;
26 pos_minus_ned = measurement_positions_ned ( : , i + 1) ;
27
28 delta_pos = pos_plus_ned − pos_minus_ned ;
29 unit_delta_pos = delta_pos . / norm( delta_pos ) ; % uni t
vec to r
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30 % get average counts per second
31 avg_counts_plus = mean( counts_plus ) ∗ 10 − A_background ;
32 avg_counts_minus = mean( counts_minus ) ∗ 10 − A_background ;
33
34 delta_counts = avg_counts_plus − avg_counts_minus ;
35
36 % get source d i s t anc e along ax i s
37 source_dist_plus = ( r0 ∗ s q r t (A0 / avg_counts_plus ) ) ;
38 source_dist_minus = ( r0 ∗ s q r t (A0 / avg_counts_minus ) ) ;
39 source_dist_array = [ source_dist_plus , source_dist_minus ] ;
40 s ou r c e_d i s t_d i f f = abs (norm( source_dist_plus ) − norm(
source_dist_minus ) ) ;
41
42 source_dis t_axi s = s i gn ( delta_counts ) ∗ s ou r c e_d i s t_d i f f /
2 .∗ unit_delta_pos ;
43
44 avg_counts_array = [ avg_counts_plus , avg_counts_minus ] ;
45 [ max_counts , max_counts_ind ] = max( avg_counts_array ) ;
46
47 i f abs ( de lta_counts ) > sq r t (min ( [ avg_counts_plus ,
avg_counts_minus ] ) ) | | ( avg_counts_plus > A0 − std_A0
&& avg_counts_minus > A0 − std_A0 )
48
49 i f s ou r c e_d i s t_d i f f > 0 .9
50 source_dis t_axi s = s i gn ( delta_counts ) ∗ (
source_dist_array ( max_counts_ind ) ) .∗
unit_delta_pos ;
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51 e l s e i f s ou r c e_d i s t_d i f f > 0 .5
52 source_dis t_axi s = s i gn ( delta_counts ) ∗ abs (
source_dist_array ( max_counts_ind ) − 1) .∗
unit_delta_pos ;
53 e l s e
54 source_dis t_axi s = s i gn ( delta_counts ) ∗





59 % i f one measurement i s much g r e a t e r than A0 , j u s t use
that
60 % p o s i t i o n
61 i f max_counts + sq r t (A0) > A0
62 % i f sou r c e_d i s t_d i f f i s l e s s than 1 , use
sou r c e_d i s t_d i f f f o r
63 % di s t ance e s t imat ion
64 i f s ou r c e_d i s t_d i f f >= 1 .5
65
66 i f max_counts_ind == 1
67 source_dis t_axi s = ( pos_plus_ned −
r_gradient_center_ned ) .∗ unit_delta_pos ;
68 e l s e
69 source_dis t_axi s = ( pos_minus_ned −








76 %source_dis t_axi s = r0 ∗ s i gn ( delta_counts ) ∗ s q r t (A0 . /
abs ( delta_counts ) ) .∗ unit_delta_pos ;
77
78 % check i f our va lue s are usab le .
79 % standard dev i a t i on o f counts i s g iven by sq r t ( counts ) .
80 % i f delta_counts < max( standard_deviat ion ) , do not use
81 delta_counts_thresh = max ( [ s q r t ( avg_counts_plus ) , s q r t (
avg_counts_minus ) ] ) ;
82
83 % source_dist_plus − source_dist_minus should equal 2 . Set
th r e sho ld s
84 source_d i s t_d i f f_er ro r = 0 . 5 ;
85 s ou r c e_d i s t_d i f f_ f l ag = ( sou r c e_d i s t_d i f f > 1 −
source_d i s t_d i f f_er ro r ) && ( sour c e_d i s t_d i f f < 1 +
source_d i s t_d i f f_er ro r + 1) ;
86 s ou r c e_d i s t_d i f f_ f l ag = 1 ;
87
88 i f any ( abs ( source_dis t_axi s ) > dist_max ) | | ~
sou r c e_d i s t_d i f f_ f l ag | | any ( i snan ( source_dis t_axi s ) )








96 source_pos_ned = sum( source_dist , 2) + r_gradient_center_ned ;
97 source_pos_error = true_source_ned − source_pos_ned ;
98 % source i s not underground
99 i f source_pos_ned (3 ) > 0




1 f unc t i on [ measurement_positions_ned , gradient_center_ned ] =
get_gradient_waypoints ( x )
2 %get_waypoint_gradient − output UAV waypoint from measurement
number and s t a t e
3 %
4 % Syntax : measure_gradient_waypoint = get_waypoint_gradient (x , t ,
measurement_num)
5 %
6 % Long d e s c r i p t i o n
7
8 reg ion_rad ius = 1 ;
9
10 r_uav_ned = [ x (1 ) , x (2 ) , x (3 ) ] ’ ;
11
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12 gradient_center_ned = r_uav_ned ;
13 measurement_positions_ned ( : , 1) = gradient_center_ned + [
reg ion_rad ius ; 0 ; 0 ] ;
14 measurement_positions_ned ( : , 2) = gradient_center_ned − [
r eg ion_rad ius ; 0 ; 0 ] ;
15 measurement_positions_ned ( : , 3) = gradient_center_ned + [ 0 ;
reg ion_rad ius ; 0 ] ;
16 measurement_positions_ned ( : , 4) = gradient_center_ned − [ 0 ;
r eg ion_rad ius ; 0 ] ;
17 measurement_positions_ned ( : , 5) = gradient_center_ned + [ 0 ; 0 ;
reg ion_rad ius ] ;
18 measurement_positions_ned ( : , 6) = gradient_center_ned − [ 0 ; 0 ;
reg ion_rad ius ] ;
19
20 i f measurement_positions_ned (3 , 5) > −0.1
21 d i f f e r e n c e = gradient_center_ned (3 ) − (−0.1) ;
22 measurement_positions_ned (3 , 5) = −0.1;
23 measurement_positions_ned (3 , 6) = gradient_center_ned (3 ) +




1 f unc t i on [ measuring_gradient_flag , at_target_f lag ,
gradient_center_ned , target_pos_ned ] =
rad iat ion_source_grad ient ( . . .
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2 x , time , at_target_f lag , gradient_center_ned ,
measurement_num , measurement_posit ions )
3 measur ing_gradient_f lag = 1 ;
4 i f a t_target_f lag == 0
5 [ measurement_positions , gradient_center_ned ,
at_target_f lag , measurement_num ] =
get_waypoint_gradient (x , gradient_center_ned ,
measurement_num , measurement_posit ions ) ;
6 end
7 target_pos_ned = measurement_posit ions ( : , measurement_num)
;
8 %UPDATE WAYPOINTS OUTSIDE OF FUNCTION
9 % i f t_stop_meas i s empty and we are at our target , s e t
t_stop_meas
10 i f isempty ( t_stop_meas )
11 i f a t_target_f lag == 1
12 t_stop_meas = time + 30 ;
13 t_stop_meas = round ( t_stop_meas , 6) ;
14 end
15 e l s e
16 % i f we are at the t a r g e t and t < t_stop_meas , r ecord
counts
17 i f time <= round ( t_stop_meas , 6) && at_target_f lag ==
1
18 gradient_counts = [ gradient_counts , counts_dt ] ;
19 e l s e i f time > t_stop_meas % i f t > t_stop_meas , save
our recorded counts and i n c r e a s e measurement_num
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20 t_stop_meas = [ ] ;
21 gradient_store_counts (measurement_num , : ) =
gradient_counts ;
22 gradient_counts = [ ] ;
23 measurement_num = measurement_num + 1 ;
24 at_target_f lag = 0 ;
25 end
26 end
27 % i f measurement_num == 7 , we are done sav ing measurements
. Estimate
28 % source p o s i t i o n from gradient_store_counts
29 i f measurement_num == 7
30 measur ing_gradient_f lag = 0 ;
31 source_pos_ned = estimate_source_pos (
gradient_store_counts , gradient_center_ned ,
measurement_positions , meas_duration , A0 , r0 ,
A_thresh ) ;
32 source_pos_ned_store = [ source_pos_ned_store , [ time ;
source_pos_ned ] ] ;
33 do_not_measure_deadtime = time + 30 ; % do perform
another g rad i en t measurement f o r 30 sec
34 measurement_posit ions = [ ] ;
35 measurement_num = 0 ;
36 at_target_f lag = 0 ;
37 t_stop_meas = [ ] ;
38 target_pos_ned = source_pos_ned ;
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